
  
  

 
 
 
 
July 31, 2014 
 
The Honorable Kimberly D. Bose 
Secretary 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street, N.E. 
Washington, D.C.  20426 
 

Re: Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Docket No. ER14-____ 
 Submission of Tariff Revisions in Compliance with Order 681 

 
Dear Secretary Bose:  
 
 Pursuant to section 205 of the Federal Power Act1 and Part 35 of the 
Regulations of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("Commission" or 
"FERC"),2 Southwest Power Pool, Inc. ("SPP"), as authorized by its independent 
Board of Directors, submits revisions to its Open Access Transmission Tariff3 
necessary to implement long-term financial transmission rights that are to be referred 
to as Long Term Congestion Rights ("LTCRs") in the context of the Integrated 
Marketplace.  SPP requests that the Commission accept the proposed revisions for 
filing, allowing the revisions to become effective February 1, 2015.   
  
I. BACKGROUND 
  
 A. SPP 
  
 SPP is a Commission-approved Regional Transmission Organization 
("RTO").4 It is an Arkansas non-profit corporation with its principal place of business 
in Little Rock, Arkansas. SPP currently has 76 Members, including 14 investor-
owned utilities, 11 municipal systems, 13 generation and transmission cooperatives, 5 
state agencies, 11 independent power producers, 12 power marketers and 10 
independent transmission companies.  As an RTO, SPP (1) administers, across the 

                                                 
1  16 U.S.C. § 824d. 

2  18 C.F.R. Part 35.13. 

3 Southwest Power Pool, Inc., FERC Electric Tariff, Sixth Revised Volume No. 
1 ("Tariff"). 

4  Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 109 FERC ¶ 61,009 (2004), order on reh’g, 110 FERC 
¶ 61,137 (2005). 
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facilities of SPP's Transmission Owners, open access transmission service over 
approximately 48,930 miles of transmission lines covering portions of Arkansas, 
Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas and (2) 
administers the Integrated Marketplace, a centralized Day-Ahead and Real-Time 
Energy and Operating Reserve Market with locational-marginal pricing and market-
based congestion management. 
 
 B. SPP Integrated Marketplace 
 
 On February 29, 2012,5 as amended on May 15, 2012,6 SPP submitted to the 
Commission proposed revisions to its Tariff to transition from its Real-Time Energy 
Imbalance Service ("EIS") Market to the Integrated Marketplace in March 2014.  The 
Integrated Marketplace design approved by the Commission, which went live 
according to schedule on March 1, 2014, includes Day-Ahead and Real-Time Energy 
and Operating Reserve Markets as well as a Transmission Congestion Rights 
("TCR") Market.7  Because SPP's TCR Market will be the context in which SPP's 
LTCRs are introduced, the following discussion will focus on the role SPP's TCR 
Market currently plays in the Integrated Marketplace. 
 
  All energy transactions in the Integrated Marketplace are subject to congestion 
charges, and TCRs are financial instruments that either entitle their holders to revenue 
or obligate them to charges depending on the hourly difference between the amounts 
of the congestion component of the Locational Marginal Prices ("LMPs") at the 
source and at the sink of a transmission path.8  When congestion occurs, SPP collects 
congestion revenues that a r e  t h e r e a f t e r  be allocated according to TCR 

                                                 
5 Submission of Tariff Revisions to Implement SPP Integrated Marketplace of 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Docket No. ER12-1179-000 (Feb. 29, 2012) 
("Integrated Marketplace Filing"). 

   
6 Amendatory Filing of Tariff Revisions to Implement SPP Integrated 

Marketplace of Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Docket No. ER12-1179-001 
(May 15, 2012).  

7  The SPP TCR Market currently includes approximately seven processes 
aimed at maximizing the cost-effective utilization of energy Resources and the 
regional transmission system, including (1) an annual Auction Revenue Right 
("ARR") verification, (2) an annual ARR allocation, (3) an annual TCR 
auction, (4) monthly ARR allocations, (5) monthly TCR auctions, (6) ARR 
and TCR settlements, and (7) TCR secondary markets. See, generally, Tariff 
at Attachment AE, Sections 7.1-7.7.  

8  See id. at Section 1.1, "Definitions L" and "Definitions T," containing 
respectively the definitions of LMPs and TCRs. 
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holdings.  If the congestion revenues SPP collects during an Operating Day are 
insufficient to fund the net congestion payments made to TCR holders, SPP will 
assess a Day-Ahead Market daily uplift charge to all Market Participants holding 
TCRs for the Operating Day in the amount of the revenue shortage.9  In the event 
SPP collects revenues in excess of amounts needed to fund TCR payments fully, the 
excess revenue is carried forward for future use in monthly and annual TCR payback 
mechanisms to compensate Market Participants that are charged under the Day-
Ahead Market TCR uplift.10 
 

 A Market Participant may obtain TCRs at an auction, through secondary sales, 
or through the self-conversion of ARRs, which are allocated to Eligible Entities11 in 
accordance with their firm Transmission Service Reservations ("TSRs").  Once SPP 
has verified the existence and nature of an Eligible Entity’s transmission service, 
that entity is permitted to nominate candidate ARRs along specific transmission 
paths consistent with their firm service reservations.12  Eligible Entities awarded 
ARRs may either self-convert them into TCRs or hold the ARRs to receive a share 
of the revenue SPP collects from auction purchasers of TCRs.13  Any eligible Market 
Participant that meets the creditworthiness requirements in Attachment X to the 
Tariff can participate in a TCR auction.14  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
9  See id. at Sections 8.5.11-15. 

10  See id.; cf. Sections 8.7.4-5 regarding ARRs. 

11 Eligible Entities include Transmission Customers and Market Participants 
with firm Transmission Service in the form of Firm Point-To-Point 
Transmission Service, firm Network Integration Transmission Service 
("NITS"), and firm service under Grandfathered Agreements ("GFAs"), into, 
out of, or within SPP. See, e.g., id. at Sections 1.1, "Definitions E," containing 
the definition of Eligible Entity; see also Section 7.1.1. 

12  Id. at Section 7.1.1. 

13  See, e.g., id. at Section 1.1, "Definitions A," containing the definition of 
ARRs. 

14  See, generally, id. at Section 7.0; see also Attachment X at Section 5A.  As 
indicated by the redlined Tariff language submitted herewith, additional 
revisions are proposed for Attachment X.  These revisions accord with the 
proposed changes to Attachment AE. 
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 C. Order 68115 
   
 Issued on July 20, 2006, pursuant to the Energy Policy Act of 2005 ("EPAct 
2005"), Order 681 requires an RTO with an "organized electricity market" to offer its 
market participants firm long-term transmission rights.16  In its Integrated 
Marketplace Filing, SPP acknowledged it would be creating an organized market that 
would be subject to the Commission's Order 681.17 Accordingly, SPP committed to 
develop, through its stakeholder process, an appropriate long-term congestion right 
design and file necessary provisions with the Commission prior to the second year of 
Integrated Marketplace operations.18  In its order dated October 18, 2012, the 
Commission ordered SPP to establish long-term transmission rights in a filing due 
180 days after the March 1, 2014, commencement of the Integrated Marketplace.19

  
 In Order 681, the Commission made it clear it was offering seven guidelines 
for design (the "Guidelines") instead of strict rules and requirements on how the 
rights are to be established and allocated.20  The Commission required entities with 
qualifying markets to either (1) explain how their existing designs already accorded 
with the Guidelines or (2) propose specific designs that would be "consistent" with 
the Guidelines.21 The Commission characterized the Guidelines as a framework an 
RTO could use to develop a design that would be compatible with the other aspects of 

                                                 
15  Long-Term Firm Transmission Rights in Organized Electricity Markets, Order 

No. 681, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,226 (2006) ("Order 681") order on reh’g, 
Order No. 681-A, 117 FERC ¶ 61,201 (2006), order on reh’g and 
clarification, Order No. 681-B, 126 FERC ¶ 61,254 (2009).  In Order 681-A, 
the Commission  affirmed the bulk of its findings and directives in Order 681 
while also providing specific clarifications, particularly in connection with 
Guideline 5's focus on priority being given to Load Serving Entities ("LSEs").  
In Order 681-B, the Commission affirmed the bulk of its findings and 
requirements described in Orders 681 and 681-A. 

16  Order 681 at P 1. 

17  See Answer of Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Docket No. ER12-1179-000 (May 
15, 2012), at 20. 

18  Id. at 21. 

19  See Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 141 FERC ¶ 61,048 (2012) at P 245. 

20  Order 681 at PP 2, 16. 

21  Id. at P 1. 
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that RTO's market design while meeting the reasonable needs of Market 
Participants.22 
 
 The Guidelines set forth in Order 681, which are discussed more specifically 
in Section II.B of this Transmittal Letter, can be described generally as follows:  (1) 
the right should be point-to-point and should specify a source, a sink, and a quantity; 
(2) once allocated, the right's financial coverage should not be modified during its 
term; (3) rights made feasible by upgrades should be available to parties funding such 
upgrades; (4) the right should reflect a term of or renewal rights permitting at least ten 
years of coverage; (5) LSEs should have priority in allocation of rights based on 
existing capacity; (6) rights held by an LSE to support a service obligation should be 
assignable to another entity that acquires said service obligation; and (7) the initial 
allocation of the rights should not require an LSE to submit bids in an auction. 
 
 D. Stakeholder Approval 
 
 SPP formed a Long-Term Congestion Rights Task Force ("Task Force") 
devoted entirely to the consideration and design of its LTCR process.23  The make-up 
of the Task Force personnel was specifically designed to reflect the diversity of SPP's 
membership and was composed of two members of the Cost Allocation Working 
Group ("CAWG"),24 two members of the Market Working Group ("MWG"),25 one 
member of the Transmission Working Group ("TWG"),26 and one member from the 

                                                 
22  Id. at P 16. 

23  The Task Force studied how long-term firm transmission rights had been 
designed in other regions and developed justification for any policy 
recommendation(s) to be considered by the MWG and the CAWG for their 
recommendation to the Regional State Committee, the Markets and 
Operations Policy Committee, and the SPP Board of Directors. 

24  The CAWG reports directly to the Regional State Committee ("RSC") and is 
responsible for reviewing, approving and endorsing projects and topics that 
are of particular interest to state regulators and commissioners. 

 
25 The MWG is responsible for the development and coordination of the changes 

necessary to support any SPP administered wholesale market(s), including 
energy, congestion management, and market monitoring, consistent with 
direction from the SPP Board of Directors. 

26  The TWG is responsible for planning criteria to evaluate transmission 
additions, seasonal Available Transfer Capability ("ATC") calculations, 
seasonal flowgate ratings, oversight of coordinated planning efforts, and 
oversight of transmission contingency evaluations.  The TWG develops 
recommendations for the Operations Policy Committee regarding changes to 
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Economic Studies Working Group ("ESWG").27  The Task Force also had a 
commissioner liaison from the RSC.28  The Task Force's duties included (1) 
developing and recommending changes to SPP business practices, protocols, and 
Tariff as needed to meet requirements for Long-Term Transmission Rights, consistent 
with the SPP Tariff and the design of the Integrated Marketplace; and (2) providing 
SPP with the perspectives and input of the Members and Transmission Customers. 
 
 The recommendations and design resulting of the Task Force's work were 
further analyzed and approved through the SPP stakeholder process, including: (1) 
meetings of the MWG in August and September of 2013 and March 2014; (2) 
meetings of the Regional Tariff Working Group ("RTWG")29 in August and 

                                                                                                                                           
SPP criteria referenced herein and works with individual transmission owners 
on issues of coordinated planning and NERC and SPP compliance. The TWG 
coordinates the calculation of the ATC for commerce maintaining regional 
reliability, while ensuring study procedures and criteria are updated to meet 
the regional needs of SPP, in cooperation with governing regulatory entities. 
The TWG is responsible for publication of seasonal and future reliability 
assessment studies on the transmission system of the SPP region. 

27  The ESWG advises and assists SPP staff, various working groups, and task 
forces in the development and evaluation principles for economic studies. The 
ESWG will be responsible for ensuring the proper regional data sets and 
economic methodology, parameters, and metrics are used in these studies and 
for ensuring SPP staff annually updates stakeholders’ data. The ESWG will 
also provide technical support for the development and application of 
economic studies. The ESWG will review the economic planning processes 
for adherence to sound economic metrics methods used by SPP Staff and 
Markets and Operations Policy Committee ("MOPC") working groups and 
task forces and will provide recommendations for improvement of the 
economic evaluations. The ESWG will be responsible for ensuring that SPP 
and/or third party consultants, contracted by the SPP, utilize the appropriate 
model and data set to produce consistent results through all economic 
modeling activities. 

28  The RSC provides collective state regulatory agency input on matters of 
regional importance related to the development and operation of bulk electric 
transmission. The SPP RSC is comprised of retail regulatory commissioners 
from agencies in Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico, 
Oklahoma, and Texas. 

29 The RTWG is responsible for development, recommendation, overall 
implementation, and oversight of SPP’s Tariff. The RTWG also advises SPP 
staff on regulatory and implementation issues not specifically covered by the 
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September of 2013 and March 2014; (3) meetings of the CAWG in September 2013 
and April 2014; (4) meetings of the Operations Reliability Working Group 
("ORWG")30 in August 2013 and April 2014; (5) meetings of the MOPC31 in October 
2013 and April 2014; (6) meetings of the RSC in October 2013 and April 2014; and 
(7) meetings of the SPP Members Committee32 and Board of Directors on October 
2013 and April 2014.  While SPP recognizes that stakeholder approval does not by 
itself cause a filing to be just and reasonable, SPP requests that the Commission 
extend appropriate deference to the wishes of SPP’s stakeholders, consistent with 
Commission precedent.33 
                                                                                                                                           

Tariff or issues where there may be conflicts or differing interpretations of the 
Tariff. 

30  The ORWG maintains, coordinates and implements Criteria related to the 
reliable and secure operation of the bulk electric system operated by the 
members of SPP.  The ORWG ensures these operating criteria are consistent 
with North American Electric Reliability Corporation ("NERC") and Regional 
Reliability Standards.  ORWG coordinates the review, comments on and 
proposed changes to, and implementation of NERC or Regional standards 
related to operational reliability.  The ORWG provides oversight and direction 
for the Reliability Coordinator function of SPP and assigned SPP working 
groups.  The ORWG provides policy input to the MOPC and SPP Board of 
Directors and its committees, if requested. 

31  The MOPC consists of a representative officer or employee from each SPP 
Member and reports to the SPP Board of Directors.  Its responsibilities 
include recommending modifications to the SPP Tariff. See Southwest Power 
Pool, Inc., Bylaws, First Revised Volume No. 4 ("Bylaws") § 6.1. 

32  The Members Committee currently consists of up to 19 representatives of the 
Transmission Owning Member and Transmission Using Member sectors of 
SPP’s Membership.  This committee provides input to and assists the SPP 
Board of Directors with the management and direction of the general business 
of SPP.  See Bylaws § 5.1. 

33  The Commission has previously recognized that provisions  approved through  
RTO stakeholder processes are due deference. See Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 127 
FERC ¶ 61,283, at P 33 (2009) (noting that the Commission "accord[s] an 
appropriate degree of deference to RTO stakeholder processes"); New Eng. 
Power Pool, 105 FERC ¶ 61,300, at P 34 (2003) (Commission approval of 
transmission cost allocation proposal based upon an extensive and thorough 
stakeholder process); Policy Statement Regarding Regional Transmission 
Groups, 1991-1996 FERC Stats. & Regs., Preambles ¶ 30,976, at 30,872 
(1993) (the Commission will afford the appropriate degree of deference to the 
stakeholder approval process). The Commission’s deference to RTO 
stakeholder processes has been upheld by the courts. See Pub. Serv. Comm’n 
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II. DISCUSSION OF REVISIONS 
    
 A. SPP's Long-Term Congestion Rights Generally 
 
 As the Commission intended, SPP's proposed LTCRs are designed to mesh 
with the features and nuances of SPP's existing and Commission-approved TCR 
Market design.  LTCRs are awarded to Eligible Entities during an annual LTCR 
allocation that precedes the annual ARR allocation.34  In light of the potential 
duration of LTCRs and SPP's desire to keep Market Participants whole, SPP is 
proposing a cautious approach to allocation.  Under the proposed design, SPP will 
make fifty percent of the projected maximum Transmission System capability 
available for annual LTCR allocation.35  
 
 Prior to allocation, SPP must verify an Eligible Entity's existing transmission 
service entitlements, which must span the entire annual period for which LTCRs are 
allocated and must have rollover rights.36  For a TSR with a source inside the SPP 
Balancing Authority Area ("BAA") that is not a specific Resource or Resource 
Market Hub, the load Settlement Location that most closely corresponds to the source 
on the TSR will be utilized as the source for candidate LTCRs.37  For a TSR with a 
source outside of the SPP BAA, the Interface Settlement Location associated with the 
Balancing Authority of the source will be utilized as the source for candidate 
LTCRs.38  For a TSR with a sink outside of the SPP BAA, the Interface Settlement 

                                                                                                                                           
of Wis. v. FERC, 545 F.3d 1058, 1062-63 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (noting the 
Commission often gives weight to RTO proposals that reflect the position of 
the majority of the RTO’s stakeholders) (quoting Am.Elec. Power Serv. Corp. 
v. Midwest Indep. Transmission Sys. Operator, Inc., 122 FERC ¶ 61, 083, at P 
172 (2008)). 
 

34  See Proposed Tariff at Attachment AE, Section 7.0. 

35  See id. at Section 7.2.  The Task Force considered the issue of system 
capability specifically.  After reviewing historic load duration curve data, the 
Task Force concluded that an allocation based on fifty percent of maximum 
capability would protect Market Participants upon the initiation of LTCRs.  
The Task Force's meeting minutes and documents are available for review on 
SPP's website at http://www.spp.org/committee_detail.asp?commID=128   

36  See Proposed Tariff at Attachment AE, Section 7.1.1. 

37  Id. at 7.1.1(1)(a)(i). 

38  Id. at 7.1.1(1)(a)(ii) 

http://www.spp.org/committee_detail.asp?commID=128
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Location associated with the Balancing Authority of the sink will be utilized as the 
sink for candidate LTCRs.39 
 
 Available candidate LTCRs will be evaluated annually in a two-stage process.  
Candidate LTCRs for LSEs are evaluated in the first stage, and candidate LTCRs for 
non-LSEs are evaluated in the second stage.40  Eligible Entities taking Network 
Integration Transmission Service ("NITS") with rollover rights under SPP's Tariff 
will be deemed to be LSEs for purposes of LTCR allocation.41  However, Eligible 
Entities taking Firm Point-to-Point Transmission Service with rollover rights under 
SPP's Tariff will not be considered LSEs for purposes of LTCR allocation unless that 
entity provides an attestation to SPP confirming (1) it meets the definition42 of LSE 
set forth in Attachment AE to SPP's Tariff and (2) the Firm Point-to-Point 
Transmission Service is intended to meet a service obligation.43 
 
 LTCRs will be awarded in 0.1 MW increments,44 and all will be directly 
converted to TCRs and accounted for prior to the annual ARR allocation for the 
current allocation year.45 LTCRs are multi-year instruments in that, once awarded, 
they are guaranteed in subsequent years as long as the associated long-term firm SPP 
transmission service reservation remains in effect.46  As proposed, awarded LTCRs 
may be surrendered, however, in subsequent years in 0.1 MW increments at the 

                                                 
39  Id. at 7.1.1(1)(a)(iii). 

40  Id. at 7.2 

41  Id. at 7.1.1(1)(a)(iv). 

42  See Proposed Tariff at Attachment AE, Section 1.1.  "Definitions L," as 
proposed, will define an LSE as "a distribution utility or an electric utility that 
has a service obligation, where a service obligation, as defined in Section 
217(a) of the Federal Power Act, means a requirement applicable to, or the 
exercise of authority granted to, an electric utility under Federal, State, or 
local law or under long-term contracts to provide electric service to end-users 
or to a distribution utility." 

43  Id. at 7.1.1(1)(a)(iv)-(v).  The same standards will apply to Eligible Entities 
taking the equivalent of NITS with rollover rights under a GFA and Eligible 
Entities taking the equivalent of Firm Point-to-Point Transmission Service 
with rollover rights under a GFA. See id. at Sections 7.1.1(2)(a)(iv)-(v). 

44  Id. at 7.2.1. 

45  Id. at Section 7.2.4(4). 

46  Id. at Sections 7.2.2-3, 7.2.4(1). 
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Market Participant's request.47  SPP will provide for the transfer of the firm 
transmission service that underlies the candidate LTCRs and will transfer any 
corresponding awarded LTCRs as necessary to account for wholesale load shifts 
between Transmission Customers.48 
   
 B. LTCR Design Consistency with Order 681 Guidelines  
 
 SPP's LTCR design is consistent the Commission's guidance in Order 681 and 
its progeny.  SPP's design does not exactly match the approaches employed by other 
RTOs, but, as the Commission observed, "there is no 'one size fits all' long-term firm 
transmission right design that could be implemented in each of the various 
transmission organization markets."49  SPP and stakeholders worked together for over 
a year to design a long-term product that works with SPP's particular market 
attributes while still meeting the Commission's guidelines. 
 

1. Guideline 1:  The right should be point-to-point and should 
specify a source, a sink, and a quantity. 

 
 The LTCRs proposed herein will be point-to-point and will specify a source, a 
sink, and a quantity in increments of 0.1 MW.50 
 

2. Guideline 2:  Once allocated, the right's financial coverage 
should not be modified during its term. 

 
 By design, LTCRs as proposed will meet the "full funding" requirements of 
Guideline 2.  Once allocated, an LTCR's terms will be guaranteed throughout 
subsequent years until either (1) it is surrendered by its holder or (2) the associated 
long-term firm SPP transmission service reservation ceases to be in effect.51  
                                                 
47  Id. at Section 7.2.1.   

48  Id. at 7.1.3. 

49  See Order 681 at P 85. 

50  See, e.g., Proposed Tariff at Attachment AE, Sections 7.1.2(2), 7.2.1, and 
7.2.4(3). 

51  See Attachment AE at Sections 7.2.2 (for LSEs), 7.2.3 (for non-LSEs), and 
7.2.4(1).  The LTCRs must meet the availability criteria as specified in 
Section 7.1.1 of Attachment AE, and they must not have been surrendered 
pursuant to Section 7.2.1 of Attachment AE. To the extent previously awarded 
LSE LTCRs are no longer feasible, SPP will make the minimum adjustments 
necessary to the ratings of the applicable transmission facilities in the 
applicable model in order to allow the model to produce a feasible solution. 
Id. at Sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3. 
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3. Guideline 3:  Rights made feasible by upgrades should be 
available to parties funding such upgrades. 

 
 Pursuant to the Commission's directives in Order 681, SPP submits that 
existing compensation designs under its Tariff are already consistent with Guideline 3 
and its focus on parties funding upgrades.52  In Order 681, the Commission stated that 
the rights contemplated by Guideline 3 would be for the benefit of parties paying for 
upgrades "in accordance with the transmission organization’s prevailing cost 
allocation methods for upgrades or expansions."53  SPP has recently examined and 
refined its cost allocation methods that provide parties funding transmission upgrades 
with rights to payment.  Specifically, SPP and stakeholder groups conducted an 
exhaustive, years-long examination of SPP's processes for cost allocation for 
upgrades and for providing revenue credits to parties funding upgrades.  Based on the 
stakeholders' findings and conclusions, which were in turn based on the work and 
findings of a Crediting Process Task Force that was formed specifically to address 
upgrade crediting, SPP proposed Tariff revisions that the Commission ultimately 
approved, with amendments, in February of this year.54 
 
 Under SPP's upgrade crediting process, entities that fund upgrades that are not 
included in the transmission service rates are eligible for revenue credits for the 
subsequent use of the upgrade.55 SPP believes this process, which provides parties 
funding transmission upgrades with rights to payment,56 can easily be viewed as a 
form of long-term firm transmission right.  SPP submits that this existing design is a 
just and reasonable mechanism consistent with Guideline 3.  Further, SPP perceives a 
risk of conflict if a new revenue right is introduced in addition to the existing upgrade 
credits.  SPP's existing ARR/TCR design is unique among the respective RTO/ISO 
                                                                                                                                           
  
52  E.g., Order 681 at P 1. 

53  Id. at P 210. 

54  See Docket No. ER13-1914.  SPP submitted its proposed Tariff revisions in a 
filing dated July 9, 2013, and submitted an amended filing on October 9, 
2013, per the Commission's directions.  After directing SPP to supplement its 
filing and after a separate order on compliance, the Commission approved the 
proposed revisions as amended in an order issued February 12, 2014.  See Sw. 
Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER13-1914-002 (Feb. 12, 2014). 

55  See, e.g., Tariff at Attachment Z2, Section I (describing requirements for 
upgrades that qualify as "Creditable Upgrades" and how long they will 
continue to qualify). 

56  See id. at Section II, generally (setting out rules for "Revenue Crediting"), and 
Section II.D in particular (detailing how Revenue Credits are distributed). 
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markets in that that it is based entirely upon current and new transmission service 
reservations, both Point-to-Point and NITS.  If new LTCRs were to become available 
based on sponsored upgrades to the transmission system, these additional rights could 
potentially create problems of prioritization over existing revenue credits and even 
over-subscription. 
 

4. Guideline 4:  The right should reflect a term of or renewal 
rights permitting at least ten years of coverage. 

 
 As stated supra with regard to Guideline 2, an LTCR will be honored until its 
holder surrenders it or the associated long-term firm SPP transmission service 
reservation ceases to be in effect.  Thus, the proposed LTCR design satisfies 
Guideline 4 by providing an Eligible Entity with a secure, multi-year instrument that 
can be utilized until it is no longer wanted or needed.  In practice, the duration of an 
LTCR as proposed could extend well beyond the ten year minimum suggested by 
Guideline 4.57  
 

5. Guideline 5:  Load Serving Entities should have priority in 
allocation of rights based on existing capacity. 

 
 Under SPP's proposed design, LSEs have priority in the two-step allocation 
process.  Available candidate LTCRs associated with Eligible Entities that are LSEs 
are evaluated first in accordance with proposed Section 7.2.2 of Attachment AE.  
Then candidate LTCRs associated with Eligible Entities that are not LSEs will be 
evaluated in accordance with proposed Section 7.2.3.  
 

6. Guideline 6:  Rights held by a Load Serving Entity to support a 
service obligation should be assignable to another entity that 
acquires said service obligation. 

 
 Under SPP's proposed design, SPP will provide for the transfer of the firm 
transmission service that underlies the relevant candidate LTCRs and will transfer 
any corresponding awarded LTCRs, as applicable, to account for wholesale load 
shifts between Transmission Customers.58 
 

7. Guideline 7:  The initial allocation of the rights should not 
require a Load Serving Entity to submit bids in an auction. 

 
 Under SPP's proposed design, available LTCRs are allocated to LSEs prior to 
any auction activities, and Eligible Entities that are LSEs receive priority in the 

                                                 
57  See note 51, supra. 

58  See Attachment AE at Section 7.1.3(1). 
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determination of LTCRs available for allocation.59  LTCRs will be allocated prior to 
the allocation of annual ARRs, and Eligible Entities that are LSEs are not required to 
participate in any subsequent auctions to maintain LTCRs or to obtain additional 
LTCRs. 
 
III. EFFECTIVE DATE, REQUEST FOR COMMISSION ACTION, AND 

WAIVER OF NOTICE REQUIREMENT 
 
 SPP requests an effective date of February 1, 2015, for the Tariff revisions 
proposed in this filing.  Under the design as proposed, the allocation of LTCRs must 
precede the other processes in the SPP TCR markets.  Accordingly, SPP requests an 
effective date that will allow SPP to perform the LTCR allocation prior to the March 
1, 2015, start of the remaining TCR processes. 
 
 SPP also requests that the Commission issue an order on this filing no later 
than October 1, 2014, so as to provide SPP with sufficient opportunity to address any 
Commission instructions prior to the planned launch date for SPP's proposed LTCR 
product. 
 
 SPP requests a waiver of the Commission’s notice requirements set forth in 
Section 35.3 of the Commission’s regulations, 18 C.F.R. § 35.3, to allow SPP to 
submit these Tariff revisions to the Commission more than 120 days prior to the 
requested effective date. 
 
IV. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
 A. Information Provided Per Commission Regulations60 
 

1. Documents submitted with this filing: 
  
 Clean and Redlined Tariff revisions under the Sixth Revised 

Volume No. 1 are submitted with this transmittal letter. 
 
2. Effective date: 
 
 SPP requests that the Commission accept the proposed 

revisions to the SPP Tariff effective February 1, 2015, but also 
requests that the Commission act on this filing by October 1, 
2014, as discussed above. 

                                                 
59  See Attachment AE at Sections 7.2.2  and 7.2.3. 

60  Because the revisions to the Tariff submitted herein do not involve any 
changes in rates, the use of the abbreviated filing procedures as set forth in 18 
C.F.R. § 35.13(a)(2)(iii) is appropriate. 
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3. Service: 
 
 SPP has served a copy of this filing on all parties designated on 

the official service list compiled by the Secretary in this 
proceeding, as well as SPP's Members, Customers, Market 
Participants, and all affected state commissions.  A complete 
copy of this filing will be posted on the SPP web site, 
www.spp.org. 

 
 4. Requisite agreements: 

 
SPP's Board of Directors approved this filing at its meetings on 
October 29, 2013, and April 29, 2014. 
 

 B. Communications 
 
 Correspondence and communications with respect to this filing should be sent 
to, and SPP requests the Secretary to include on the official service list, the following: 
 

Joseph W. Ghormley 
Senior Attorney 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
201 Worthen Drive 
Little Rock, AR 72223 
Telephone: (501) 614-3368 
Fax: (501) 482-2022 
jghormley@spp.org  

 

Nicole Wagner 
Manager, Regulatory Policy 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
201 Worthen Drive 
Little Rock, AR 72223 
Telephone: (501) 688-1642 
Fax: (501) 482-2022 
jwagner@spp.org 

 
V. CONCLUSION 
 
 For all of the foregoing reasons, SPP respectfully requests that the 
Commission accept the Tariff revisions proposed herein as just and reasonable, 
effective as discussed above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.spp.org/
mailto:jghormley@spp.org
mailto:jwagner@spp.org
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Respectfully submitted, 
 
 /s/ Joseph W. Ghormley 
Joseph W. Ghormley 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
201 Worthen Drive 
Little Rock, AR  72223 
Telephone:  (501) 614-3368 
jghormley@spp.org  

 
Attorney for Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

  
 
CC: Penny Murrell 

Michael Donnini 
John Rogers 

Patrick Clarey 
Laura Vallance 

 

mailto:jghormley@spp.org


 

 

ARTICLE TWO 

Definitions 

2.1 Definitions.  The following definitions apply in this Credit Policy.  Capitalized terms 

used herein and not defined herein shall be given the meaning assigned to them under the Tariff. 

 

Affiliate 

A business concern, organization, or individual is an affiliate of another business concern, 

organization, or individual, including a Credit Customer, that directly or indirectly: (a) has the 

power to control or is controlled by it; or (b) is under common control of a third party.  Elements 

of control include interlocking management or ownership, shared facilities and equipment, and 

common use of employees. 

 

Affiliated Credit Customers 

Credit Customers that are Affiliates. 

 

Agreements 

The Tariff, including this Credit Policy, any and all agreements entered into by the Credit 

Customer under, pursuant to or in connection with the Tariff and/or this Credit Policy, and any 

and all other Agreements to which SPP and the Credit Customer are parties. 

 

Auction Clearing Price 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Auction Revenue Right (ARR) 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff.   

 

Bid 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Business Day  

A day on which the Federal Reserve System is open for business. 

 

Cash Deposit 

Cash collateral provided to SPP to secure a Credit Customer’s performance under the Tariff, this 

Credit Policy, and/or any other Agreements, and any other cash to which the Credit Customer 

has title or rights in the possession of SPP (cash SPP has applied to payment of an obligation 

under the Tariff or Agreements is not cash to which a Credit Customer has title or rights). 

 

Central Prevailing Time 

As established by national time standards, either Central Standard Time or Central Day-Light 

Time. 

 

Composite Credit Score or Credit Score 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.2. 

 



 

 

Credit and Security Agreement 

A legal document, outlining certain terms pursuant to which a security interest in certain 

collateral is granted to SPP, in the form incorporated herein as Appendix “B”. 

 

Credit Application 

The completed, executed, and submitted Credit Application in the form attached as Appendix 

“A” hereto, together with the Credit Information required under this Credit Policy.  

 

Credit Assessment 

This term shall have the meaning given in Article Three. 

 

Credit Contact 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 9.1. 

 

Credit Customer 

Any person that takes or seeks to take service under the Tariff including all Transmission Service 

or other services under the Tariff, including any market services. 

 

Credit Information 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 1.2.3.   

 

Credit Ratings 

Rating assigned by a Rating Agency based on an obligor’s creditworthiness to pay financial 

obligations.  

 

Day-Ahead Market 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Day-Ahead Market Marginal Congestion Component (MCC)  
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 8.3.1.2 of Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Default or Event of Default 

Any default under Article Eight or otherwise under this Credit Policy. 

 

Estimated TCR Exposure (ETCRE) 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5A.1.3. 

 

Estimated Virtual Exposure (“EVE”) 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4A.2.   

 

ETCRE Bid 
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5A.4. 

 

ETCRE Hold 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5A.2. 

 



 

 

ETCRE Offer 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5A.5. 

 

Federal Power Marketing Agency 

For purposes of this Credit Policy, this term shall have the same definition that is set forth in the 

Federal Power Act at 16 U.S.C. § 796(19), which defines a "Federal power marketing agency" as 

"any agency or instrumentality of the United States (other than the Tennessee Valley Authority) 

which sells electric energy[.]" 

 

FERC 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. 

 

Financial Security 

A Cash Deposit, Irrevocable Letter of Credit, or Federal Power Marketing Agency Letter in 

amount and in forms as described in Article Seven of this Credit Policy, provided by a Credit 

Customer to SPP as security. 

 

Financial Statements 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 3.1.1.1.   

 

Guarantor 

An entity that guarantees the obligation of another entity under a Guaranty. 

 

Guaranty 

A legal document used by an Affiliate of a Credit Customer pursuant to Article Six to guarantee 

the obligations of such Credit Customer for the benefit of SPP. 

 

Irrevocable Letter of Credit 

An irrevocable standby letter of credit, with SPP as beneficiary, substantially in the form 

attached as Appendix “C” to this Credit Policy and reasonably acceptable to SPP. 

 

Large Company Credit Customers or Large Company 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.2.1. 

 

Locational Marginal Price 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Long-Term Congestion Right (LTCR) 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of this Tariff. 

 

Market Exposure 

This term has the meaning given in Section 5.2.1. 

 

Material  

The lesser of (i) the materiality standard established by the certified public accounting firm 

performing the Credit Customer’s annual audit, (ii) an amount that equals or exceeds 



 

 

five percent (5%) of the Credit Customer’s Tangible Net Worth using the last audited financial 

statements, calculated in accordance with generally acceptable accounting principles; and (iii) a 

change, event, proceeding, or other occurrence, that results (or if adversely determined could 

result) in a change of five percent (5%) or more in the Credit Customer’s Tangible Net Worth 

compared to the Tangible Net Worth of the Credit Customer using the last audited financial 

statements, calculated in accordance with generally acceptable accounting principles. 

 

Material Adverse Change 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 3.2.7.  

 

Not-For Profit Credit Customers or Not-For-Profit 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.2.3. 

 

Offer 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Operating Day 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Operating Hour 
This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Peak Market Activity Day 

The day in which a Credit Customer’s calculated charges owed to SPP are the greatest, over a 

specified period.  

 

Potential Exposure Window 

The number of days of credit exposure for a Credit Customer equal to the sum of days of service 

that have been invoiced but not paid, days of service that have been calculated but not invoiced, 

days of service in the cure period, and days before service can be terminated. 

 

Qualitative Score 

This term has the meanings applicable under Article Four.  

 

Quantitative Score 

This term has the meanings applicable under Article Four. 

 

Rating Agency(ies) 

Any Rating Agency that is a “Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations” as defined 

by the US Securities Exchange Commission.  Currently there are four — Dominion Bond Rating 

Service Ltd., Fitch, Inc., Moody's Investors Service, and the Standard & Poor's Division of the 

McGraw Hill Companies Inc. 

 

Real-Time 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 



 

 

Real-Time Balancing Market 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

SEC 

The Securities and Exchange Commission. 

 

Settlement Location 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Settlement Statement 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Small Company Credit Customers or Small Company 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.2.2. 

 

Tangible Net Worth 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.3.   

 

TCR Final Reference Price 
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5A.2.1. 

 

TCR Mean Price 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5A.2.1. 

 

TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5A.3. 

 

TCR Stress Test Price 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5A.2.1. 

 

Total Credit Limit 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.5. 

 

Total Potential Exposure or TPE 

SPP’s estimate of the Credit Customer’s current or anticipated transaction activity and resulting 

obligations for all services under the Tariff or otherwise, excluding Transmission Congestion 

Rights activity.  

 

Total Potential Exposure Violation 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5.4.1.   

 

Total TCR Credit Requirement 

Total TCR Credit Requirement is the amount of Financial Security a Credit Customer must 

provide in order to support the TCR positions that it holds and/or for which it is submitting Bids 

and Offers.   

 



 

 

Transmission Congestion Right (TCR)  

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Transmission Congestion Right Auction (TCR Auction) 
This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Transmission Service Potential Exposure 

This term shall have the meaning give in Section 5.2.2. 

 

Unsecured Credit Allowance 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.3. 

 

Virtual Energy Bid,  

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Virtual Energy Offer 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

 



 

 

ARTICLE FIVE A 

Transmission Congestion Rights (TCRs) 

5A.1 Overview.   

 

5A.1.1 Transmission Congestion Rights create potential exposure of non-

payment, and therefore, have a credit requirement.  SPP will establish a 

Total TCR Credit Requirement for each Credit Customer holding TCRs or 

participating in a TCR Auction.  A Credit Customer may satisfy its Total 

TCR Credit Requirement by providing Financial Security.  Unsecured 

Credit is not available to support a Credit Customer’s holding of TCRs or 

activity in TCR Auctions.  Additionally, SPP’s prior approval is required 

for a Credit Customer to acquire or transfer TCRs through bilateral 

transactions.   

 

5A.1.2 To establish the credit requirement associated with TCRs, SPP analyzes:  

(i) the TCRs the Credit Customer holds (including TCRs held via self-

conversion from ARRs); (ii) the Credit Customer’s Bids and Offers for 

TCRs in the TCR Auctions; (iii) TCR payments or charges for which 

settlement has been calculated but not yet invoiced; and (iv) TCR 

payments or charges for which an invoice has been issued but payment has 

not occurred.   

 

(a) SPP calculates the potential exposure associated with the full 

portfolio of TCRs that are held by the Credit Customer including 

TCRs obtained from LTCRs.   

 

(b) SPP evaluates individually each TCR Bid in the TCR Auctions to 

ensure that the Credit Customer has sufficient Financial Security to 

cover the credit requirements to purchase and hold the TCR.  Only 

the TCR Bids for which the Credit Customer has sufficient 

Financial Security will be credit approved for consideration in the 

TCR Auction.   

 

(c) SPP evaluates individually each TCR Offer in the TCR Auctions to 

ensure that the Credit Customer has sufficient Financial Security to 

cover any credit requirements associated with the Offer and the 

credit requirements for the retained TCR portfolio that would 

result if the TCR Offer clears in the TCR Auction.  Only the TCR 

Offers for which the Credit Customer has sufficient Financial 

Security will be credit approved for consideration in the TCR 

Auction.   

 

(d) Additionally, SPP analyzes the credit requirements associated with 

TCRs that are the subject of a proposed bilateral transfer prior to 

providing approval of such transfers.  SPP approval of a bilateral 



 

 

transfer for TCRs is required for such bilateral transfers to be 

completed.   

 

5A.1.3 As part of the determination of the credit requirement associated with 

TCRs, SPP calculates the Estimated TCR Exposure (ETCRE), which is an 

estimate of the potential value of the TCR over the life of the TCR.  In the 

case of a TCR associated with a LTCR, the life of the TCR shall be 

considered one year.  It will be calculated for all TCRs the Credit 

Customer holds, the Credit Customer’s TCR Bids and TCR Offers, 

proposed TCR bilateral transfers, and TCRs acquired through ARR self-

conversion.  SPP will determine the credit requirement associated with 

TCRs and whether the Credit Customer has available Financial Security to 

support its TCR activity.  After the close of a TCR Auction and on an 

ongoing basis, SPP will update the Credit Customer’s Total TCR Credit 

Requirement associated with TCRs to reflect the actual TCRs the Credit 

Customer holds and TCR Auction results, including the costs to acquire or 

sell TCRs in a TCR Auction.  

 

5A.1.4 This Article addresses the calculation of the Total TCR Credit 

Requirement associated with TCRs, including the ETCRE calculations for 

the TCRs the Credit Customer holds and the Credit Customer’s Bids and 

Offers for TCRs in the TCR Auctions and the acquisition and disposal 

costs of the TCR in the TCR Auctions; as well as the TCR payments or 

charges for which settlement has been calculated but not yet invoiced; and 

the TCR payments or charges for which an invoice has been issued but 

payment has not occurred.  This Article also addresses the determination 

whether a Credit Customer has sufficient Financial Security available for 

the Credit Customer’s proposed TCR Auction activity or proposed 

bilateral transfers of TCRs.   

 

5A.2 Calculation of Estimated TCR Exposure (ETCRE) for TCRs that a Credit 

Customer Holds (ETCRE Hold).  SPP will calculate the ETCRE Hold, which is an 

estimate of the potential value (positive or negative) of the TCR contract for the term of 

the TCR, for TCRs that a Credit Customer holds.  A negative ETCRE Hold means SPP 

estimates that the potential value of the TCR will result in a payment by the Credit 

Customer.  A positive ETCRE Hold means SPP estimates that the potential value of the 

TCR will result in a payment to the Credit Customer.  The ETCRE Hold calculation is 

determined for each TCR on an individual basis.  ETCRE Hold is the product of the TCR 

Final Reference Price times the TCR megawatts times the complete duration of the TCR.  

SPP will calculate the TCR Final Reference Price for each TCR based on the difference 

of historical Day-Ahead Market Marginal Congestion Cost (MCC) between the TCR 

source and TCR sink.  

 

5A.2.1 TCR Final Reference Price.  For a given source and sink combination and with 

respect to time (season or month) and class (on-peak and off-peak), the TCR Final 

Reference Price has two components:  (i) a TCR Mean Price; and (ii) a TCR 



 

 

Stress Test Price.  The Final Reference Price is the TCR Mean Price minus the 

TCR Stress Test Price.   

 

5A.2.1.1 Both the TCR Mean Price and TCR Stress Test Price are 

determined using the Day-Ahead Market Marginal Congestion 

Component (MCC) prices from the prior two years.  Each year of 

the prior two year period will be weighted, with the more recent 

year receiving a 75% weighting and the more distant year 

receiving a 25% weighting.  The MCC prices used in the 

calculations for a TCR match the definition of the TCR with 

respect to time (season or month) and class (on-peak and off-peak).  

 Historical MCC prices to be used for the more recent year will 

only be used if the specific time period (season or month) has been 

completed, i.e. no partial period MCC prices will be used to 

calculate Final Reference Prices.   

 

 

5A.2.1.1.1 A TCR Final Reference Price determination is used 

in the calculations for ETCRE Hold, ETCRE Bid, 

and ETCRE Offer calculations.  For each such 

calculation, the prior two year period used in the 

calculation is measured from the time of the 

calculation.  ETCRE Hold calculations will be 

updated to reflect updated prior two year periods for 

a given TCR as MCC prices are completed for a 

season or month that previously was not included in 

the prior two year period.   

 

5A.2.1.2 The TCR Mean Price is the sum of 75% of the mean of the hourly 

Day-Ahead Market MCC difference calculated as the sink MCC 

minus the source MCC for the more recent year in the prior two 

year period plus 25% of the mean of the hourly Day-Ahead Market 

MCC difference calculated as the sink MCC minus the source 

MCC for the more distant year in the prior two year period. 

 

5A.2.1.3 The TCR Stress Test Price calculation differs for TCRs with 

positive and negative Mean Prices.  For a TCR with a negative 

TCR Mean Price, the TCR Stress Test Price is the 90
th

  percentile 

of the opposite flow value (i.e. source MCC minus sink MCC) in 

the prior two year period.  For a TCR with a positive TCR Mean 

Price, the TCR Stress Test Price is the 75
th

 percentile of the 

opposite flow value (i.e. source MCC minus sink MCC) in the prior 

two year period.  The TCR Stress Test Price has a minimum value 

of zero and thus can never increase the TCR Final Reference 

Price. 

 



 

 

5A.2.2 Calculation of TCR Final Reference Price during the Initial Two-Years of 

the Integrated Marketplace.  Prior to the accumulation of complete MCC data 

sufficient to calculate the TCR Final Reference Price pursuant to Section 5A.2.1, 

to calculate both the Mean Price and Stress Test Price, to the extent complete 

MCC price data for the applicable prior two year period is not available, SPP will 

use the applicable historical energy imbalance service price differences.   

 

5A.2.3 Calculation of TCR Final Reference Price for New Settlement Locations.  
When a new Settlement Location is created, SPP will use a proxy price based on 

the system average Day-Ahead Market MCC to calculate the TCR Mean Price 

and TCR Stress Test Price for the new Settlement Location.  The system average 

Day-Ahead Market MCC for each defined TCR is the mean of the hourly Day-

Ahead Market MCC for all Settlement Locations for which a Day-Ahead Market 

MCC exists for each hour in the prior two year period for a defined TCR. Based 

on a two year weighted average approach, the proxy will be blended with actual 

data after the first year. 

 

5A.3 TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement.  The Financial Security required for a Credit 

Customer’s TCR portfolio is the TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement and is one 

component of the Total TCR Credit Requirement.  The TCR Portfolio Credit 

Requirement is the sum of (i) the sum of the ETCRE Hold values for each TCR in the 

Credit Customer’s TCR portfolio; (ii) the portion of the cost to acquire each TCR in a 

TCR Auction that has not yet been settled; and (iii) the disposal cost for TCR Offers that 

clear a TCR Auction that has not yet been settled.   

 

5A.3.1 The sum of the ETCRE Hold values for each TCR in the Credit Customer’s TCR 

portfolio used in the calculation of the TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement is equal 

to the net sum of the ETCRE Hold values for each TCR in the Credit Customer’s 

TCR portfolio, with individual positive and negative ETCRE Hold values netted, 

for a time period greater than the last settled operating day with the most 

negative net sum of ETCRE Hold values of the Credit Customer’s TCR portfolio.  

For a TCR with a term longer than a month, the ETCRE Hold for each month of 

the TCR is equal to the total ETCRE Hold for the TCR divided by the number of 

months of the term of the TCR.  SPP calculates the ETCRE Hold each day for 

which at least one TCR in the portfolio is valid.  

 

5A.3.2 The portion of the acquisition cost to acquire each TCR in a TCR Auction that has 

not yet been settled includes the amounts that the Credit Customer is required to 

pay for TCRs it acquires in a TCR Auction, that have not yet been settled, and 

does not include amounts that may be owed to a Credit Customer to acquire a 

TCR.  For TCRs acquired through self-scheduled ARRs, the acquisition cost is 

zero.  For TCRs acquired through a bilateral transfer the acquisition cost is zero 

for the buyer because the acquisition cost remains the responsibility of the 

participant who originally acquired the TCR in a TCR Auction.   

 



 

 

5A.3.3 The portion of the disposal cost for each TCR Offer that clears a TCR Auction 

that has not yet been settled is the portion of a Credit Customer’s loss associated 

with the difference between the Offer price and the original Auction Clearing 

Price for the TCR that is the subject of the TCR Offer.  For TCRs acquired 

pursuant to a bilateral transfer that are the subject of a TCR Offer, zero will be 

used for the Auction Clearing Price for this calculation.   

 

5A.3.4 Except in the case of ARRs self-converted to TCRs, only negative TCR Portfolio 

Credit Requirements are included in the Total TCR Credit Requirement.  If the 

TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement is a positive value it does not diminish the 

Financial Security requirement for TCRs and zero will be used for the TCR 

Portfolio Credit Requirement in the calculation of the Total TCR Credit 

Requirement.    

 

5.A.3.5 Both positive and negative TCR values for ARRs self-converted to TCRs in a 

TCR Auction will be included in the Credit Customer’s Total TCR Credit 

Requirement.  Ninety percent (90%) of the positive and one hundred percent 

(100%) of the negative TCR values for ARRs self-converted will be netted and 

the netted value used in establishing the credit requirement. 

 

5A.4 Calculation of ETCRE Bid.  SPP evaluates the Bids for TCRs to ensure that the Credit 

Customer has sufficient Financial Security to cover any Financial Security requirements 

to purchase and hold the TCR.  The ETCRE Bid calculates the Financial Security 

requirements for each Bid.  When a TCR Bid is submitted, SPP will calculate the ETCRE 

Bid for the Bid, which is the maximum sum of (i) the ETCRE Segment and (ii) the TCR 

Segment Cost, for the segments in the Bid.  SPP calculates the ETCRE Segment for each 

megawatt point on the submitted Bid curve, and the TCR Segment Cost for each 

megawatt point on the submitted Bid curve.  For each segment, SPP calculates the sum of 

(i) the ETCRE Segment and (ii) the TCR Segment Cost.  

 

5A.4.1 ETCRE Segment.  In evaluating TCR Bids, SPP calculates the ETCRE Segment 

for each megawatt point on the submitted Bid curve.  The ETCRE Segment can 

be positive or negative.  It is the potential value of holding the TCR in the Bid.  It 

is calculated in the same manner as the ETCRE Hold, using the Final Reference 

Price, and the TCR Bid megawatts and duration.   

 

5A.4.2 TCR Segment Cost.  In evaluating TCR Bids, SPP estimates the TCR acquisition 

cost by calculating the TCR Segment Cost for each megawatt point on the 

submitted Bid curve by multiplying the Bid price for that megawatt point times 

the megawatts and hours for that point on the submitted Bid curve.  The TCR 

Segment Cost is the potential cost for the Credit Customer to acquire any 

megawatt point on the submitted Bid segment.  For TCRs with negative 

acquisition costs, e.g., if the Bid curve has a negative Bid price, the TCR Segment 

Cost will be zero.  For TCR Bids resulting from an ARR self-conversion, the TCR 

Segment Cost also will be zero. 

 



 

 

5A.4.3 If multiple TCR Bids and Offers are included in a single submission, the Credit 

Customer must have sufficient Financial Security to cover all of the Bids and 

Offers in the submission.  The Financial Security requirement for a single 

submission is the sum of the negative ETCRE Bid and ETCRE Offer for the Bids 

and Offers in the submission without any netting of the individual ETCRE Bid or 

ETCRE Offer for the TCR Bids and Offers that are included in the submission.   

 

5A.5 Calculation of ETCRE Offer.  SPP evaluates the Offers for TCRs to ensure that the 

Credit Customer has sufficient Financial Security to cover any Financial Security 

requirements resulting if the TCR is no longer held and potential losses resulting from the 

sale.  The ETCRE Offer calculates the Financial Security requirement for each Offer.  

When a TCR Offer is submitted, SPP will calculate the ETCRE Offer for the Offer which 

is the maximum sum of (i) the ETCRE Offer Segment; and (ii) the TCR Offer Segment 

Cost, for the segments in the Offer.  SPP calculates the ETCRE Offer Segment for each 

megawatt point on the submitted Offer curve.  For each segment, SPP calculates the sum 

of (i) the ETCRE Offer Segment, and (ii) the TCR Offer Segment Cost.  

 

5A.5.1 ETCRE Offer Segment.  In evaluating TCR Offers, SPP calculates the ETCRE 

Offer Segment for each megawatt point on the submitted Offer curve.  It is the 

potential value of disposing of an existing TCR in the Offer.  It is calculated in the 

same manner as the ETCRE Hold, using the Final Reference Price, and the TCR 

Offer megawatts and duration.  If the calculated ETCRE Offer Segment is 

negative, SPP sets the ETCRE Offer to zero. 

 

5A.5.2 TCR Offer Segment Cost.  In evaluating TCR Offers, SPP estimates the TCR 

disposal cost by calculating the TCR Offer Segment Cost for each megawatt point 

on the submitted Offer curve by multiplying the difference between the original 

Auction Clearing Price for the TCR from the TCR Auction in which the TCR 

originally was acquired and the Offer price for that megawatt point times the 

megawatts and hours for that point on the submitted Offer curve.  The TCR Offer 

Segment Cost is the potential cost for the Credit Customer to dispose of any 

megawatt point on the submitted Offer segment.  If the TCR was originally 

acquired from an ARR self-schedule or pursuant to a bilateral transfer, zero is 

used for the original Auction Clearing Price.  If the calculated ETCRE Offer 

Segment Cost is negative SPP sets the ETCRE Offer to zero. 

 

5A.5.3 If multiple TCR Bids and Offers are included in a single submission, the Credit 

Customer must have sufficient Financial Security to cover all of the Bids and 

Offers in the submission.  The Financial Security requirement for a single 

submission is the sum of the positive ETCRE Bid and ETCRE Offer for the Bids 

and Offers in the submission without any netting of the individual ETCRE Bid or 

ETCRE Offer for the TCR Bids and Offers that are included in the submission.    

 

5A.6 Determination of Credit Approved TCR Bids and Offers and Rejection of TCR Bids 

and Offers which are Credit Disapproved. 

 



 

 

5A.6.1 If the sum of the ETCRE Bid and ETCRE Offer for all TCRs (other than TCRs 

self-converted from ARRs) included in a single submission of Bids and Offers for 

a TCR Auction, calculated pursuant to sections 5A.4 and 5A.5, without netting, is 

less than the Credit Customer’s available amount of Financial Security, then the 

submission is credit approved for inclusion in the TCR Auction.   

 

5A.6.2 If the sum of the ETCRE Bid and ETCRE Offer for all TCRs (other than TCRs 

self-converted from ARRs) included in a single submission of Bids and Offers for 

a TCR Auction, calculated pursuant to sections 5A.4 and 5A.5, without netting, is 

greater than the Credit Customer’s available Financial Security, then the entire 

submission is credit disapproved and the Bids and Offers will not be included in 

the TCR Auction. 

 

5A.6.3 If the sum of the ETCRE Bid and ETCRE Offer for all TCRs included in a single  

submission of ARR self-conversions for a TCR Auction, calculated pursuant to 

sections 5A.4 and 5A.5, with netting as described in Section 5A.3.5 of this 

Attachment X, is less than the Credit Customer’s available amount of Financial 

Security, then the submission is credit approved for inclusion in the TCR Auction. 

 

5A.6.4 If the sum of the ETCRE Bid and ETCRE Offer for all TCRs included in a single  

submission of ARR self-conversions for a TCR Auction, calculated pursuant to 

sections 5A.4 and 5A.5, with netting as described in Section 5A.3.5 of this 

Attachment X, is greater than the Credit Customer’s available Financial Security, 

then the entire submission is credit deficient and the ARR self-conversion will not 

be included in the TCR Auction unless satisfactory alternate credit arrangements 

are made. 

 

5A.7 Updated ETCRE Calculation Post TCR Auction.  After the clearing of a TCR 

Auction, the TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement will be updated to reflect the TCRs 

awarded in the TCR Auction, including the acquisition cost for TCR Bids that cleared the 

TCR Auction and the disposal cost for TCR Offers that cleared the TCR Auction.  For 

TCR Bids, the TCR acquisition cost is calculated as the product of the Auction Clearing 

Price times the awarded megawatts times the duration of a given TCR.  For TCR Offers, 

the TCR disposal cost is calculated as the product of the Auction Clearing Prices times 

the megawatts sold times the duration of the TCRs sold.  The ETCRE Hold portion of the 

TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement will be updated to reflect the actual TCRs in the 

portfolio.   

 

5A.8 Total TCR Credit Requirement.  The total Financial Security requirement associated 

with the Credit Customer’s holding of TCRs and participating in the TCR Auctions is the 

Total TCR Credit Requirement.  The Total TCR Credit Requirement for a Credit 

Customers is the sum of (i) the TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement for the Credit 

Customer’s TCR portfolio, reflecting all of the TCRs held by the Credit Customer, 

calculated pursuant to section 5A.3; (ii) the Financial Security required for the Credit 

Customer’s participation in a TCR Auction, determined by the credit approved ETCRE 

Bid, calculated pursuant to section 5A.4, and ETCRE Offer, calculated pursuant to 



 

 

section 5A.5, for a TCR Auction that has not yet occurred; (iii) all TCR charges or credits 

that have been invoiced but not yet paid; and (iv) TCR charges or credits that have been 

calculated but not yet invoiced.  

 

Total TCR Credit Requirement =  

TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement + ETCRE Bid + ETCRE Offer + (ITCRC + CTCRC) 

 

Where, 

 

TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement is calculated pursuant to section 5A.3. 

 

ETCRE Bid is the sum of the ETCRE Bid amounts for the Credit Customer’s credit 

approved Bids for an auction that has not yet occurred, as calculated pursuant to section 

5A.4, without netting ETCRE Bid or ETCRE Offers in a submission. 

 

ETCRE Offer is the sum of the ETCRE Offer amounts for the Credit Customer’s credit 

approved Offers for an auction that has not yet occurred, as calculated pursuant to section 

5A.5, without netting ETCRE Bid or ETCRE Offers in a submission. 

 

ITCRC is the Invoiced TCR Charges (all TCR charges or credits that have been invoiced 

but not yet paid).  If the sum of ITCRC and CTCRC for a Credit Customer is negative, 

then zero will be included for the sum of ITCRC and CTCRC in the calculation of the 

Total TCR Credit Requirement. 

 

CTCRC is the Calculated TCR Charges (TCR charges or credits that have been 

calculated but not yet invoiced).  If the sum of ITCRC and CTCRC for a Credit Customer 

is negative, then zero will be included for the sum of ITCRC and CTCRC in the 

calculation of the Total TCR Credit Requirement. 

 

5A.8.1  If a Credit Customer’s available Financial Security is less than its Total TCR 

Credit Requirement, then the Credit Customer shall be required to provide 

additional Financial Security within two (2) Business Days from receipt of notice 

of such violation.  Failure to provide such Financial Security is a Default under 

this Credit Policy.   

 

5A.9 Transfer of TCRs.  If a Credit Customer proposes to sell or acquire TCRs through a 

bilateral transfer with another Credit Customer, SPP will evaluate the effect of the 

proposed transfer on the Total TCR Credit Requirement of each party to the proposed 

bilateral transfer and determine if both the buyer and the seller have sufficient Financial 

Security for the bilateral transfer to occur.  SPP approval of such bilateral transfers, based 

on whether both the buyer and seller have provided sufficient Financial Security to 

support the transfer, is required prior to such transfers.   

 

5A.9.1 For the seller in a bilateral transfer, SPP calculates the impact of the proposed 

transfer on the TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement that would result from the 



 

 

removal of the TCRs that are the subject of the proposed bilateral transfer from 

the TCR portfolio of the Credit Customer that is the seller in the bilateral transfer. 

 

5A.9.2 For the buyer in a bilateral transfer, SPP calculates the impact of the proposed 

transfer on the TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement that would result from the 

addition of the TCRs that are the subject of the proposed bilateral transfer from 

the TCR portfolio of the Credit Customer that is the buyer in the bilateral transfer. 

 

5A.9.3 If multiple TCRs are included in a single proposed bilateral transfer, both parties 

to the bilateral transfer must have sufficient Financial Security for the transfer of 

all of the TCRs in the proposed transfer.  

 

5A.9.4  SPP, in its sole discretion, may approve bilateral transfers if a Credit Customer 

does not have sufficient Financial Security to support the transfer, but the transfer 

would result in a reduction in Total TCR Credit Requirement for that Credit 

Customer.  

 

5A.9.5 The bilateral TCR transfer price is not included in SPP’s evaluation of a bilateral 

transfer of TCRs.  After an approved bilateral transfer of TCRs is completed, each 

Credit Customer’s Total TCR Credit Requirement is updated. 

 

5A.10 Return of TCR Financial Security.  A Credit Customer may request that SPP return 

any Financial Security no longer required to hold TCRs or participate in TCR Auctions if 

it is not needed to support other market services.  SPP may limit the frequency of such 

requested Financial Security returns, provided that Financial Security returns will be 

made by SPP at least once per month, if requested by a Credit Customer.   
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1.1 Definitions F 

Firm Point-To-Point Auction Revenue Right Nomination Cap 

The maximum total amount of Firm Point-To-Point Candidate Auction Revenue Rights that an 

Eligible Entity may nominate in each month and season in the annual Auction Revenue Right 

allocation process and the monthly Auction Revenue Right allocation process. 

 

Firm Point-To-Point Candidate Auction Revenue Right 

All or portion of the Megawatt quantity of a confirmed Firm Point-To-Point Transmission 

Service reservation which the holder of the Transmission Service reservation can nominate for 

conversion into an Auction Revenue Right in the Auction Revenue Right allocation process. 

 

Firm Point-To-Point Candidate Long-Term Congestion Right 

The Megawatt quantity of a confirmed Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service reservation 

with rollover rights that is used by the Transmission Provider to determine available rights which 

the holder of the Transmission Service reservation can select for conversion into a Long-Term 

Congestion Right in the Long-Term Congestion Right allocation process. 

 

Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

Floor-room 

The reduction in committed capacity required below the average load for the hour due to the 

uncertainty of the real-time instantaneous load, hourly load forecast and Variable Energy 

Resource output. 

 



 

 

1.1 Definitions G 

Good Utility Practice 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

Grandfathered Agreement (“GFA”) 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

GFA Carve Out 

Removal of the congestion and marginal loss charges for the amount of energy (MWh) actually 

transacted associated with GFAs. 

 

GFA Carve Out Schedule 

A schedule entered by the GFA Responsible Entity for administering the GFA Carve Out. 

 

GFA Responsible Entity 

An entity designated by agreement of the parties to a GFA or, absent such agreement, the 

Transmission Owner under such GFA that is registered or shall register as a Market Participant 

and is financially responsible for all Day-Ahead and transactional costs applicable to a GFA 

Carve Out under this Tariff.   

 

Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Auction Revenue Right Nomination Cap 

The maximum amount of Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate Auction 

Revenue Rights that an Eligible Entity may nominate in each month and season in the annual 

Auction Revenue Right allocation process or the monthly Auction Revenue Right allocation 

process. 

 

Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate Auction Revenue Right 

All or a portion of the Megawatt quantity of the transmission service component of a 

Grandfathered Agreement providing service equivalent to Firm Point-To-Point Transmission 

Service, as defined in the Tariff which the applicable Eligible Entity can nominate for conversion 

into an Auction Revenue Right in the annual Auction Revenue Right allocation process. 



 

 

Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate Long-Term Congestion Right 

The Megawatt quantity of the transmission service component of a Grandfathered Agreement 

providing service equivalent to Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service with rollover rights, 

which is used by the Transmission Provider to determine available rights that the applicable 

Eligible Entity can select for conversion into a Long-Term Congestion Right in the annual Long-

Term Congestion Right allocation process. 

 

Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service Auction Revenue 

Right Nomination Cap 

The maximum amount of Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service 

Candidate Auction Revenue Rights that an Eligible Entity may nominate in each month and 

season in the annual Auction Revenue Right allocation process and the monthly Auction 

Revenue Right allocation process. 

 

Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate Auction 

Revenue Right 

All or a portion of the Megawatt quantity of the transmission service component of a 

Grandfathered Agreement providing service equivalent to Network Integration Transmission 

Service, as defined in the Tariff, verified prior to the start of the annual ARR allocation process, 

that the applicable Eligible Entity can nominate for conversion into an ARR in the ARR 

allocation process. 

 

Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate Long-

Term Congestion Right 

The Megawatt quantity of the transmission service component of a Grandfathered Agreement 

providing service equivalent to Network Integration Transmission Service verified prior to the 

start of the annual Long-Term Congestion Right allocation process, that is used by the 

Transmission Provider to determine available rights that the applicable Eligible Entity can select 

for conversion into a Long-Term Congestion Right during the Long-Term Congestion Right 

allocation process. 

 



 

 

1.1 Definitions L 

Load Serving Entity (“LSE”) 

A distribution utility or an electric utility that has a service obligation, where a service 

obligation, as defined in Section 217(a) of the Federal Power Act, means a requirement 

applicable to, or the exercise of authority granted to, an electric utility under Federal, State, or 

local law or under long-term contracts to provide electric service to end-users or to a distribution 

utility. 

 

Local Emergency Condition 

A condition or situation determined by the local transmission operator that is imminently likely 

to cause a material adverse effect on the security of or damage to the local transmission 

operator’s facilities not modeled by the Transmission Provider. 

 

Local Reliability Issue 

A  local voltage or reliability condition necessitating a Local Reliability Issue Commitment.   

 

Local Reliability Issue Commitment 

A Resource commitment in addition to, or in lieu of, commitments resulting from the Security 

Constrained Unit Commitment in the Day-Ahead or any Reliability Unit Commitment, in order 

to mitigate issues with Transmission System voltage or other local reliability concerns.  These 

Resource commitment requirements are established prior to or during an Operating Day and are 

based on projected local reliability requirements, operational considerations, and generation and 

transmission outages.  These commitments will be based on Operating Guides for recurring local 

voltage and reliability requirements, but an Operating Guide is not required prior to a Resource 

commitment being designated as a Local Reliability Issue Commitment.  Resource commitments 

to relieve a potential or actual Interconnection Reliability Operating Limit violation will not be 

designated in this category. 

 

Locational Marginal Price (“LMP”) 



 

 

The price for Energy at a given Price Node which is equivalent to the marginal cost of serving 

demand at the Price Node while meeting the Transmission Provider Operating Reserve 

requirements. 

 

Long-Term Congestion Right (“LTCR”) 

An instrument that entitles the holder to a Transmission Congestion Right over a period of more 

than one year, which is awarded during the Transmission Provider’s annual Long-Term 

Congestion Rights allocation process. 

 

Loss Pool 

A collection of either (i) Settlement Locations within a Settlement Area (a “Settlement Area Loss 

Pool”), or (ii) all External Interfaces  and Market Hubs  located throughout the Transmission 

System, that is used for the purpose of determining an Asset Owner’s allocation of over-

collected loss revenues in Sections 8.5.16 or 8.6.16 of Attachment AE. 

 



 

 

1.1 Definitions N 

Net Benefits Test 

A calculation that measures the threshold price at which the benefits of dispatching Demand 

Response Load outweigh the costs. 

 

Network Integration Transmission Service 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

Network Integration Transmission Service Auction Revenue Right Nomination Cap  

The maximum amount of Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate Auction Revenue 

Rights that an Eligible Entity may nominate in each month and season in the annual Auction 

Revenue Right allocation process and the monthly Auction Revenue Right allocation process. 

 

Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate Auction Revenue Right 

The Megawatt quantity associated with Network Integration Transmission Service from Network 

Resources that the holder of the Network Integration Transmission Service can nominate for 

conversion into an Auction Revenue Right, subject to the Network Integration Transmission 

Service Auction Revenue Right Nomination Cap. 

 

Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate Long-Term Congestion Right 

The Megawatt quantity associated with Network Integration Transmission Service with rollover 

rights from Network Resources that is used by the Transmission Provider to determine available 

rights that the holder of the Network Integration Transmission Service can select for conversion 

into a Long-Term Congestion Right during the Long-Term Congestion Right allocation process. 

 

Network Model 

A representation of the transmission, generation, and load elements of the interconnected 

Transmission System and the transmission systems of other regions in the Eastern 

Interconnection. 

 

 



 

 

No-Load Offer 

The compensation request in a Resource Offer, in dollars, by a Market Participant representing 

the hourly fee for operating a synchronized Resource at zero (0) Megawatt output.  For a 

generating unit, No-Load Offers are generally representative of the fuel expense required to 

maintain synchronous speed at zero (0) Megawatt output.  For a Dispatchable Demand Response 

Resource or Block Demand Response Resource, No-Load Offers are generally representative of 

a combination of the fuel expense required to maintain synchronous speed at zero (0) Megawatt 

output for Behind-The-Meter Generation and the ongoing hourly costs associated with 

manufacturing process changes associated with a reduction in load consumption. 

 

Non-Conforming Load 

Load that is process driven that does not follow a predictable pattern.   

 

Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource 

A Variable Energy Resource that is not capable of being incrementally dispatched by the 

Transmission Provider.   

 



 

 

1.1 Definitions S 

Scarcity Price 

The Market Clearing Price and Locational Marginal Price levels determined through the use of 

Demand Curves when there is insufficient Operating Reserve available to meet the Operating 

Reserve requirement. 

 

Scarcity Pricing 

The calculation of Scarcity Prices in accordance with Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.4.2 of this 

Attachment AE. 

 

Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (“SCED”) 

An algorithm capable of clearing, dispatching, and pricing Energy and Operating Reserve on a 

co-optimized basis that minimizes overall cost while enforcing security constraints. 

 

Security Constrained Unit Commitment (“SCUC”) 

An algorithm capable of committing Resources to supply Energy and Operating Reserve on a co-

optimized basis that minimizes capacity costs while enforcing security constraints. 

 

Setpoint Instruction 

The Real-Time desired Megawatt output signal calculated for a specific Resource by SPP’s 

control system for a specified period. 

 

Settlement Area  

A geographic area within the SPP Balancing Authority Area for which transmission interval 

metering can account for the net area load within the geographic area where, for the purposes of 

the local allocation of costs pursuant to Section 8.6.7(B) of Attachment AE of this Tariff, such 

geographic area is equivalent to an SPP BA Participant Area, as defined under Attachment AN 

of this Tariff. 

 

Settlement Area Metered Net Interchange 

The algebraic sum of all Energy flowing into or out of a Settlement Area during an hour. 



 

 

 

Settlement Area Net Load 

The sum of (a) net injections at each Settlement Location within the Settlement Area and (b) 

Settlement Area Metered Net Interchange. 

 

Settlement Invoice 

A weekly summary of the Integrated Marketplace net daily charges and payments by Asset 

Owner and Operating Day that is generated for each Market Participant and contains data for all 

of the Operating Days settled, either on an initial, final or resettlement basis, during the invoice 

period.  

 

Settlement Location 

A location of finest granularity for calculation of settlements in the Day-Ahead Market, Real-

Time Balancing Market, and TCR Market.  The four (4) types of Settlement Locations are: 

Resource (including pseudo-tied resources), Load (including pseudo-tied loads), Market Hub, 

and External Interface. 

 

Settlement Statement 

A daily summary of the Integrated Marketplace total daily charges and payments by charge type, 

Asset Owner and Operating Day. 

 

Simultaneous Feasibility Test 

A test for a state in which each set of injections and withdrawals associated with Long-Term 

Congestion Rights, Auction Revenue Rights and Transmission Congestion Rights would not 

exceed any thermal, voltage, or stability limits within the Transmission System under normal 

operating conditions or for monitored contingencies. 

 

Shadow Price 

A price for a commodity that measures the marginal value of the commodity. 

 

Spinning Reserve 



 

 

The portion of Contingency Reserve from qualified Resources synchronized to the system that is 

fully available to serve load within the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period following a 

contingency event. 

 

Spinning Reserve Offer 

The price at which a Spin Qualified Resource has agreed to sell Spinning Reserve. 

 

Spin Qualified Resource 

A Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit Spinning Reserve Offers into 

the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets. 

 

SPP Holidays 

New Year's Day, President's Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving 

Day, Day After Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve, Christmas Day. 

 

SPP Region 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

Start-Up Offer  

The compensation required by a Market Participant for bringing an off line Resource on line or 

for reducing consumption of a Dispatchable Demand Response Resource or Block Demand 

Response Resource. 

 

Start-Up Time 

The time required to start a Resource and reach the Minimum Economic Capacity Operating 

Limit following receipt of a Commitment Instruction to start-up from the Transmission Provider. 

 

State Estimator 

A standard industry tool that produces a power flow model based on available Real-Time 

metering information, information regarding the current status of lines, generators, transformers, 

and other equipment, bus load distribution factors, and a representation of the electric network, 



 

 

to provide a complete description of system conditions, including conditions at busses for which 

Real-Time information is unavailable. 

 

Supplemental Qualified Resource 

A Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit Supplemental Reserve Offers 

into the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets. 

 

Supplemental Reserve 

The portion of Operating Reserve from qualified on-line Resources or qualified off-line 

Resources that is capable of being synchronized to the system that is fully available to serve load 

within the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period following a contingency event. 

 

Supplemental Reserve Offer 

The price at which a Supplemental Qualified Resource has agreed to sell Supplemental Reserve. 

 

Synchronized Resource 

A Resource that is electrically connected to the grid as evidenced by the closing of the Resource 

circuit breaker. 

 

Sync-To-Min Time 

The time required for a Resource’s output to reach Minimum Economic Capacity Operating 

Limit following synchronization to the grid. 

 



 

 

1.1 Definitions T 

Through Interchange Transaction 

A Market Participant schedule submitted between two External Interfaces for use in the Day-

Ahead Market or Real-Time Balancing Market for moving Energy through the SPP Balancing 

Authority Area. 

 

Transmission Congestion Right (“TCR”) 

A right that entitles the holder to be compensated or charged for congestion in the Day-Ahead 

Market between two Settlement Locations. 

 

Transmission Congestion Rights Markets (“TCR Markets”) 

The annual Long-Term Congestion Rights allocation process, the annual and monthly 

Transmission Congestion Rights auctions and the Auction Revenue Rights annual and monthly 

allocation processes. 

 

Transmission Customer 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

Transmission Provider 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

Transmission Service 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

Transmission System 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

Tariff 

The Transmission Provider’s Open Access Transmission Tariff. 

 



 

 

7.0 Transmission Congestion Rights Markets 

The TCR Markets process includes an annual LTCR allocation, an annual ARR 

allocation, annual and monthly TCR auctions and a monthly ARR allocation in 

accordance with the timelines specified in the Market Protocols.  The TCR Markets 

process is subject to review by the Market Monitor consistent with Attachment AG of 

this Tariff.  LTCRs are obtained by Eligible Entities during the annual LTCR allocation. 

ARRs are obtained by Eligible Entities during the annual ARR allocation or the monthly 

ARR allocation.  TCRs are obtained by Market Participants through the annual LTCR 

allocation and the annual and monthly TCR auctions. 

There are eight (8) key processes associated with LTCRs, ARRs and TCRs: 

(1) Annual LTCR/ARR verification; 

(2) Annual LTCR allocation; 

(3) Annual ARR allocation; 

(4) Annual TCR auction; 

(5) Monthly ARR allocation; 

(6) Monthly TCR auction; 

(7) ARR allocation and TCR auction settlements; and 

(8) TCR secondary markets. 

Table 7-1 in Section 7.4.2 of this Attachment AE provides additional details 

related to auction timing and Transmission System capability available for the TCR 

auctions. 

(b) Except as otherwise provided in this Section 7.0.b (ii), an entity taking firm transmission 

service under a GFA Carve Out will not be eligible to participate in the TCR Markets for the 

MW capacity associated with the GFA Carve Out. 

(i) The MW capacity associated with each GFA Carve Out shall be included in the 

Transmission Provider’s ARR allocation and TCR auction processes in a manner 

that reflects the transmission service pursuant to the GFA Carve Out, provided, 

however, that (A) candidate ARRs associated with the GFA Carve Out service 



 

 

shall not be nominated for a product period if, based upon the twelve preceding 

months for which congestion data is available, such ARR, had it been converted 

to a TCR, would have resulted in a net charge to the holder of the TCR over that 

product period, and (B) until twelve months of Integrated Marketplace data are 

available, the Transmission Provider shall use relevant data from both the EIS 

Market and the Integrated Marketplace to estimate whether the result would have 

been a net charge to the TCR holder.  

 

(ii) On an annual basis, the GFA Responsible Entity may elect, in writing, to cancel 

the GFA Carve Out treatment and will be eligible to participate in the TCR 

Markets pursuant to Section 7.0 of Attachment AE. The conversion of GFA Carve 

Out to the TCR Market is irrevocable. 

 

 



 

 

7.1 Annual Long-Term Congestion Right/Auction Revenue Right Verification 

Only Eligible Entities are permitted to nominate candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs.  

The following rules apply to verification of firm transmission service for conversion to 

LTCRs and/or ARRs. 

 



 

 

7.1.1 Transmission Service Verification 

In order for Eligible Entities to obtain candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs, the 

Transmission Provider must first verify existing transmission service entitlements, 

including transmission service entitlements that have been renewed in accordance with 

rollover rights since their initial term.  An Eligible Entity’s Transmission Service must 

span the entire monthly or seasonal period for which ARRs are allocated to qualify for 

candidate ARRs in a particular month or season. An Eligible Entity’s transmission 

service must span the entire annual period for which LTCRs are allocated and must have 

rollover rights to qualify for candidate LTCRs. For Transmission Service with rollover 

rights whose deadline for providing notice of rollover occurs after the annual LTCR/ARR 

verification but before June 1, the Transmission Provider shall assume that the rollover 

will occur and shall consider the Transmission Service entitlement to span the entire 

allocation year, provided, however, that, if rollover rights for such Transmission Service 

are not exercised by the applicable deadline, any ARRs, TCRs, or LTCRs associated with 

such Transmission Service shall revert to the Transmission Provider effective on the date 

such Transmission Service terminates.  The Transmission Provider will verify Eligible 

Entity existing Transmission Service entitlements as follows:  

(1) The following will be performed prior to each annual LTCR and ARR allocation 

for Eligible Entities taking Network Integration Transmission Service or Firm 

Point-To-Point Transmission Service under the Tariff: 

(a) The Transmission Provider will obtain source, sink and Reservation 

Capacity information from the OASIS for each monthly and seasonal 

period for which ARRs are allocated in which the transmission service 

spans the entire period, or would if or when rolled over, for the current 

annual allocation and for the annual period for which LTCRs are allocated 

in which the transmission service spans the entire year; 

(i) For a transmission service reservation with a source inside the SPP 

Balancing Authority Area that is not a specific Resource or 

Resource Market Hub, the Transmission Provider will determine 

the load Settlement Location that most electrically corresponds to 

the source on the transmission service reservation that will be 



 

 

utilized as the source for candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs. Eligible 

Entities may create Resource specific Transmission Service 

reservations that represent their current Transmission Service 

reservations using the process described in the Market Protocols. 

(ii) For a transmission service reservation with a source outside of the 

SPP Balancing Authority Area, the interface between the 

Transmission Provider and the first tier Balancing Authority Area 

associated with the transmission reservation will be utilized as the 

source for candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs.   

(iii) For a transmission service reservation with a sink outside of the 

SPP Balancing Authority Area, the interface between the 

Transmission Provider and the first tier Balancing Authority Area 

associated with the transmission reservation will be utilized as the 

sink for candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs. 

(iv) Eligible Entities taking Network Integration Transmission Service 

with rollover rights under this Tariff shall be considered to have 

met the definition of Load Serving Entity for purposes of LTCR 

allocation; 

(v) Eligible Entities taking Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service 

with rollover rights under this Tariff shall not be considered a Load 

Serving Entity for LTCR allocation purposes unless the Eligible 

Entity provides an attestation to the Transmission Provider 

confirming that the Eligible Entity is a Load Serving Entity as 

defined in this Attachment AE; 

(b) The Transmission Provider will provide this information to each Eligible 

Entity for verification; and 

(c) Eligible Entities will notify the Transmission Provider within 2 weeks 

following receipt of this information, identifying and correcting inaccurate 

data on the OASIS.  Otherwise, the Transmission Provider provided data 

will be considered verified. 



 

 

(2) The following will be performed prior to each annual LTCR and ARR allocation 

for the Eligible Entity taking GFA service: 

(a) Each Transmission Owner shall register any GFA for which candidate 

LTCRs and/or ARRs are to be provided to the Transmission Owner or the 

transmission customer under the GFA on the Transmission Provider’s 

OASIS.  The Transmission Owner must provide the Transmission 

Provider with source, sink and Reservation Capacity information for each 

GFA on the Transmission Provider’s OASIS by registering each GFA 

with the Transmission Provider.  The Transmission Provider will use 

source, sink, and Reservation Capacity information from the GFA 

registration for each monthly and seasonal period for which ARRs are 

allocated and the annual period for which the LTCRs are allocated.  If 

both parties to the GFA are Market Participants with respect to the GFA 

load, then the parties may jointly inform the Transmission Provider which 

Market Participant will be allocated the candidate LTCRS and/or ARRs.  

If the parties to the GFA do not so inform the Transmission Provider, or if 

only the Transmission Owner that sold the GFA service is a Market 

Participant, then the Transmission Owner that sold the GFA service will 

be allocated the candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs associated with the GFA. 

(i) For a GFA with a source inside the SPP Balancing Authority Area 

that is not a specific Resource or Resource Market Hub, the 

Transmission Provider will determine the load Settlement Location 

that most electrically corresponds to the source on the 

Transmission Service reservation that will be utilized as the source 

for candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs.  

(ii) For a GFA with a source outside of the SPP Balancing Authority 

Area, the interface between the Transmission Provider and the first 

tier Balancing Authority Area associated with the transmission 

reservation will be utilized as the source for the candidate LTCRs 

and/or ARRs.   



 

 

(iii) For a GFA with a sink outside of the SPP Balancing Authority 

Area, the interface between the Transmission Provider and the first 

tier Balancing Authority Area associated with the transmission 

reservation will be utilized as the sink for the candidate LTCRs 

and/or ARRs. 

iv) An Eligible Entity under a GFA taking the equivalent of Network 

Integration Transmission Service with rollover rights shall be 

considered to have met the definition of Load Serving Entity for 

purposes of LTCR allocation; 

(v) An Eligible Entity under a GFA taking the equivalent of Firm 

Point-To-Point Transmission Service with rollover rights shall not 

be considered a Load Serving Entity for the purposes of LTCR 

allocation unless the Eligible Entity provides an attestation to the 

Transmission Provider confirming that the Eligible Entity is an 

Load Serving Entity as defined in this Attachment AE; 

(b) If the transmission customer under the GFA is receiving the candidate 

ARRs, to the extent that the transmission service specified in the GFA is 

identified as the equivalent of SPP Network Integration Transmission 

Service, the transmission customer under the GFA must provide the 

historical peak loads being served under the GFA for the previous three 

years. 



 

 

7.1.2 Candidate Long-Term Congestion Rights/Auction Revenue Rights 

Following verification of an Eligible Entity transmission service, candidate 

LTCRs and/or ARRs associated with such transmission service are assigned as follows: 

(1) For each Eligible Entity with Network Integration Transmission Service, the 

Eligible Entity’s Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs 

and/or candidate ARRs from a specific source is equal to the source Reservation 

Capacity.   

(a) An Eligible Entity may select Network Integration Transmission Service 

Candidate LTCRs, as described in Section 7.2.4 of this Attachment AE 

from a specific source to one or more sinks up to the amount of its 

available Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs 

associated with the source such that the total of such selections does not 

exceed the lesser of the sum of Network Integration Transmission Service 

Candidate LTCRs or the limit described under Section 7.1.3(1)(b) for that 

Eligible Entity. 

(b) An Eligible Entity may nominate Network Integration Transmission 

Service Candidate ARRs, as described in Section 7.3.1 of this Attachment 

AE from a specific source to one or more sinks up to the amount of its 

Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate ARRs associated 

with the source subject to the total nomination cap described in Section 

7.1.3 of this Attachment AE. 

(2) For each Eligible Entity with Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service, the 

Eligible Entity’s Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs for a 

specific source and sink is equal to the Reservation Capacity associated with that 

source and sink.   

(a) An Eligible Entity may select Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs, as 

described in Section 7.2 of this Attachment AE, for this specific source 

and sink up to the amount of its available Firm Point-To-Point Candidate 

LTCRs such that the total of such selections does not exceed the total Firm 

Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs available for that Eligible Entity. 



 

 

(b) Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs may be nominated by an Eligible 

Entity, as described in Section 7.3.1 of this Attachment AE, for this 

specific source and sink up to the amount of its Firm Point-To-Point 

Candidate ARRs subject to the total nomination cap described in Section 

7.1.3 of this Attachment AE. 

(3) For each Eligible Entity with equivalent Network Integration Transmission 

Service GFA service, the Eligible Entity’s Grandfathered Agreement Network 

Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs from a specific 

source is equal to the source Reservation Capacity.   

(a) An Eligible Entity may select Grandfathered Agreement Network 

Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs, as described in 

Section 7.2 of this Attachment AE, from a specific source to one or more 

sinks up to the amount of its available Grandfathered Agreement Network 

Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs such that the total of 

such selections does not exceed the lesser of the sum of Grandfathered 

Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs 

or the limit described under Section 7.3.1(3)(b) for that Eligible Entity.  

(b) An Eligible Entity may nominate Grandfathered Agreement Network 

Integration Transmission Service Candidate ARRs, as described in Section 

7.3.1 of this Attachment AE, from a specific source to one or more sinks 

up to the amount of its Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service Candidate ARRs subject to the total nomination cap 

described in Section 7.1.3 of this Attachment AE. 

(4) For each Eligible Entity with equivalent Firm Point-To-Point GFA service, the 

Eligible Entity’s Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate 

LTCRs and/or ARRs for a specific source and sink is equal to the Reservation 

Capacity associated with that source and sink.   

(a) An Eligible Entity may select Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-

Point Candidate LTCRs, as described in Section 7.2 of this Attachment 

AE, for this specific source and sink up to the amount of its available 

Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs such 



 

 

that the total of such selections does not exceed the total Grandfathered 

Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs available for that 

Eligible Entity. 

(b) An Eligible Entity may nominate Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-

To-Point Candidate ARRs, as described in Section 7.3.1 of this 

Attachment AE, for this specific source and sink up to the amount of its 

Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs subject 

to the total nomination cap described in Section 7.1.3 of this Attachment 

AE. 



 

 

7.1.3 Auction Revenue Right Nomination Cap 

An Eligible Entity’s ARR Nomination Cap will be as follows: 

(1) For Network Integration Transmission Customers, the Network Integration 

Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap for a particular month or season is 

equal to the lesser of (a) the sum of Network Integration Transmission Service 

Candidate ARRs and Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate 

LTCRs for that particular month or season as calculated in Section 7.1.2 of this 

Attachment AE and any additional Network Integration Transmission Service 

Candidate ARRs for that particular month or season as calculated in Section 7.6.1 

of this Attachment AE or (b) One hundred and three percent (103%) of the 

average of that customer’s three most recent annual peak Network Loads.  This 

value will be adjusted by the Transmission Provider as required to account for 

wholesale load shifts between Transmission Customers.  In addition, Candidate 

LTCRs and awarded LTCRs shall be transferred by the Transmission Provider as 

applicable to account for wholesale load shifts between Transmission Customers. 

(2) For Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Customers, the Firm Point-To-Point ARR 

Nomination Cap is equal to the sum of Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs and 

Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs as calculated in Section 7.1.2 of this 

Attachment AE and any additional Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs as 

calculated in Section 7.6.1 of this Attachment AE. 

(3) For GFA customers taking the equivalent of SPP Network Integration 

Transmission Service, the Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap for that particular month or season is 

equal to the lesser of (a) the sum of Grandfathered Agreement Network 

Integration Transmission Service Candidate ARRs and Grandfathered Agreement 

Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs for that particular 

month or season as calculated in Section 7.1.2 of this Attachment AE and any 

additional Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service 

Candidate ARRs for that particular month or season as calculated in Section 7.6.1 

of this Attachment AE or (b) One hundred and three percent (103%) of the 

average of that GFA customer’s three most recent annual peak Network Loads. 



 

 

(4) For GFA customers taking the equivalent of SPP Firm Point-To-Point, the 

Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point ARR Nomination Cap is equal to 

the sum of Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs and 

Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs as calculated in 

Section 7.1.2 of this Attachment AE and any additional Grandfathered Agreement 

Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs as calculated in Section 7.6.1 of this 

Attachment AE. 

(5) An Eligible Entity’s ARR Nomination Cap is equal the sum of its Network 

Integration Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap, Firm Point-To-Point 

ARR Nomination Cap, Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap and Grandfathered Agreement Firm 

Point-To-Point ARR Nomination Cap. 

 



 

 

7.2 Annual Long-Term Congestion Right Allocation 

Eligible Entities may select the candidate LTCRs that they wish to receive up to 

their available LTCRs.  The portion of the selected candidate ARRs are awarded to each 

Eligible Entity during the LTCR annual allocation.  Available candidate LTCRs are 

evaluated on an annual basis in a two-step process; (i) candidate LTCRs associated with 

Eligible Entities that are Load Serving Entities are evaluated in accordance with Section 

7.2.2 and (ii) remaining candidate LTCRs associated with Eligible Entities that are not 

Load Serving Entities are then evaluated in accordance with Section 7.2.3. 

The Transmission Provider shall make available fifty percent (50%) of the 

projected maximum Transmission System capability for the purpose of LTCR allocation 

in the annual LTCR allocation process.  No later than five (5) days prior to the start of the 

annual LTCR allocation process, the Transmission Provider shall post the Transmission 

System network topology, including the corresponding impacts from Parallel Flow, used 

to determine the projected maximum Transmission System capability that will be used in 

the upcoming allocation. 



 

 

7.2.1 LTCR Surrender 

Eligible Entities may surrender previously awarded LTCRs in 0.1 MW 

increments.  Prior to annual LTCR allocation, Eligible Entities shall submit the following 

information: 

(1) Source (valid candidate LTCR source Settlement Location); 

(2) Sink (valid candidate LTCR sink Settlement Location); 

(3) Surrendered LTCR MW (cannot exceed previously awarded LTCR). 



 

 

7.2.2 Available Long-Term Congestion Rights for Load Serving Entities 

A Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed to determine the amount of 

available LTCRs that may be selected and awarded for Eligible Entities that are LSEs.  

The Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed using the most current Network Model 

for the corresponding LTCR allocation period.  For the Simultaneous Feasibility Test, all 

candidate Load Serving Entity LTCRs are modeled as a generation injection at the source 

and a corresponding load withdrawal at the sink. In addition, all previously awarded 

LTCRs, that have not been surrendered, which are associated with Eligible Entities that 

are not LSEs, are modeled as fixed injections and withdrawals.   

If the candidate Load Serving Entity LTCRs are not feasible, the amount of 

candidate LTCRs available for selection and award will be reduced using a weighted 

least squares method.  The weighted least squares method minimizes the sum of the 

squared deviations between the actual LTCR amounts and the candidate LTCR amounts, 

weighted by the reciprocal of the candidate LTCR amounts, which results in a higher 

percentage LTCR reduction for those nominations having the greatest impact on the 

constraints.  LTCR reductions associated with candidates that have an equal impact on 

the constraints are reduced by the same percentage.   

Previously awarded Load Serving Entity LTCRs are guaranteed to be available 

using the iterative methodology described in the Market Protocols; provided that such 

Load Serving Entity LTCRs must meet the criteria as specified in Section 7.1.1 of this 

Attachment AE, or have not been surrendered as described under Section 7.2.1 of this 

Attachment AE.  To the extent that these previously awarded Load Serving Entity LTCRs 

are no longer feasible, the Transmission Provider will make the minimum adjustments 

necessary to the ratings of the applicable transmission facilities in the model in order to 

allow the model to produce a feasible solution. 



 

 

7.2.3 Available Long-Term Congestion Rights for Non-Load Serving Entities 

A Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed to determine the amount of 

available LTCRs that may be selected and awarded for Eligible Entities that are not Load 

Serving Entities.  The Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed using the most current 

Network Model for the corresponding LTCR allocation period.  For the Simultaneous 

Feasibility Test, all candidate non-Load Serving Entity LTCRs are modeled as a 

generation injection at the source and a corresponding load withdrawal at the sink. In 

addition all available LTCRs associated with Eligible Entities that are Load Serving 

Entities as calculated under Section 7.2.2 of this Attachment AE are modeled as fixed 

injections and withdrawals. If the candidate non-Load Serving Entity LTCRs are not 

feasible, the amount of candidate LTCRs available for selection and award will be 

reduced using a weighted least squares method.  The weighted least squares method 

minimizes the sum of the squared deviations between the actual LTCR amounts and the 

candidate LTCR amounts, weighted by the reciprocal of the candidate LTCR amounts, 

which results in a higher percentage LTCR reduction for those nominations having the 

greatest impact on the constraints.  LTCR reductions associated with candidates that have 

an equal impact on the constraints are reduced by the same percentage.   

Previously awarded non-Load Serving Entity LTCRs are guaranteed to be 

available using the iterative methodology described in the Market Protocols; provided 

that such non-Load Serving Entity LTCRs must meet the criteria as specified in Section 

7.1.1 of this Attachment AE, or which have not been surrendered as described under 

Section 7.2.1 of this Attachment AE. To the extent that these previously awarded non-

Load Serving Entity LTCRs are no longer feasible, the Transmission Provider will make 

the minimum adjustments necessary to the ratings of the applicable transmission facilities 

in the model in order to allow the model to produce a feasible solution.  



 

 

7.2.4 LTCR Selection and Awards  

(1) All previously awarded LTCRs are automatically awarded as LTCRs for the 

current allocation year; provided that such LTCRs meet the criteria specified in 

Section 7.1.1 of this Attachment AE; or were not surrendered as described under 

Section 7.2.1 of this Attachment AE.   

(2) Additional LTCRs are selected and awarded in a single-round process.  Eligible 

Entities may select: 

(a) Available LTCRs from its Network Integration Transmission Service 

Candidate LTCRs, less any previously awarded LTCRs plus any 

surrendered LTCRs associated with Network Integration Transmission 

Service Candidate LTCRs; 

(b) Available LTCRs from its Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs, less 

any previously awarded LTCRs plus any surrendered LTCRs associated 

with Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs;  

(c) Available LTCRs from its Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs as described under Section 7.1.2 

of this Attachment AE, less any previously awarded LTCRs plus any 

surrendered LTCRs associated with Grandfathered Agreement Network 

Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs; and/or 

(d) Available LTCRs from its Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point 

Candidate LTCRs as described under Section 7.1.2 of this Attachment AE, 

less any previously awarded LTCRs plus any surrendered LTCRs 

associated with Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate 

LTCRs;  

(3) Eligible Entities shall submit the following information in order to select LTCRs 

that were not previously awarded: 

(a) Source (valid candidate LTCR source Settlement Location); 

(b) Sink (valid candidate LTCR sink Settlement Location); 



 

 

(c) LTCR MW (total LTCR MW selected from a source Settlement Location 

cannot exceed the source candidate available LTCR MW as previously 

determined under Section 7.2.2  or Section 7.2.3 of this Attachment AE  

less previously awarded LTCRs plus surrendered LTCRs); 

(4) All selected LTCRs are automatically awarded, and these awarded LTCRs and 

those awarded as described under (1) above are directly converted to TCRs prior 

to the annual ARR allocation for the current allocation year. 



 

 

7.3 Annual Auction Revenue Right Allocation 

The annual ARR allocation addresses how candidate ARRs verified in the annual 

LTCR/ARR verification may be nominated and awarded.  Eligible Entities may nominate 

the candidate ARRs that they wish to receive up to their ARR nomination caps less any 

LTCRs awarded.  The portion of the nominated candidate ARRs that are simultaneously 

feasible are allocated to each Eligible Entity during the annual allocation.  Candidate 

ARRs are nominated on a monthly and seasonal basis in a three round process. 

The Transmission Provider shall make available one hundred percent (100%) of 

the projected maximum Transmission System capability for the purpose of ARR 

allocation in the annual ARR allocation process.  No later than five (5) days prior to the 

start of the annual ARR allocation process, the Transmission Provider will post the 

Transmission System network topology data for each of the monthly and seasonal On-

Peak and Off-Peak models, including the corresponding Parallel Flow and transmission 

line outage assumptions, used to determine the projected maximum Transmission System 

capability that will be used in the upcoming allocations. 

 



 

 

7.3.1 Auction Revenue Right Nominations 

For each month and season included in the annual ARR allocation period, as 

defined in Table 7-1 in Section 7.4.2 of this Attachment AE, Eligible Entities may 

nominate candidate ARRs in 0.1 MW increments for specific source to sink pairs that 

total up to their ARR nomination caps as calculated in Section 7.1.3 of this Attachment 

AE less any LTCRs awarded.  Nominations occur separately for On-Peak and Off-Peak 

periods.  Prior to each ARR nomination round, Eligible Entities shall submit the 

following information: 

(1) Source: valid candidate ARR source Settlement Location for rounds 1 and 2, and 

any applicable source Settlement Location for round 3; 

(2) Sink: valid candidate ARR sink Settlement Location for rounds 1 and 2, and any 

applicable sink Settlement Location for round 3;  

(3) Class: On-Peak or Off-Peak; 

(4) Period: specific month or season; and 

(5) Nominated ARR MW:  

(a) In round 1 and round 2, the total candidate ARR MW nominated from a 

source Settlement Location cannot exceed the source candidate ARRs less 

any awarded LTCRs associated with the source. 

(b) In round 3, any source to sink path may be nominated, subject to the 

limitation described in Section 7.3.2(3) of this Attachment AE. 

 



 

 

 

 

7.3.2 Auction Revenue Right Allocation 

ARRs are allocated in a three round process as follows: 

(1) In round 1, Eligible Entities may nominate: 

(a) ARRs from their Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate 

ARRs that total no more than fifty percent (50%) of their Network 

Integration Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap less the sum of 

awarded LTCRs from their Network Integration Transmission Service 

Candidate LTCRs; 

(b) ARRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service Candidate ARRs that total no more than fifty 

percent (50%) of their Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap less the sum of awarded 

LTCRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs; 

(c) ARRs from their Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs that total no more 

than fifty percent (50%) of their Firm Point-To-Point Nomination Cap less 

the sum of awarded LTCRs from their Firm Point-To-Point Candidate 

LTCRs; and 

(d) ARRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point 

Candidate ARRs that total no more than fifty percent (50%) of their 

Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point ARR Nomination Cap less 

the sum of awarded LTCRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Firm 

Point-to-Point Candidate LTCRs. 

(2) In round 2, Eligible Entities may nominate: 

(a) ARRs from their Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate 

ARRs that total no more than one hundred percent (100%) of their 

Network Integration Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap less any 



 

 

nominated Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate ARRs 

awarded in round 1 less the sum of awarded LTCRs from their Network 

Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs; 

(b) ARRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service Candidate ARRs that total no more than one 

hundred percent (100%) of their Grandfathered Agreement Network 

Integration Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap less any 

nominated Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission 

Service Candidate ARRs awarded in round 1 less the sum of awarded 

LTCRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs; 

(c) ARRs from their Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs that total no more 

than one hundred percent (100%) of their Firm Point-To-Point ARR 

Nomination Cap less any nominated Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs 

awarded in round 1 less the sum of awarded LTCRs from their Firm Point-

To-Point Candidate LTCRs; and 

(d) ARRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point 

Candidate ARRs that total no more than one hundred percent (100%) of 

their Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point ARR Nomination 

Cap less any nominated Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point 

Candidate ARRs awarded in round 1 less the sum of awarded LTCRs from 

their Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs . 

(3) In round 3, any Eligible Entity may nominate ARRs from any source to sink that 

total no more than one hundred percent (100%) of its ARR Nomination Cap less 

any nominated candidate ARR amounts awarded in rounds 1 and 2 less the sum of 

all awarded LTCRs.  In this round an Eligible Entity is limited to a maximum 

combined submittal of two-thousand (2,000) ARR nominations for each Asset 

Owner it represents.  Market Participants may not nominate candidate ARRs 

between Settlement Locations that are collocated and electrically equivalent. 

 



 

 

7.3.3 Annual Auction Revenue Right Awards 

A Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed in each round of the ARR allocation 

to determine the amount of nominated ARRs to be awarded.  The Simultaneous 

Feasibility Test is performed using the most current Network Model including planned 

transmission outages for the corresponding ARR allocation period.  For the Simultaneous 

Feasibility Test, a nominated candidate ARR is modeled as a generation injection at the 

source and a corresponding load withdrawal at the sink.  All directly converted TCRs 

from awarded LTCRs are modeled as fixed injections and withdrawals.   

If the nominated candidate ARRs are not feasible, the amount of nominated 

candidate ARRs to be awarded will be reduced using a weighted least squares method.  

The weighted least squares method minimizes the sum of the squared deviations between 

the actual ARR amounts and the nominated ARR amounts, weighted by the reciprocal of 

the nominated ARR amounts, which results in a higher percentage ARR reduction for 

those nominations having the greatest impact on the constraints.  ARR reductions 

associated with nominations that have an equal impact on the constraints are reduced by 

the same percentage.    

Every six (6) months for the first two (2) years after implementation of the 

Integrated Marketplace, the Transmission Provider will analyze the net funding of TCRs 

through the Day-Ahead Market.  In the event the cumulative funding is at or below 90% 

or above 100%, the  Transmission Provider may approve an additional adjustment of all 

subsequent monthly auctions and the month of June in the annual auction of the normal 

and emergency ratings of all flowgates and monitored transmission system elements. 

 



 

 

 

 

 Reserved For Future Use 



 

 

7.4 Annual Transmission Congestion Right Auction 

Market Participants may obtain TCRs by purchasing them in the annual TCR 

auction or through conversion of ARRs into TCRs.  The percentages of the Transmission 

System capability made available during the annual TCR auction are listed in Table 7-1 

in Section 7.4.2 of this Attachment AE.  TCRs in the annual auction are auctioned in a 

single round process for all months and seasons.  If there are any changes to the 

transmission system topology or Parallel Flow data after the conclusion of Annual ARR 

Allocation Process, the Transmission Provider will post such changes no later than three 

(3) Business Days prior to the start of the Annual TCR Auction Process. 

 



 

 

7.4.1 Transmission Congestion Right Offer and Bid Submittal 

(1) Market Participants that have satisfied the applicable credit requirements may 

participate in the annual TCR auction. 

(2) Market Participants holding ARRs associated with a specific source and sink may 

elect to self-convert all or a portion of those ARRs into TCRs by specifying the 

self-convert option as part of the TCR Bid submittal. 

(3) For each month and season included in the annual TCR auction, Market 

Participants may submit TCR Bids and/or Offers in 0.1 MW increments, for On-

Peak and Off-Peak periods.  A valid TCR Bid and/or Offer must contain the 

following information: 

(a) Source: any valid Settlement Location; 

(b) Sink: any valid Settlement Location; 

(c) Class: On-Peak or Off-Peak; 

(d) Period: specific month or season; 

(e) Type: Bid, Offer or self-convert; 

(f) TCR MW; and 

(g) TCR Price; 

(i) TCR Bids and Offers cannot exceed $100,000/MW-Month;  

(ii) TCR Bids and Offers cannot be less than negative $100,000/MW-

Month; 

(4) For each TCR round, a Market Participant is limited to a maximum of 2,000 TCR 

Bids and/or Offers for each Asset Owner it represents.  Market Participants may 

not submit offers to buy TCRs between Settlement Locations that are collocated 

and electrically equivalent. 

 



 

 

7.4.2 Annual Transmission Congestion Right Auction 

In the annual TCR auction, TCRs are made available in a single round for each 

month and season as follows: 

(1) For the month of June, one hundred percent (100%) of the Transmission System 

capability is made available, for the July-September period ninety percent (90%) 

is made available, and for the Fall, Winter and Spring seasons sixty percent (60%) 

is made available.  For additional details see Table 7-1; 

(a) Only Eligible Entities holding ARRs may submit a self-convert TCR Bid. 

(b) The self-convert TCR MWs are evaluated simultaneously with TCR Bids 

and Offers and are subject to reductions that may result from the 

Simultaneous Feasibility Test.  

(c) The self-convert TCR Bid or Offer must specify the same source and sink 

as the associated ARR and the TCR MW must be less than or equal to the 

associated ARR MW. 

(d) The self-convert type option will convert ARRs associated with the 

specified source to sink pair into the TCR MW specified subject to 

simultaneous feasibility. 



 

 

Table 7-1: TCR Auction Summary 

 

 

______________________ 

1
 October and November 

2
 December, January, February, March 

3
 April and May 

 

Auction 

Month 

Auction 

Type 
TCR Award Periods TCR 

Produ

cts 

Auctio

n 

Round

s 

Total 

Auctions 

 May         Annual 

(System Capability %) 

Jun 

(100) 

Jul 

(90) 

Aug 

(90) 

Sep 

(90) 

Fall1 

(60)  

Winter2 

(60) 

Spring3 

(60) 
On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

1  

 

14 

  Jun         Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Jul 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

1 2 

 Jul         Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Aug 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

1 2 

 Aug         Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Sep 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

1 2 

 Sep         Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Oct 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

2 4 

 Oct        Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Nov 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

2 4 

 Nov         Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Dec 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

2 4 

 Dec         Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Jan 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

2 4 

 Jan         Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Feb 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

2 4 

 Feb         Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Mar 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

2 4 

 Mar        Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Apr 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

2 4 

 Apr        Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

May 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

2 4 



 

 

 

7.4.3 Annual Transmission Congestion Right Auction Clearing and Simultaneous 

Feasibility 

The auction is performed with an objective of maximizing the total TCR auction 

value while ensuring that the cleared TCRs are also simultaneously feasible.  A 

Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed in each round. 

The Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed using the most up to date 

Network Model including planned transmission outages for the corresponding ARR 

allocation period.  For the Simultaneous Feasibility Test: 

(1) TCR submittals of both the self-convert type and Bid type are modeled as 

a generation injection at the source and a corresponding load withdrawal 

at the sink. 

(2) TCR submittals of the Offer type are modeled as a generation injection at 

the sink and a corresponding load withdrawal at the source; and 

(3) Directly converted TCRs from LTCRs are modeled as fixed injections and 

withdrawals. 

 



 

 

7.4.4 Annual Transmission Congestion Right Awards 

Simultaneously feasible TCRs are awarded based upon the TCR Bid prices such 

that the total TCR auction value is maximized.  Self-converted TCRs are evaluated 

concurrently with all other submitted TCR Bids and are given the highest priority subject 

to simultaneous feasibility.  In the event there is a tie during the Simultaneous Feasibility 

Test, each competing TCR Bid and Offer will be awarded a TCR on a  pro rata share 

based on the individual impact on the constraint.  ACPs are calculated based on the shift 

factor for a specific bus to the Reference Bus with the corresponding Shadow Price for 

such bus, for each Settlement Location using the formula for the MCC as described in 

Section 8.3.1.2 of this Attachment AE. 

 



 

 

7.5 Monthly Transmission Congestion Right Auctions 

Market Participants may obtain TCRs, in addition to those obtained in the annual 

TCR auction, by purchasing TCRs in the monthly TCR auction or through conversion of 

ARRs awarded in the annual and monthly ARR allocations.  Market Participants may 

also offer for sale TCRs awarded in the annual TCR auction.  The TCRs for the months 

of July through September are auctioned in a single round.  The TCRs for the months of 

October through May are auctioned in two rounds.  No later than three (3) days prior to 

the monthly TCR auction, the Transmission Provider will post any changes to the 

Transmission System topology or input data assumptions that occurred after the 

conclusion of the annual ARR allocation. 

 



 

 

7.5.1 Monthly Transmission Congestion Right Offer and Bid Submittal 

(1) Market Participants that have satisfied the applicable credit requirements may 

participate in the monthly TCR auction. 

(2) Market Participants may submit TCR Bids and Offers for On-Peak and Off-Peak 

periods.  The following information is submitted for a TCR Bid or Offer: 

(a) Source: any valid Settlement Location; 

(b) Sink: any valid Settlement Location; 

(c) Class: On-Peak or Off-Peak; 

(d) Type: Bid, Offer or self-convert; 

(e) TCR MW: 0.1 MW increments, may not exceed ARR MW held on path if 

self-convert type selected; and 

(f) TCR Price: 

(i) TCR Bids cannot exceed $100,000/MW-Month; 

(ii) TCR Bids cannot be less than negative $100,000/MW-Month; 

(3) Market Participants may not submit more than a total of 2,000 TCR Bids and 

Offers in each TCR round for each Asset Owner it represents.  Market 

Participants may not submit offers to buy TCRs between Settlement Locations 

that are collocated and electrically equivalent. 

 



 

 

7.5.2 Monthly Transmission Congestion Right Auction 

TCRs are auctioned in a single round for the months of July through September 

and one hundred percent (100%) of the Transmission System capability is made 

available.  Any amounts of ARRs awarded in the monthly ARR allocation plus: the lesser 

of (i) ten percent (10%) of the ARRs obtained in the annual ARR allocation or (ii) the 

difference between the ARRs obtained in the annual ARR allocation and the amount of 

self-converted TCRs awarded in the annual TCR auction may be self-converted during 

this auction and any TCRs obtained in the annual TCR auction may be offered for sale. 

TCRs are auctioned in a two round process for the months of October through 

May.  In the two round process: 

(1) Round 1 - Fifty percent (50%) of the Transmission System capability remaining 

following the annual TCR auction is made available; 

(a) All ARRs awarded in the Monthly ARR Allocation Process may be 

submitted for self-conversion.  

(i) ARRs obtained in the annual allocation may be submitted for self-

conversion subject to the following limitations: Eligible Entities 

may submit the lesser of (i) forty percent (40%) of the ARRs 

obtained in the annual ARR allocation or (ii) the difference 

between the ARRs awarded in the annual ARR allocation and the 

quantity of self-converted TCRs awarded in the annual TCR 

auction.    

(ii) A self-convert TCR Bid must specify the same source and sink as 

the associated ARR and must be less than or equal to the 

associated ARR MW. 

(iii) The self-convert TCR MWs are evaluated simultaneously with 

TCR Bids and Offers and are subject to reductions that may result 

from the Simultaneous Feasibility Test. 

(b) Any TCRs awarded in the annual TCR auction may be offered for sale by 

the TCR holder. 

(d) Any Market Participant may also submit TCR Bids for any source-sink 

pair.   



 

 

 (2) Round 2 - The remaining Transmission System capability is made available; 

(a) An Eligible Entity may submit self-convert TCR Bids in this round that 

are limited to the values calculated under Section 7.7(2)(c) of this 

Attachment AE.  The self-convert TCR MWs are evaluated 

simultaneously with TCR Bids and Offers and are subject to reductions 

that may result from the Simultaneous Feasibility Test. 

(b) Any TCRs awarded in round 1 or the annual TCR auction, including self-

converted TCRs, may be offered for sale by the TCR holder. 

(c) Any Market Participant may also submit TCR Bids for any source-sink 

pair.   

 



 

 

7.5.3 Monthly Transmission Congestion Right Auction Clearing and Simultaneous 

Feasibility 

The auction is performed with an objective of maximizing the total TCR auction 

value while ensuring that the cleared TCRs are also simultaneously feasible.  A 

Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed in each round using the most up to date 

Network Model including planned transmission outages for the corresponding monthly 

TCR auction period with all TCRs awarded in the annual TCR auction modeled as fixed 

injections and withdrawals.  To the extent that these fixed injections and withdrawals are 

no longer feasible, the Transmission Provider will make the minimum adjustments 

necessary to the ratings of the applicable transmission facilities in the model in order to 

allow the model to produce a feasible solution prior to the start of the monthly TCR 

auction solely for the purpose of the monthly TCR auction.  The Transmission Provider 

will report to the stakeholders on a quarterly basis regarding the number of times that the 

transmission facility ratings had to be adjusted in the model to ensure feasibility. 

For the Simultaneous Feasibility Test, monthly TCR submittals of the self-convert 

type and TCR Bid type are modeled as a generation injection at the source and a 

corresponding load withdrawal at the sink.  A monthly TCR submittal of the Offer type is 

modeled as a generation injection at the sink and a load withdrawal at the source.   

 



 

 

7.5.4 Monthly Transmission Congestion Right Awards 

Simultaneously feasible TCRs are awarded based upon the TCR Bid prices such 

that the total TCR auction value is maximized.  Self-converted TCRs are evaluated 

concurrent with all other submitted TCR Bids and are given the highest priority subject to 

simultaneous feasibility.  ACPs are calculated for each Settlement Location using the 

formula for the MCC as described in Section 8.3.1.2 of this Attachment AE. 

 



 

 

7.6 Monthly Auction Revenue Right Allocation 

Eligible Entities are eligible to nominate candidate ARRs for: (i) any remaining 

candidate ARR capacities from the Annual ARR Allocation Process, (ii) firm 

Transmission Service that has been confirmed following the completion of the most 

recent annual TCR auction and prior to the next annual LTCR/ARR verification, (iii)  

firm Transmission Service confirmed prior to the Annual LTCR/ARR Verification 

Process that includes a partial season, or (iv) Transmission Service for which a redispatch 

obligation has been eliminated.  To the extent that the Eligible Entity’s firm Transmission 

Service term extends beyond the current annual ARR allocation period, such remaining 

service will be included in the next annual LTCR/ARR verification. 

 



 

 

7.6.1 Monthly Auction Revenue Right Transmission Service Verification 

In order to qualify for additional monthly candidate ARRs in a particular month, 

an Eligible Entity’s Transmission Service must span the entire month within the 

applicable year.  The Transmission Provider will verify Eligible Entity existing 

Transmission Service entitlements as follows: 

(1) The Transmission Provider will obtain the source, sink and Reservation Capacity 

information from the Transmission Provider’s OASIS for the applicable month; 

(2) The Transmission Provider will provide this information to each Eligible Entity 

for verification; and 

(3) Eligible Entities will notify the Transmission Provider within six (6) days 

following receipt of this information, identifying and correcting inaccurate data 

on the OASIS.  Otherwise, the Transmission Provider provided data will be 

considered verified and additional monthly candidate ARRs will be assigned as 

described under Section 7.1.2.  

 



 

 

7.6.2 Reserved for Future Use  



 

 

 

7.6.3 MONTHLY AUCTION REVENUE RIGHT NOMINATIONS 

Five (5) days prior to the start of the monthly TCR auction, Eligible Entities may 

nominate in a single round: (i) Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate 

ARRs in 0.1 MW increments along specific source to sink paths that totals no more than 

the difference between (1) their Network Integration Transmission Service ARR 

Nomination Cap and (2) the sum of (a) awarded ARRs associated with Network 

Integration Transmission Service Candidate ARRs and (b) directly converted TCRs from 

awarded LTCRs associated with Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate 

LTCRs in the annual allocation processes; (ii) Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs in 

0.1 MW increments along specific source to sink paths that totals no more than the 

difference between (1) their Firm Point-To-Point ARR Nomination Cap and (2) the sum 

of (a) awarded ARRs associated with Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs and (b) 

directly converted TCRs from awarded LTCRs associated with Firm Point-To-Point 

Candidate LTCRs in the annual allocation processes; (iii) Grandfathered Agreement 

Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate ARRs in 0.1 MW increments along 

specific source to sink paths that totals no more than the difference between (1) their 

Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service ARR Nomination 

Cap and (2) the sum of (a) awarded ARRs associated with Grandfathered Agreement 

Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate ARRs and (b) directly converted 

TCRs from awarded LTCRs associated with Grandfathered Agreement Network 

Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs in the annual allocation processes; 

and (iv) Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs in 0.1 MW 

increments along specific source to sink paths that totals no more than the difference 

between their (1) Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point ARR Nomination Cap 

and (2) the sum of (a) awarded ARRs associated with Grandfathered Agreement Firm 

Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs and (b) directly converted TCRs from awarded LTCRs 

associated with Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs in the 

annual allocation processes.  Nominations occur separately for On-Peak and Off-Peak 

periods.  Eligible Entities submit the following information: 

(1) Source: valid candidate ARR source Settlement Location; 



 

 

(2) Sink: valid candidate ARR sink Settlement Location; 

(3) Class: On-Peak or Off-Peak; and 

(4) ARR MW: 

(a)  The total ARR MW nominated from a source Settlement Location 

cannot exceed the source candidate ARRs less previously awarded 

source ARRs. 

 



 

 

7.6.4 Monthly Auction Revenue Rights Awards 

A Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed to determine the amount of 

nominated candidate ARRs to be awarded. For the Simultaneous Feasibility Test a 

nominated candidate ARR is modeled as a generation injection at the source and a 

corresponding load withdrawal at the sink. The Simultaneous Feasibility Test is 

performed using the following assumptions.  

(1) The Transmission System model used in will be the same Network Model to 

be used in the upcoming monthly TCR auction; 

(2) One hundred percent (100%) of the projected maximum Transmission System 

capability, including any completed Network Upgrades, is made available; 

and 

(3) All TCRs previously awarded in the annual TCR auction and all remaining 

ARRs not accounted for in the annual TCR auction (as defined in Section 

7.7 of this Attachment AE) for the applicable month are modeled as fixed 

injections at the specified sources and fixed withdrawals at the specified 

sinks. To the extent that these fixed injections and withdrawals are no 

longer feasible, the Transmission Provider will make the minimum 

adjustments necessary to the ratings of the applicable transmission 

facilities in the model in order to allow the model to produce a feasible 

solution solely for the purpose of assessing ARR feasibility. The 

Transmission Provider will report to the stakeholders on a quarterly basis 

regarding the number of times that the transmission facility ratings had to 

be adjusted in the model to ensure feasibility. 

If the nominated candidate ARRs are not feasible, the amount of nominated 

candidate ARRs to be awarded will be reduced based on their relative impact on the 

constraint to produce a simultaneously feasible result. 



 

 

7.7 Auction Revenue Right Allocation and Transmission Congestion Right Auction 

Settlements 

The charges and payments to ARR and TCR holders will be calculated on a daily 

basis and included on the Settlement Statements consistent with the timing of the Energy 

and Operating Reserve Markets settlement as described in Section 8.7 of this Attachment 

AE.  For the purposes of calculating charges and payments to ARR holders, the following 

amounts of ARR awards will be used: 

(1) ARR Settlement for annual TCR auction: 

(a) For the month of June, one hundred percent (100%) of annual 

ARR award; 

(b) For the months of July through September, the greater of (i) ninety 

(90%) of annual ARR award or (ii) self-convert TCR award; and 

(c) For the Fall, Winter and Spring seasons, the greater of (i) sixty 

(60%) of annual ARR award or (ii) self-convert TCR award. 

(2) ARR Settlement for monthly TCR auction: 

(a) For the months of July through September, ARRs not accounted 

for in ARR Settlement in the annual TCR auction as described in 

(1)(b) above plus all monthly ARR awards; 

(b) For the months of October through May for round 1, the greater of 

(i) fifty (50%) of monthly ARR awards plus: fifty percent (50%) of 

the difference between the annual ARR award and the ARRs 

accounted for in the annual TCR auction as described in (1)(c) 

above or (ii) Self-convert TCR awards; and  

(c) For the months of October through May for round 2, the difference 

between: (i) the sum of annual ARR awards and monthly ARR 

awards and (ii) the sum of ARR MW accounted for in Section 

(1)(c) above and the ARR MW accounted for in Section (2)(b) 

above. 



 

 

7.8 Transmission Congestion Right Secondary Market 

The Transmission Provider will facilitate a secondary market for TCRs.  Both 

purchaser and seller in the secondary market must be a Market Participant.  The 

secondary market is described as follows:  

(1) Bilateral trading of existing TCRs is facilitated through a bulletin board system; 

(2) TCRs may be broken down into increments that are not smaller than 0.1 MW and 

that totals no more than the original TCR; 

(3) TCRs may be traded daily, for On-Peak or Off-Peak periods; 

(4) Trades must be completed no later than two (2) calendar days prior to the 

applicable Operating Day to which the TCR instrument applies. 

(5) The TCR purchaser pays TCR seller directly; 

(6) TCRs may not be reconfigured (path must remain the same); 

(7) The Market Participants must inform the Transmission Provider of any proposed 

transfer and the Transmission Provider must confirm that the credit requirements 

in Attachment X of this Tariff have been met prior to the transfer of ownership of 

a TCR through a bilateral transaction; and 

(8) The Transmission Provider records the transfer of TCR ownership. 



 

 

7.9 Liquidation of Transmission Congestion Rights in the Event of Market Participant 

Default 

In the event the Transmission Provider declares a Market Participant to be in 

default in accordance with Attachment X of this Tariff, the Transmission Provider shall 

initiate the following procedures to close out and liquidate the TCRs of the Market 

Participant as soon as practicable after such default is declared:  

(1) Transmission Provider may close out the defaulting Market Participant’s positions 

as of the date of default, by unilaterally accelerating and terminating all forward 

TCR positions. 

(2) Transmission Provider shall post on its website all salient information relating to a 

closed out portfolio of TCRs. 

(3) In liquidating the defaulting Market Participant’s TCR portfolio, the Transmission 

Provider shall not allow the liquidated TCRs offered for sale to set price.   

(4) Transmission Provider may offer for sale all of the TCR positions within the 

defaulting Market Participant’s TCR portfolio in any or all upcoming regularly 

scheduled TCR auctions.  

(5) Alternatively, the Transmission Provider may conduct one or more specially 

scheduled TCR auctions, in which all of the portfolio of the defaulting Market 

Participant’s TCRs are offered for sale.   

(6) If Transmission Provider elects not to, or is unable to, close out and liquidate a 

TCR position under these procedures, the close out shall be deemed void and the 

defaulting Market Participant shall remain liable for the full final value of its 

default, such full final value being based upon the results of the applicable Day-

Ahead Market settlements. 



 

 

7.10 Initial TCR Markets Schedule  

For the initial period, which will span the period between the start-up date of the 

Marketplace and the start date for the first annual TCR year, Transmission Provider will 

conduct an abbreviated multi-month auction using a process similar to the annual auction.  

The initial production schedule for TCRs shall be as follows and in accordance with the 

timelines specified in the Market Protocols: 

1. Candidate ARR Verification 

2. 3-round ARR Market Participant Nomination and Transmission Provider 

Allocation processes 

3. 1-round TCR Auction for the period prior to the first full year auction 

using 90% of the system capability 

Subsequently, Transmission Provider will conduct monthly auctions of any 

residual amounts available on the system according to the process defined for monthly 

auctions in Sections 7.5 and 7.6 of this Attachment AE. 



 

 

8.7.1 Transmission Congestion Rights Auction Transaction Amount 

A TCR auction daily charge or payment to each Asset Owner is calculated as the 

sum of charges and payments associated with that Asset Owner’s TCRs purchased or 

sold on a particular source to sink path, for each TCR auction period and round in the 

annual and monthly TCR auctions, as follows: 

TCR Auction Daily Amount = 

Sum of [(TCR Auction Quantity) * (Auction Clearing Price at source - Auction Clearing 

Price at sink)] / Number of Days in the Period 

(1) An Asset Owner’s TCR Quantity is the total MWs of TCRs purchased on a 

particular source to sink path in the annual TCR auctions or the net total MWs of 

TCRs purchased or sold on a particular source to sink path in round 1 and round 2 

in the monthly TCR auctions by that Asset Owner. 

(2) Auction Clearing Price at source is the Auction Clearing Price in the applicable 

auction period and round at the source Settlement Location of the TCR Quantity 

source to sink path as calculated as described under Sections 7.4.4 and 7.5.4 of 

this Attachment AE. 

(3) Auction Clearing Price at sink is the Auction Clearing Price in the applicable 

auction period and round at the sink Settlement Location of the TCR Quantity 

source to sink path as calculated as described under Sections 7.4.4 and 7.5.4 of 

this Attachment AE. 

(4) Number of Days in the Period is either number of days in the applicable monthly 

period or number of days in the applicable seasonal period. 

 



 

 

8.7.2 Auction Revenue Rights Funding Amount 

ARRs are valued at the prices from the annual and monthly TCR auctions during 

the lifetime of the instrument.  An ARR auction daily charge or payment to each Asset 

Owner is calculated for each applicable ARR quantity held on a particular source to sink 

path, for each TCR auction period and round in the annual and monthly TCR auctions as 

follows: 

ARR Daily Amount = 

[(ARR Quantity) * (Auction Clearing Price at Sink - Auction Clearing Price at Source)] / 

Number of Days in the Period * (-1) 

(1) An Asset Owner’s ARR Quantity is the total applicable MWs of ARRs on a 

particular source to sink path for the corresponding TCR auction period and round 

where such quantities are described under Section 7.7 of this Attachment AE. 

(2) Auction Clearing Price at Sink is the Auction Clearing Price in the applicable 

auction period and round at the sink Settlement Location of the ARR Quantity 

source to sink path as calculated as described under Sections 7.4.4 and 7.5.4 of 

this Attachment AE. 

(3) Auction Clearing Price at Source is the Auction Clearing Price in the applicable 

auction period and round at the source Settlement Location of the ARR Quantity 

source to sink path as calculated as described under Sections 7.4.4 and 7.5.4 of 

this Attachment AE. 

(4) Number of Days in the Period is either number of days in the applicable monthly 

period or number of days in the applicable seasonal period. 

 



 

 

ARTICLE TWO 

Definitions 

2.1 Definitions.  The following definitions apply in this Credit Policy.  Capitalized terms 

used herein and not defined herein shall be given the meaning assigned to them under the Tariff. 

 

Affiliate 

A business concern, organization, or individual is an affiliate of another business concern, 

organization, or individual, including a Credit Customer, that directly or indirectly: (a) has the 

power to control or is controlled by it; or (b) is under common control of a third party.  Elements 

of control include interlocking management or ownership, shared facilities and equipment, and 

common use of employees. 

 

Affiliated Credit Customers 

Credit Customers that are Affiliates. 

 

Agreements 

The Tariff, including this Credit Policy, any and all agreements entered into by the Credit 

Customer under, pursuant to or in connection with the Tariff and/or this Credit Policy, and any 

and all other Agreements to which SPP and the Credit Customer are parties. 

 

Auction Clearing Price 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Auction Revenue Right (ARR) 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff.   

 

Bid 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Business Day  

A day on which the Federal Reserve System is open for business. 

 

Cash Deposit 

Cash collateral provided to SPP to secure a Credit Customer’s performance under the Tariff, this 

Credit Policy, and/or any other Agreements, and any other cash to which the Credit Customer 

has title or rights in the possession of SPP (cash SPP has applied to payment of an obligation 

under the Tariff or Agreements is not cash to which a Credit Customer has title or rights). 

 

Central Prevailing Time 

As established by national time standards, either Central Standard Time or Central Day-Light 

Time. 

 

Composite Credit Score or Credit Score 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.2. 

 



 

 

Credit and Security Agreement 

A legal document, outlining certain terms pursuant to which a security interest in certain 

collateral is granted to SPP, in the form incorporated herein as Appendix “B”. 

 

Credit Application 

The completed, executed, and submitted Credit Application in the form attached as Appendix 

“A” hereto, together with the Credit Information required under this Credit Policy.  

 

Credit Assessment 

This term shall have the meaning given in Article Three. 

 

Credit Contact 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 9.1. 

 

Credit Customer 

Any person that takes or seeks to take service under the Tariff including all Transmission Service 

or other services under the Tariff, including any market services. 

 

Credit Information 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 1.2.3.   

 

Credit Ratings 

Rating assigned by a Rating Agency based on an obligor’s creditworthiness to pay financial 

obligations.  

 

Day-Ahead Market 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Day-Ahead Market Marginal Congestion Component (MCC)  
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 8.3.1.2 of Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Default or Event of Default 

Any default under Article Eight or otherwise under this Credit Policy. 

 

Estimated TCR Exposure (ETCRE) 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5A.1.3. 

 

Estimated Virtual Exposure (“EVE”) 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4A.2.   

 

ETCRE Bid 
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5A.4. 

 

ETCRE Hold 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5A.2. 

 



 

 

ETCRE Offer 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5A.5. 

 

Federal Power Marketing Agency 

For purposes of this Credit Policy, this term shall have the same definition that is set forth in the 

Federal Power Act at 16 U.S.C. § 796(19), which defines a "Federal power marketing agency" as 

"any agency or instrumentality of the United States (other than the Tennessee Valley Authority) 

which sells electric energy[.]" 

 

FERC 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. 

 

Financial Security 

A Cash Deposit, Irrevocable Letter of Credit, or Federal Power Marketing Agency Letter in 

amount and in forms as described in Article Seven of this Credit Policy, provided by a Credit 

Customer to SPP as security. 

 

Financial Statements 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 3.1.1.1.   

 

Guarantor 

An entity that guarantees the obligation of another entity under a Guaranty. 

 

Guaranty 

A legal document used by an Affiliate of a Credit Customer pursuant to Article Six to guarantee 

the obligations of such Credit Customer for the benefit of SPP. 

 

Irrevocable Letter of Credit 

An irrevocable standby letter of credit, with SPP as beneficiary, substantially in the form 

attached as Appendix “C” to this Credit Policy and reasonably acceptable to SPP. 

 

Large Company Credit Customers or Large Company 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.2.1. 

 

Locational Marginal Price 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Long-Term Congestion Right (LTCR) 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of this Tariff. 

 

Market Exposure 

This term has the meaning given in Section 5.2.1. 

 

Material  

The lesser of (i) the materiality standard established by the certified public accounting firm 

performing the Credit Customer’s annual audit, (ii) an amount that equals or exceeds 



 

 

five percent (5%) of the Credit Customer’s Tangible Net Worth using the last audited financial 

statements, calculated in accordance with generally acceptable accounting principles; and (iii) a 

change, event, proceeding, or other occurrence, that results (or if adversely determined could 

result) in a change of five percent (5%) or more in the Credit Customer’s Tangible Net Worth 

compared to the Tangible Net Worth of the Credit Customer using the last audited financial 

statements, calculated in accordance with generally acceptable accounting principles. 

 

Material Adverse Change 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 3.2.7.  

 

Not-For Profit Credit Customers or Not-For-Profit 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.2.3. 

 

Offer 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Operating Day 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Operating Hour 
This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Peak Market Activity Day 

The day in which a Credit Customer’s calculated charges owed to SPP are the greatest, over a 

specified period.  

 

Potential Exposure Window 

The number of days of credit exposure for a Credit Customer equal to the sum of days of service 

that have been invoiced but not paid, days of service that have been calculated but not invoiced, 

days of service in the cure period, and days before service can be terminated. 

 

Qualitative Score 

This term has the meanings applicable under Article Four.  

 

Quantitative Score 

This term has the meanings applicable under Article Four. 

 

Rating Agency(ies) 

Any Rating Agency that is a “Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations” as defined 

by the US Securities Exchange Commission.  Currently there are four — Dominion Bond Rating 

Service Ltd., Fitch, Inc., Moody's Investors Service, and the Standard & Poor's Division of the 

McGraw Hill Companies Inc. 

 

Real-Time 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 



 

 

Real-Time Balancing Market 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

SEC 

The Securities and Exchange Commission. 

 

Settlement Location 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Settlement Statement 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Small Company Credit Customers or Small Company 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.2.2. 

 

Tangible Net Worth 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.3.   

 

TCR Final Reference Price 
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5A.2.1. 

 

TCR Mean Price 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5A.2.1. 

 

TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5A.3. 

 

TCR Stress Test Price 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5A.2.1. 

 

Total Credit Limit 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.5. 

 

Total Potential Exposure or TPE 

SPP’s estimate of the Credit Customer’s current or anticipated transaction activity and resulting 

obligations for all services under the Tariff or otherwise, excluding Transmission Congestion 

Rights activity.  

 

Total Potential Exposure Violation 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5.4.1.   

 

Total TCR Credit Requirement 

Total TCR Credit Requirement is the amount of Financial Security a Credit Customer must 

provide in order to support the TCR positions that it holds and/or for which it is submitting Bids 

and Offers.   

 



 

 

Transmission Congestion Right (TCR)  

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Transmission Congestion Right Auction (TCR Auction) 
This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Transmission Service Potential Exposure 

This term shall have the meaning give in Section 5.2.2. 

 

Unsecured Credit Allowance 

This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.3. 

 

Virtual Energy Bid,  

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

Virtual Energy Offer 

This term shall have the meaning given in Attachment AE of the Tariff. 

 

 



 

 

ARTICLE FIVE A 

Transmission Congestion Rights (TCRs) 

5A.1 Overview.   

 

5A.1.1 Transmission Congestion Rights create potential exposure of non-

payment, and therefore, have a credit requirement.  SPP will establish a 

Total TCR Credit Requirement for each Credit Customer holding TCRs or 

participating in a TCR Auction.  A Credit Customer may satisfy its Total 

TCR Credit Requirement by providing Financial Security.  Unsecured 

Credit is not available to support a Credit Customer’s holding of TCRs or 

activity in TCR Auctions.  Additionally, SPP’s prior approval is required 

for a Credit Customer to acquire or transfer TCRs through bilateral 

transactions.   

 

5A.1.2 To establish the credit requirement associated with TCRs, SPP analyzes:  

(i) the TCRs the Credit Customer holds (including TCRs held via self-

conversion from ARRs); (ii) the Credit Customer’s Bids and Offers for 

TCRs in the TCR Auctions; (iii) TCR payments or charges for which 

settlement has been calculated but not yet invoiced; and (iv) TCR 

payments or charges for which an invoice has been issued but payment has 

not occurred.   

 

(a) SPP calculates the potential exposure associated with the full 

portfolio of TCRs that are held by the Credit Customer including 

TCRs obtained from LTCRs.   

 

(b) SPP evaluates individually each TCR Bid in the TCR Auctions to 

ensure that the Credit Customer has sufficient Financial Security to 

cover the credit requirements to purchase and hold the TCR.  Only 

the TCR Bids for which the Credit Customer has sufficient 

Financial Security will be credit approved for consideration in the 

TCR Auction.   

 

(c) SPP evaluates individually each TCR Offer in the TCR Auctions to 

ensure that the Credit Customer has sufficient Financial Security to 

cover any credit requirements associated with the Offer and the 

credit requirements for the retained TCR portfolio that would 

result if the TCR Offer clears in the TCR Auction.  Only the TCR 

Offers for which the Credit Customer has sufficient Financial 

Security will be credit approved for consideration in the TCR 

Auction.   

 

(d) Additionally, SPP analyzes the credit requirements associated with 

TCRs that are the subject of a proposed bilateral transfer prior to 

providing approval of such transfers.  SPP approval of a bilateral 



 

 

transfer for TCRs is required for such bilateral transfers to be 

completed.   

 

5A.1.3 As part of the determination of the credit requirement associated with 

TCRs, SPP calculates the Estimated TCR Exposure (ETCRE), which is an 

estimate of the potential value of the TCR over the life of the TCR.  In the 

case of a TCR associated with a LTCR, the life of the TCR shall be 

considered one year.  It will be calculated for all TCRs the Credit 

Customer holds, the Credit Customer’s TCR Bids and TCR Offers, 

proposed TCR bilateral transfers, and TCRs acquired through ARR self-

conversion.  SPP will determine the credit requirement associated with 

TCRs and whether the Credit Customer has available Financial Security to 

support its TCR activity.  After the close of a TCR Auction and on an 

ongoing basis, SPP will update the Credit Customer’s Total TCR Credit 

Requirement associated with TCRs to reflect the actual TCRs the Credit 

Customer holds and TCR Auction results, including the costs to acquire or 

sell TCRs in a TCR Auction.  

 

5A.1.4 This Article addresses the calculation of the Total TCR Credit 

Requirement associated with TCRs, including the ETCRE calculations for 

the TCRs the Credit Customer holds and the Credit Customer’s Bids and 

Offers for TCRs in the TCR Auctions and the acquisition and disposal 

costs of the TCR in the TCR Auctions; as well as the TCR payments or 

charges for which settlement has been calculated but not yet invoiced; and 

the TCR payments or charges for which an invoice has been issued but 

payment has not occurred.  This Article also addresses the determination 

whether a Credit Customer has sufficient Financial Security available for 

the Credit Customer’s proposed TCR Auction activity or proposed 

bilateral transfers of TCRs.   

 

5A.2 Calculation of Estimated TCR Exposure (ETCRE) for TCRs that a Credit 

Customer Holds (ETCRE Hold).  SPP will calculate the ETCRE Hold, which is an 

estimate of the potential value (positive or negative) of the TCR contract for the term of 

the TCR, for TCRs that a Credit Customer holds.  A negative ETCRE Hold means SPP 

estimates that the potential value of the TCR will result in a payment by the Credit 

Customer.  A positive ETCRE Hold means SPP estimates that the potential value of the 

TCR will result in a payment to the Credit Customer.  The ETCRE Hold calculation is 

determined for each TCR on an individual basis.  ETCRE Hold is the product of the TCR 

Final Reference Price times the TCR megawatts times the complete duration of the TCR.  

SPP will calculate the TCR Final Reference Price for each TCR based on the difference 

of historical Day-Ahead Market Marginal Congestion Cost (MCC) between the TCR 

source and TCR sink.  

 

5A.2.1 TCR Final Reference Price.  For a given source and sink combination and with 

respect to time (season or month) and class (on-peak and off-peak), the TCR Final 

Reference Price has two components:  (i) a TCR Mean Price; and (ii) a TCR 



 

 

Stress Test Price.  The Final Reference Price is the TCR Mean Price minus the 

TCR Stress Test Price.   

 

5A.2.1.1 Both the TCR Mean Price and TCR Stress Test Price are 

determined using the Day-Ahead Market Marginal Congestion 

Component (MCC) prices from the prior two years.  Each year of 

the prior two year period will be weighted, with the more recent 

year receiving a 75% weighting and the more distant year 

receiving a 25% weighting.  The MCC prices used in the 

calculations for a TCR match the definition of the TCR with 

respect to time (season or month) and class (on-peak and off-peak).  

 Historical MCC prices to be used for the more recent year will 

only be used if the specific time period (season or month) has been 

completed, i.e. no partial period MCC prices will be used to 

calculate Final Reference Prices.   

 

 

5A.2.1.1.1 A TCR Final Reference Price determination is used 

in the calculations for ETCRE Hold, ETCRE Bid, 

and ETCRE Offer calculations.  For each such 

calculation, the prior two year period used in the 

calculation is measured from the time of the 

calculation.  ETCRE Hold calculations will be 

updated to reflect updated prior two year periods for 

a given TCR as MCC prices are completed for a 

season or month that previously was not included in 

the prior two year period.   

 

5A.2.1.2 The TCR Mean Price is the sum of 75% of the mean of the hourly 

Day-Ahead Market MCC difference calculated as the sink MCC 

minus the source MCC for the more recent year in the prior two 

year period plus 25% of the mean of the hourly Day-Ahead Market 

MCC difference calculated as the sink MCC minus the source 

MCC for the more distant year in the prior two year period. 

 

5A.2.1.3 The TCR Stress Test Price calculation differs for TCRs with 

positive and negative Mean Prices.  For a TCR with a negative 

TCR Mean Price, the TCR Stress Test Price is the 90
th

  percentile 

of the opposite flow value (i.e. source MCC minus sink MCC) in 

the prior two year period.  For a TCR with a positive TCR Mean 

Price, the TCR Stress Test Price is the 75
th

 percentile of the 

opposite flow value (i.e. source MCC minus sink MCC) in the prior 

two year period.  The TCR Stress Test Price has a minimum value 

of zero and thus can never increase the TCR Final Reference 

Price. 

 



 

 

5A.2.2 Calculation of TCR Final Reference Price during the Initial Two-Years of 

the Integrated Marketplace.  Prior to the accumulation of complete MCC data 

sufficient to calculate the TCR Final Reference Price pursuant to Section 5A.2.1, 

to calculate both the Mean Price and Stress Test Price, to the extent complete 

MCC price data for the applicable prior two year period is not available, SPP will 

use the applicable historical energy imbalance service price differences.   

 

5A.2.3 Calculation of TCR Final Reference Price for New Settlement Locations.  
When a new Settlement Location is created, SPP will use a proxy price based on 

the system average Day-Ahead Market MCC to calculate the TCR Mean Price 

and TCR Stress Test Price for the new Settlement Location.  The system average 

Day-Ahead Market MCC for each defined TCR is the mean of the hourly Day-

Ahead Market MCC for all Settlement Locations for which a Day-Ahead Market 

MCC exists for each hour in the prior two year period for a defined TCR. Based 

on a two year weighted average approach, the proxy will be blended with actual 

data after the first year. 

 

5A.3 TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement.  The Financial Security required for a Credit 

Customer’s TCR portfolio is the TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement and is one 

component of the Total TCR Credit Requirement.  The TCR Portfolio Credit 

Requirement is the sum of (i) the sum of the ETCRE Hold values for each TCR in the 

Credit Customer’s TCR portfolio; (ii) the portion of the cost to acquire each TCR in a 

TCR Auction that has not yet been settled; and (iii) the disposal cost for TCR Offers that 

clear a TCR Auction that has not yet been settled.   

 

5A.3.1 The sum of the ETCRE Hold values for each TCR in the Credit Customer’s TCR 

portfolio used in the calculation of the TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement is equal 

to the net sum of the ETCRE Hold values for each TCR in the Credit Customer’s 

TCR portfolio, with individual positive and negative ETCRE Hold values netted, 

for a time period greater than the last settled operating day with the most 

negative net sum of ETCRE Hold values of the Credit Customer’s TCR portfolio.  

For a TCR with a term longer than a month, the ETCRE Hold for each month of 

the TCR is equal to the total ETCRE Hold for the TCR divided by the number of 

months of the term of the TCR.  SPP calculates the ETCRE Hold each day for 

which at least one TCR in the portfolio is valid.  

 

5A.3.2 The portion of the acquisition cost to acquire each TCR in a TCR Auction that has 

not yet been settled includes the amounts that the Credit Customer is required to 

pay for TCRs it acquires in a TCR Auction, that have not yet been settled, and 

does not include amounts that may be owed to a Credit Customer to acquire a 

TCR.  For TCRs acquired through self-scheduled ARRs, the acquisition cost is 

zero.  For TCRs acquired through a bilateral transfer the acquisition cost is zero 

for the buyer because the acquisition cost remains the responsibility of the 

participant who originally acquired the TCR in a TCR Auction.   

 



 

 

5A.3.3 The portion of the disposal cost for each TCR Offer that clears a TCR Auction 

that has not yet been settled is the portion of a Credit Customer’s loss associated 

with the difference between the Offer price and the original Auction Clearing 

Price for the TCR that is the subject of the TCR Offer.  For TCRs acquired 

pursuant to a bilateral transfer that are the subject of a TCR Offer, zero will be 

used for the Auction Clearing Price for this calculation.   

 

5A.3.4 Except in the case of ARRs self-converted to TCRs, only negative TCR Portfolio 

Credit Requirements are included in the Total TCR Credit Requirement.  If the 

TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement is a positive value it does not diminish the 

Financial Security requirement for TCRs and zero will be used for the TCR 

Portfolio Credit Requirement in the calculation of the Total TCR Credit 

Requirement.    

 

5.A.3.5 Both positive and negative TCR values for ARRs self-converted to TCRs in a 

TCR Auction will be included in the Credit Customer’s Total TCR Credit 

Requirement.  Ninety percent (90%) of the positive and one hundred percent 

(100%) of the negative TCR values for ARRs self-converted will be netted and 

the netted value used in establishing the credit requirement. 

 

5A.4 Calculation of ETCRE Bid.  SPP evaluates the Bids for TCRs to ensure that the Credit 

Customer has sufficient Financial Security to cover any Financial Security requirements 

to purchase and hold the TCR.  The ETCRE Bid calculates the Financial Security 

requirements for each Bid.  When a TCR Bid is submitted, SPP will calculate the ETCRE 

Bid for the Bid, which is the maximum sum of (i) the ETCRE Segment and (ii) the TCR 

Segment Cost, for the segments in the Bid.  SPP calculates the ETCRE Segment for each 

megawatt point on the submitted Bid curve, and the TCR Segment Cost for each 

megawatt point on the submitted Bid curve.  For each segment, SPP calculates the sum of 

(i) the ETCRE Segment and (ii) the TCR Segment Cost.  

 

5A.4.1 ETCRE Segment.  In evaluating TCR Bids, SPP calculates the ETCRE Segment 

for each megawatt point on the submitted Bid curve.  The ETCRE Segment can 

be positive or negative.  It is the potential value of holding the TCR in the Bid.  It 

is calculated in the same manner as the ETCRE Hold, using the Final Reference 

Price, and the TCR Bid megawatts and duration.   

 

5A.4.2 TCR Segment Cost.  In evaluating TCR Bids, SPP estimates the TCR acquisition 

cost by calculating the TCR Segment Cost for each megawatt point on the 

submitted Bid curve by multiplying the Bid price for that megawatt point times 

the megawatts and hours for that point on the submitted Bid curve.  The TCR 

Segment Cost is the potential cost for the Credit Customer to acquire any 

megawatt point on the submitted Bid segment.  For TCRs with negative 

acquisition costs, e.g., if the Bid curve has a negative Bid price, the TCR Segment 

Cost will be zero.  For TCR Bids resulting from an ARR self-conversion, the TCR 

Segment Cost also will be zero. 

 



 

 

5A.4.3 If multiple TCR Bids and Offers are included in a single submission, the Credit 

Customer must have sufficient Financial Security to cover all of the Bids and 

Offers in the submission.  The Financial Security requirement for a single 

submission is the sum of the negative ETCRE Bid and ETCRE Offer for the Bids 

and Offers in the submission without any netting of the individual ETCRE Bid or 

ETCRE Offer for the TCR Bids and Offers that are included in the submission.   

 

5A.5 Calculation of ETCRE Offer.  SPP evaluates the Offers for TCRs to ensure that the 

Credit Customer has sufficient Financial Security to cover any Financial Security 

requirements resulting if the TCR is no longer held and potential losses resulting from the 

sale.  The ETCRE Offer calculates the Financial Security requirement for each Offer.  

When a TCR Offer is submitted, SPP will calculate the ETCRE Offer for the Offer which 

is the maximum sum of (i) the ETCRE Offer Segment; and (ii) the TCR Offer Segment 

Cost, for the segments in the Offer.  SPP calculates the ETCRE Offer Segment for each 

megawatt point on the submitted Offer curve.  For each segment, SPP calculates the sum 

of (i) the ETCRE Offer Segment, and (ii) the TCR Offer Segment Cost.  

 

5A.5.1 ETCRE Offer Segment.  In evaluating TCR Offers, SPP calculates the ETCRE 

Offer Segment for each megawatt point on the submitted Offer curve.  It is the 

potential value of disposing of an existing TCR in the Offer.  It is calculated in the 

same manner as the ETCRE Hold, using the Final Reference Price, and the TCR 

Offer megawatts and duration.  If the calculated ETCRE Offer Segment is 

negative, SPP sets the ETCRE Offer to zero. 

 

5A.5.2 TCR Offer Segment Cost.  In evaluating TCR Offers, SPP estimates the TCR 

disposal cost by calculating the TCR Offer Segment Cost for each megawatt point 

on the submitted Offer curve by multiplying the difference between the original 

Auction Clearing Price for the TCR from the TCR Auction in which the TCR 

originally was acquired and the Offer price for that megawatt point times the 

megawatts and hours for that point on the submitted Offer curve.  The TCR Offer 

Segment Cost is the potential cost for the Credit Customer to dispose of any 

megawatt point on the submitted Offer segment.  If the TCR was originally 

acquired from an ARR self-schedule or pursuant to a bilateral transfer, zero is 

used for the original Auction Clearing Price.  If the calculated ETCRE Offer 

Segment Cost is negative SPP sets the ETCRE Offer to zero. 

 

5A.5.3 If multiple TCR Bids and Offers are included in a single submission, the Credit 

Customer must have sufficient Financial Security to cover all of the Bids and 

Offers in the submission.  The Financial Security requirement for a single 

submission is the sum of the positive ETCRE Bid and ETCRE Offer for the Bids 

and Offers in the submission without any netting of the individual ETCRE Bid or 

ETCRE Offer for the TCR Bids and Offers that are included in the submission.    

 

5A.6 Determination of Credit Approved TCR Bids and Offers and Rejection of TCR Bids 

and Offers which are Credit Disapproved. 

 



 

 

5A.6.1 If the sum of the ETCRE Bid and ETCRE Offer for all TCRs (other than TCRs 

self-converted from ARRs) included in a single submission of Bids and Offers for 

a TCR Auction, calculated pursuant to sections 5A.4 and 5A.5, without netting, is 

less than the Credit Customer’s available amount of Financial Security, then the 

submission is credit approved for inclusion in the TCR Auction.   

 

5A.6.2 If the sum of the ETCRE Bid and ETCRE Offer for all TCRs (other than TCRs 

self-converted from ARRs) included in a single submission of Bids and Offers for 

a TCR Auction, calculated pursuant to sections 5A.4 and 5A.5, without netting, is 

greater than the Credit Customer’s available Financial Security, then the entire 

submission is credit disapproved and the Bids and Offers will not be included in 

the TCR Auction. 

 

5A.6.3 If the sum of the ETCRE Bid and ETCRE Offer for all TCRs included in a single  

submission of ARR self-conversions for a TCR Auction, calculated pursuant to 

sections 5A.4 and 5A.5, with netting as described in Section 5A.3.5 of this 

Attachment X, is less than the Credit Customer’s available amount of Financial 

Security, then the submission is credit approved for inclusion in the TCR Auction. 

 

5A.6.4 If the sum of the ETCRE Bid and ETCRE Offer for all TCRs included in a single  

submission of ARR self-conversions for a TCR Auction, calculated pursuant to 

sections 5A.4 and 5A.5, with netting as described in Section 5A.3.5 of this 

Attachment X, is greater than the Credit Customer’s available Financial Security, 

then the entire submission is credit deficient and the ARR self-conversion will not 

be included in the TCR Auction unless satisfactory alternate credit arrangements 

are made. 

 

5A.7 Updated ETCRE Calculation Post TCR Auction.  After the clearing of a TCR 

Auction, the TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement will be updated to reflect the TCRs 

awarded in the TCR Auction, including the acquisition cost for TCR Bids that cleared the 

TCR Auction and the disposal cost for TCR Offers that cleared the TCR Auction.  For 

TCR Bids, the TCR acquisition cost is calculated as the product of the Auction Clearing 

Price times the awarded megawatts times the duration of a given TCR.  For TCR Offers, 

the TCR disposal cost is calculated as the product of the Auction Clearing Prices times 

the megawatts sold times the duration of the TCRs sold.  The ETCRE Hold portion of the 

TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement will be updated to reflect the actual TCRs in the 

portfolio.   

 

5A.8 Total TCR Credit Requirement.  The total Financial Security requirement associated 

with the Credit Customer’s holding of TCRs and participating in the TCR Auctions is the 

Total TCR Credit Requirement.  The Total TCR Credit Requirement for a Credit 

Customers is the sum of (i) the TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement for the Credit 

Customer’s TCR portfolio, reflecting all of the TCRs held by the Credit Customer, 

calculated pursuant to section 5A.3; (ii) the Financial Security required for the Credit 

Customer’s participation in a TCR Auction, determined by the credit approved ETCRE 

Bid, calculated pursuant to section 5A.4, and ETCRE Offer, calculated pursuant to 



 

 

section 5A.5, for a TCR Auction that has not yet occurred; (iii) all TCR charges or credits 

that have been invoiced but not yet paid; and (iv) TCR charges or credits that have been 

calculated but not yet invoiced.  

 

Total TCR Credit Requirement =  

TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement + ETCRE Bid + ETCRE Offer + (ITCRC + CTCRC) 

 

Where, 

 

TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement is calculated pursuant to section 5A.3. 

 

ETCRE Bid is the sum of the ETCRE Bid amounts for the Credit Customer’s credit 

approved Bids for an auction that has not yet occurred, as calculated pursuant to section 

5A.4, without netting ETCRE Bid or ETCRE Offers in a submission. 

 

ETCRE Offer is the sum of the ETCRE Offer amounts for the Credit Customer’s credit 

approved Offers for an auction that has not yet occurred, as calculated pursuant to section 

5A.5, without netting ETCRE Bid or ETCRE Offers in a submission. 

 

ITCRC is the Invoiced TCR Charges (all TCR charges or credits that have been invoiced 

but not yet paid).  If the sum of ITCRC and CTCRC for a Credit Customer is negative, 

then zero will be included for the sum of ITCRC and CTCRC in the calculation of the 

Total TCR Credit Requirement. 

 

CTCRC is the Calculated TCR Charges (TCR charges or credits that have been 

calculated but not yet invoiced).  If the sum of ITCRC and CTCRC for a Credit Customer 

is negative, then zero will be included for the sum of ITCRC and CTCRC in the 

calculation of the Total TCR Credit Requirement. 

 

5A.8.1  If a Credit Customer’s available Financial Security is less than its Total TCR 

Credit Requirement, then the Credit Customer shall be required to provide 

additional Financial Security within two (2) Business Days from receipt of notice 

of such violation.  Failure to provide such Financial Security is a Default under 

this Credit Policy.   

 

5A.9 Transfer of TCRs.  If a Credit Customer proposes to sell or acquire TCRs through a 

bilateral transfer with another Credit Customer, SPP will evaluate the effect of the 

proposed transfer on the Total TCR Credit Requirement of each party to the proposed 

bilateral transfer and determine if both the buyer and the seller have sufficient Financial 

Security for the bilateral transfer to occur.  SPP approval of such bilateral transfers, based 

on whether both the buyer and seller have provided sufficient Financial Security to 

support the transfer, is required prior to such transfers.   

 

5A.9.1 For the seller in a bilateral transfer, SPP calculates the impact of the proposed 

transfer on the TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement that would result from the 



 

 

removal of the TCRs that are the subject of the proposed bilateral transfer from 

the TCR portfolio of the Credit Customer that is the seller in the bilateral transfer. 

 

5A.9.2 For the buyer in a bilateral transfer, SPP calculates the impact of the proposed 

transfer on the TCR Portfolio Credit Requirement that would result from the 

addition of the TCRs that are the subject of the proposed bilateral transfer from 

the TCR portfolio of the Credit Customer that is the buyer in the bilateral transfer. 

 

5A.9.3 If multiple TCRs are included in a single proposed bilateral transfer, both parties 

to the bilateral transfer must have sufficient Financial Security for the transfer of 

all of the TCRs in the proposed transfer.  

 

5A.9.4  SPP, in its sole discretion, may approve bilateral transfers if a Credit Customer 

does not have sufficient Financial Security to support the transfer, but the transfer 

would result in a reduction in Total TCR Credit Requirement for that Credit 

Customer.  

 

5A.9.5 The bilateral TCR transfer price is not included in SPP’s evaluation of a bilateral 

transfer of TCRs.  After an approved bilateral transfer of TCRs is completed, each 

Credit Customer’s Total TCR Credit Requirement is updated. 

 

5A.10 Return of TCR Financial Security.  A Credit Customer may request that SPP return 

any Financial Security no longer required to hold TCRs or participate in TCR Auctions if 

it is not needed to support other market services.  SPP may limit the frequency of such 

requested Financial Security returns, provided that Financial Security returns will be 

made by SPP at least once per month, if requested by a Credit Customer.   
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1.1 Definitions F 

Firm Point-To-Point Auction Revenue Right Nomination Cap 

The maximum total amount of Firm Point-To-Point Candidate Auction Revenue Rights that an 

Eligible Entity may nominate in each month and season in the annual Auction Revenue Right 

allocation process and the monthly Auction Revenue Right allocation process. 

 

Firm Point-To-Point Candidate Auction Revenue Right 

All or portion of the Megawatt quantity of a confirmed Firm Point-To-Point Transmission 

Service reservation which the holder of the Transmission Service reservation can nominate for 

conversion into an Auction Revenue Right in the Auction Revenue Right allocation process. 

 

Firm Point-To-Point Candidate Long-Term Congestion Right 

The Megawatt quantity of a confirmed Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service reservation 

with rollover rights that is used by the Transmission Provider to determine available rights which 

the holder of the Transmission Service reservation can select for conversion into a Long-Term 

Congestion Right in the Long-Term Congestion Right allocation process. 

 

Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

Floor-room 

The reduction in committed capacity required below the average load for the hour due to the 

uncertainty of the real-time instantaneous load, hourly load forecast and Variable Energy 

Resource output. 

 



 

 

1.1 Definitions G 

Good Utility Practice 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

Grandfathered Agreement (“GFA”) 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

GFA Carve Out 

Removal of the congestion and marginal loss charges for the amount of energy (MWh) actually 

transacted associated with GFAs. 

 

GFA Carve Out Schedule 

A schedule entered by the GFA Responsible Entity for administering the GFA Carve Out. 

 

GFA Responsible Entity 

An entity designated by agreement of the parties to a GFA or, absent such agreement, the 

Transmission Owner under such GFA that is registered or shall register as a Market Participant 

and is financially responsible for all Day-Ahead and transactional costs applicable to a GFA 

Carve Out under this Tariff.   

 

Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Auction Revenue Right Nomination Cap 

The maximum amount of Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate Auction 

Revenue Rights that an Eligible Entity may nominate in each month and season in the annual 

Auction Revenue Right allocation process or the monthly Auction Revenue Right allocation 

process. 

 

Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate Auction Revenue Right 

All or a portion of the Megawatt quantity of the transmission service component of a 

Grandfathered Agreement providing service equivalent to Firm Point-To-Point Transmission 

Service, as defined in the Tariff which the applicable Eligible Entity can nominate for conversion 

into an Auction Revenue Right in the annual Auction Revenue Right allocation process. 



 

 

Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate Long-Term Congestion Right 

The Megawatt quantity of the transmission service component of a Grandfathered Agreement 

providing service equivalent to Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service with rollover rights, 

which is used by the Transmission Provider to determine available rights that the applicable 

Eligible Entity can select for conversion into a Long-Term Congestion Right in the annual Long-

Term Congestion Right allocation process. 

 

Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service Auction Revenue 

Right Nomination Cap 

The maximum amount of Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service 

Candidate Auction Revenue Rights that an Eligible Entity may nominate in each month and 

season in the annual Auction Revenue Right allocation process and the monthly Auction 

Revenue Right allocation process. 

 

Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate Auction 

Revenue Right 

All or a portion of the Megawatt quantity of the transmission service component of a 

Grandfathered Agreement providing service equivalent to Network Integration Transmission 

Service, as defined in the Tariff, verified prior to the start of the annual ARR allocation process, 

that the applicable Eligible Entity can nominate for conversion into an ARR in the ARR 

allocation process. 

 

Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate Long-

Term Congestion Right 

The Megawatt quantity of the transmission service component of a Grandfathered Agreement 

providing service equivalent to Network Integration Transmission Service verified prior to the 

start of the annual Long-Term Congestion Right allocation process, that is used by the 

Transmission Provider to determine available rights that the applicable Eligible Entity can select 

for conversion into a Long-Term Congestion Right during the Long-Term Congestion Right 

allocation process. 

 



 

 

1.1 Definitions L 

Load Serving Entity (“LSE”) 

A distribution utility or an electric utility that has a service obligation, where a service 

obligation, as defined in Section 217(a) of the Federal Power Act, means a requirement 

applicable to, or the exercise of authority granted to, an electric utility under Federal, State, or 

local law or under long-term contracts to provide electric service to end-users or to a distribution 

utility. 

 

Local Emergency Condition 

A condition or situation determined by the local transmission operator that is imminently likely 

to cause a material adverse effect on the security of or damage to the local transmission 

operator’s facilities not modeled by the Transmission Provider. 

 

Local Reliability Issue 

A  local voltage or reliability condition necessitating a Local Reliability Issue Commitment.   

 

Local Reliability Issue Commitment 

A Resource commitment in addition to, or in lieu of, commitments resulting from the Security 

Constrained Unit Commitment in the Day-Ahead or any Reliability Unit Commitment, in order 

to mitigate issues with Transmission System voltage or other local reliability concerns.  These 

Resource commitment requirements are established prior to or during an Operating Day and are 

based on projected local reliability requirements, operational considerations, and generation and 

transmission outages.  These commitments will be based on Operating Guides for recurring local 

voltage and reliability requirements, but an Operating Guide is not required prior to a Resource 

commitment being designated as a Local Reliability Issue Commitment.  Resource commitments 

to relieve a potential or actual Interconnection Reliability Operating Limit violation will not be 

designated in this category. 

 

Locational Marginal Price (“LMP”) 



 

 

The price for Energy at a given Price Node which is equivalent to the marginal cost of serving 

demand at the Price Node while meeting the Transmission Provider Operating Reserve 

requirements. 

 

Long-Term Congestion Right (“LTCR”) 

An instrument that entitles the holder to a Transmission Congestion Right over a period of more 

than one year, which is awarded during the Transmission Provider’s annual Long-Term 

Congestion Rights allocation process. 

 

Loss Pool 

A collection of either (i) Settlement Locations within a Settlement Area (a “Settlement Area Loss 

Pool”), or (ii) all External Interfaces  and Market Hubs  located throughout the Transmission 

System, that is used for the purpose of determining an Asset Owner’s allocation of over-

collected loss revenues in Sections 8.5.16 or 8.6.16 of Attachment AE. 

 



 

 

1.1 Definitions N 

Net Benefits Test 

A calculation that measures the threshold price at which the benefits of dispatching Demand 

Response Load outweigh the costs. 

 

Network Integration Transmission Service 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

Network Integration Transmission Service Auction Revenue Right Nomination Cap  

The maximum amount of Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate Auction Revenue 

Rights that an Eligible Entity may nominate in each month and season in the annual Auction 

Revenue Right allocation process and the monthly Auction Revenue Right allocation process. 

 

Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate Auction Revenue Right 

The Megawatt quantity associated with Network Integration Transmission Service from Network 

Resources that the holder of the Network Integration Transmission Service can nominate for 

conversion into an Auction Revenue Right, subject to the Network Integration Transmission 

Service Auction Revenue Right Nomination Cap. 

 

Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate Long-Term Congestion Right 

The Megawatt quantity associated with Network Integration Transmission Service with rollover 

rights from Network Resources that is used by the Transmission Provider to determine available 

rights that the holder of the Network Integration Transmission Service can select for conversion 

into a Long-Term Congestion Right during the Long-Term Congestion Right allocation process. 

 

Network Model 

A representation of the transmission, generation, and load elements of the interconnected 

Transmission System and the transmission systems of other regions in the Eastern 

Interconnection. 

 

 



 

 

No-Load Offer 

The compensation request in a Resource Offer, in dollars, by a Market Participant representing 

the hourly fee for operating a synchronized Resource at zero (0) Megawatt output.  For a 

generating unit, No-Load Offers are generally representative of the fuel expense required to 

maintain synchronous speed at zero (0) Megawatt output.  For a Dispatchable Demand Response 

Resource or Block Demand Response Resource, No-Load Offers are generally representative of 

a combination of the fuel expense required to maintain synchronous speed at zero (0) Megawatt 

output for Behind-The-Meter Generation and the ongoing hourly costs associated with 

manufacturing process changes associated with a reduction in load consumption. 

 

Non-Conforming Load 

Load that is process driven that does not follow a predictable pattern.   

 

Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource 

A Variable Energy Resource that is not capable of being incrementally dispatched by the 

Transmission Provider.   

 



 

 

1.1 Definitions S 

Scarcity Price 

The Market Clearing Price and Locational Marginal Price levels determined through the use of 

Demand Curves when there is insufficient Operating Reserve available to meet the Operating 

Reserve requirement. 

 

Scarcity Pricing 

The calculation of Scarcity Prices in accordance with Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.4.2 of this 

Attachment AE. 

 

Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (“SCED”) 

An algorithm capable of clearing, dispatching, and pricing Energy and Operating Reserve on a 

co-optimized basis that minimizes overall cost while enforcing security constraints. 

 

Security Constrained Unit Commitment (“SCUC”) 

An algorithm capable of committing Resources to supply Energy and Operating Reserve on a co-

optimized basis that minimizes capacity costs while enforcing security constraints. 

 

Setpoint Instruction 

The Real-Time desired Megawatt output signal calculated for a specific Resource by SPP’s 

control system for a specified period. 

 

Settlement Area  

A geographic area within the SPP Balancing Authority Area for which transmission interval 

metering can account for the net area load within the geographic area where, for the purposes of 

the local allocation of costs pursuant to Section 8.6.7(B) of Attachment AE of this Tariff, such 

geographic area is equivalent to an SPP BA Participant Area, as defined under Attachment AN 

of this Tariff. 

 

Settlement Area Metered Net Interchange 

The algebraic sum of all Energy flowing into or out of a Settlement Area during an hour. 



 

 

 

Settlement Area Net Load 

The sum of (a) net injections at each Settlement Location within the Settlement Area and (b) 

Settlement Area Metered Net Interchange. 

 

Settlement Invoice 

A weekly summary of the Integrated Marketplace net daily charges and payments by Asset 

Owner and Operating Day that is generated for each Market Participant and contains data for all 

of the Operating Days settled, either on an initial, final or resettlement basis, during the invoice 

period.  

 

Settlement Location 

A location of finest granularity for calculation of settlements in the Day-Ahead Market, Real-

Time Balancing Market, and TCR Market.  The four (4) types of Settlement Locations are: 

Resource (including pseudo-tied resources), Load (including pseudo-tied loads), Market Hub, 

and External Interface. 

 

Settlement Statement 

A daily summary of the Integrated Marketplace total daily charges and payments by charge type, 

Asset Owner and Operating Day. 

 

Simultaneous Feasibility Test 

A test for a state in which each set of injections and withdrawals associated with Long-Term 

Congestion Rights, Auction Revenue Rights and Transmission Congestion Rights would not 

exceed any thermal, voltage, or stability limits within the Transmission System under normal 

operating conditions or for monitored contingencies. 

 

Shadow Price 

A price for a commodity that measures the marginal value of the commodity. 

 

Spinning Reserve 



 

 

The portion of Contingency Reserve from qualified Resources synchronized to the system that is 

fully available to serve load within the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period following a 

contingency event. 

 

Spinning Reserve Offer 

The price at which a Spin Qualified Resource has agreed to sell Spinning Reserve. 

 

Spin Qualified Resource 

A Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit Spinning Reserve Offers into 

the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets. 

 

SPP Holidays 

New Year's Day, President's Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving 

Day, Day After Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve, Christmas Day. 

 

SPP Region 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

Start-Up Offer  

The compensation required by a Market Participant for bringing an off line Resource on line or 

for reducing consumption of a Dispatchable Demand Response Resource or Block Demand 

Response Resource. 

 

Start-Up Time 

The time required to start a Resource and reach the Minimum Economic Capacity Operating 

Limit following receipt of a Commitment Instruction to start-up from the Transmission Provider. 

 

State Estimator 

A standard industry tool that produces a power flow model based on available Real-Time 

metering information, information regarding the current status of lines, generators, transformers, 

and other equipment, bus load distribution factors, and a representation of the electric network, 



 

 

to provide a complete description of system conditions, including conditions at busses for which 

Real-Time information is unavailable. 

 

Supplemental Qualified Resource 

A Resource that has met the requirements to be eligible to submit Supplemental Reserve Offers 

into the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets. 

 

Supplemental Reserve 

The portion of Operating Reserve from qualified on-line Resources or qualified off-line 

Resources that is capable of being synchronized to the system that is fully available to serve load 

within the Contingency Reserve Deployment Period following a contingency event. 

 

Supplemental Reserve Offer 

The price at which a Supplemental Qualified Resource has agreed to sell Supplemental Reserve. 

 

Synchronized Resource 

A Resource that is electrically connected to the grid as evidenced by the closing of the Resource 

circuit breaker. 

 

Sync-To-Min Time 

The time required for a Resource’s output to reach Minimum Economic Capacity Operating 

Limit following synchronization to the grid. 

 



 

 

1.1 Definitions T 

Through Interchange Transaction 

A Market Participant schedule submitted between two External Interfaces for use in the Day-

Ahead Market or Real-Time Balancing Market for moving Energy through the SPP Balancing 

Authority Area. 

 

Transmission Congestion Right (“TCR”) 

A right that entitles the holder to be compensated or charged for congestion in the Day-Ahead 

Market between two Settlement Locations. 

 

Transmission Congestion Rights Markets (“TCR Markets”) 

The annual Long-Term Congestion Rights allocation process, the annual and monthly 

Transmission Congestion Rights auctions and the Auction Revenue Rights annual and monthly 

allocation processes. 

 

Transmission Customer 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

Transmission Provider 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

Transmission Service 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

Transmission System 

As defined in Section 1 of the Tariff. 

 

Tariff 

The Transmission Provider’s Open Access Transmission Tariff. 

 



 

 

7.0 Transmission Congestion Rights Markets 

The TCR Markets process includes an annual LTCR allocation, an annual ARR 

allocation, annual and monthly TCR auctions and a monthly ARR allocation in 

accordance with the timelines specified in the Market Protocols.  The TCR Markets 

process is subject to review by the Market Monitor consistent with Attachment AG of 

this Tariff.  LTCRs are obtained by Eligible Entities during the annual LTCR allocation. 

ARRs are obtained by Eligible Entities during the annual ARR allocation or the monthly 

ARR allocation.  TCRs are obtained by Market Participants through the annual LTCR 

allocation and the annual and monthly TCR auctions. 

There are seveneight (78) key processes associated with LTCRs, ARRs and 

TCRs: 

(1) Annual LTCR/ARR verification; 

(2) Annual ARRLTCR allocation; 

(3) Annual ARR allocation; 

(34) Annual TCR auction; 

(45) Monthly ARR allocation; 

(56) Monthly TCR auction; 

(67) ARR allocation and TCR auction settlements; and 

(78) TCR secondary markets. 

Table 7-1 in Section 7.3.27.4.2 of this Attachment AE provides additional details 

related to auction timing and Transmission System capability available for the TCR 

auctions. 

(b) Except as otherwise provided in this Section 7.0.b (ii), an entity taking firm transmission 

service under a GFA Carve Out will not be eligible to participate in the TCR Markets for the 

MW capacity associated with the GFA Carve Out. 

(i) The MW capacity associated with each GFA Carve Out shall be included in the 

Transmission Provider’s ARR allocation and TCR auction processes in a manner 

that reflects the transmission service pursuant to the GFA Carve Out, provided, 



 

 

however, that (A) Ccandidate ARRs associated with the GFA Carve Out service 

shall not be nominated for a product period if, based upon the twelve preceding 

months for which congestion data is available, such ARR, had it been converted 

to a TCR, would have resulted in a net charge to the holder of the TCR over that 

product period, and (B) until twelve months of Integrated Marketplace data are 

available, the Transmission Provider shall use relevant data from both the EIS 

Market and the Integrated Marketplace to estimate whether the result would have 

been a net charge to the TCR holder.  

 

(ii) On an annual basis, the GFA Responsible Entity may elect, in writing, to cancel 

the GFA Carve Out treatment and will be eligible to participate in the TCR 

Markets pursuant to Section 7.0 of Attachment AE. The conversion of GFA Carve 

Out to the TCR Market is irrevocable. 

 

 



 

 

7.1 Annual Long-Term Congestion Right/Auction Revenue Right Verification 

Only Eligible Entities are permitted to nominate candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs.  

The following rules apply to verification of firm Ttransmission Sservice for conversion to 

LTCRs and/or ARRs. 

 



 

 

7.1.1 Transmission Service Verification 

In order for Eligible Entities to obtain candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs, the 

Transmission Provider must first verify existing Ttransmission Sservice entitlements, 

including Ttransmission Sservice entitlements that have been renewed in accordance with 

rollover rights since their initial term.  An Eligible Entity’s Transmission Service must 

span the entire monthly or seasonal period for which ARRs are allocated to qualify for 

candidate ARRs in a particular month or season. An Eligible Entity’s transmission 

service must span the entire annual period for which LTCRs are allocated and must have 

rollover rights to qualify for candidate LTCRs. For Transmission Service with rollover 

rights whose deadline for providing notice of rollover occurs after the annual LTCR/ARR 

verification but before June 1, the Transmission Provider shall assume that the rollover 

will occur and shall consider the Transmission Service entitlement to span the entire 

allocation year, provided, however, that, if rollover rights for such Transmission Service 

are not exercised by the applicable deadline, any ARRs, TCRs, or LTCRs associated with 

such Transmission Service shall revert to the Transmission Provider effective on the date 

such Transmission Service terminates.  The Transmission Provider will verify Eligible 

Entity existing Transmission Service entitlements as follows:  

(1) The following will be performed prior to each annual LTCR and ARR allocation 

for Eligible Entities taking Network Integration Transmission Service or Firm 

Point-To-Point Transmission Service under the Tariff: 

(a) The Transmission Provider will obtain source, sink and Reservation 

Capacity information from the OASIS for each monthly and seasonal 

period for which ARRs are allocated in which the Ttransmission Sservice 

spans the entire period, or would if or when rolled over, for the current 

annual allocation and for the annual period for which LTCRs are allocated 

in which the transmission service spans the entire year; 

(i) For a Ttransmission Sservice reservation with a source inside the 

SPP Balancing Authority Area that is not a specific Resource or 

Resource Market Hub, the Transmission Provider will determine 

the load Settlement Location that most electrically corresponds to 

the source on the Ttransmission Sservice reservation that will be 



 

 

utilized as the source for candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs. Eligible 

Entities may create Resource specific Transmission Service 

reservations that represent their current Transmission Service 

reservations using the process described in the Market Protocols. 

(ii) For a Ttransmission Sservice reservation with a source outside of 

the SPP Balancing Authority Area, the interface between the 

Transmission Provider and the first tier Balancing Authority Area 

associated with the transmission reservation will be utilized as the 

source for candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs.   

(iii) For a Ttransmission Sservice reservation with a sink outside of the 

SPP Balancing Authority Area, the interface between the 

Transmission Provider and the first tier Balancing Authority Area 

associated with the transmission reservation will be utilized as the 

sink for candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs. 

(iv) Eligible Entities taking Network Integration Transmission Service 

with rollover rights under this Tariff shall be considered to have 

met the definition of Load Serving Entity for purposes of LTCR 

allocation; 

(v) Eligible Entities taking Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service 

with rollover rights under this Tariff shall not be considered a Load 

Serving Entity for LTCR allocation purposes unless the Eligible 

Entity provides an attestation to the Transmission Provider 

confirming that the Eligible Entity is a Load Serving Entity as 

defined in this Attachment AE; 

(b) The Transmission Provider will provide this information to each Eligible 

Entity for verification; and 

(c) Eligible Entities will notify the Transmission Provider within 2 weeks 

following receipt of this information, identifying and correcting inaccurate 

data on the OASIS.  Otherwise, the Transmission Provider provided data 

will be considered verified. 



 

 

(2) The following will be performed prior to each annual LTCR and ARR allocation 

for the Eligible Entity taking GFA service: 

(a) Each Transmission Owner shall register any GFA for which candidate 

LTCRs and/or ARRs are to be provided to the Transmission Owner or the 

transmission customer under the GFA on the Transmission Provider’s 

OASIS.  The Transmission Owner must provide the Transmission 

Provider with source, sink and Reservation Capacity information for each 

GFA on the Transmission Provider’s OASIS by registering each GFA 

with the Transmission Provider.  The Transmission Provider will use 

source, sink, and Reservation Capacity information from the GFA 

registration for each monthly and seasonal period for which ARRs are 

allocated and the annual period for which the LTCRs are allocated.  If 

both parties to the GFA are Market Participants with respect to the GFA 

load, then the parties may jointly inform the Transmission Provider which 

Market Participant will be allocated the candidate LTCRS and/or ARRs.  

If the parties to the GFA do not so inform the Transmission Provider, or if 

only the Transmission Owner that sold the GFA service is a Market 

Participant, then the Transmission Owner that sold the GFA service will 

be allocated the candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs associated with the GFA. 

(i) For a GFA with a source inside the SPP Balancing Authority Area 

that is not a specific Resource or Resource Market Hub, the 

Transmission Provider will determine the load Settlement Location 

that most electrically corresponds to the source on the 

Transmission Service reservation that will be utilized as the source 

for candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs.  

(ii) For a GFA with a source outside of the SPP Balancing Authority 

Area, the interface between the Transmission Provider and the first 

tier Balancing Authority Area associated with the transmission 

reservation will be utilized as the source for the candidate LTCRs 

and/or ARRs.   



 

 

(iii) For a GFA with a sink outside of the SPP Balancing Authority 

Area, the interface between the Transmission Provider and the first 

tier Balancing Authority Area associated with the transmission 

reservation will be utilized as the sink for the candidate LTCRs 

and/or ARRs. 

iv) An Eligible Entity under a GFA taking the equivalent of Network 

Integration Transmission Service with rollover rights shall be 

considered to have met the definition of Load Serving Entity for 

purposes of LTCR allocation; 

(v) An Eligible Entity under a GFA taking the equivalent of Firm 

Point-To-Point Transmission Service with rollover rights shall not 

be considered a Load Serving Entity for the purposes of LTCR 

allocation unless the Eligible Entity provides an attestation to the 

Transmission Provider confirming that the Eligible Entity is an 

Load Serving Entity as defined in this Attachment AE; 

(b) If the transmission customer under the GFA is receiving the candidate 

ARRs, to the extent that the transmission service specified in the GFA is 

identified as the equivalent of SPP Network Integration Transmission 

Service, the transmission customer under the GFA must provide the 

historical peak loads being served under the GFA for the previous three 

years. 



 

 

7.1.2 Candidate Long-Term Congestion Rights/Auction Revenue Rights 

Following verification of an Eligible Entity Ttransmission Sservice, candidate 

LTCRs and/or ARRs associated with such Ttransmission Sservice are assigned as 

follows: 

(1) For each Eligible Entity with Network Integration Transmission Service, the 

Eligible Entity’s Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs 

and/or candidate ARRs from a specific source is equal to the source Reservation 

Capacity.   

(a) An Eligible Entity may nominateselect Network Integration Transmission 

Service Candidate ARRsLTCRs, as described in Section 7.2.14 of this 

Attachment AE from a specific source to one or more sinks up to the 

amount of its available Network Integration Transmission Service 

Candidate ARRsLTCRs associated with the source such that the total of 

such selections does not exceed the lesser of the sum of Network 

Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs or the limit described 

under Section 7.1.3(1)(b) for that Eligible Entitysubject to the total 

nomination cap described in Section 7.1.3 of this Attachment AE. 

(b) An Eligible Entity may nominate Network Integration Transmission 

Service Candidate ARRs, as described in Section 7.3.1 of this Attachment 

AE from a specific source to one or more sinks up to the amount of its 

Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate ARRs associated 

with the source subject to the total nomination cap described in Section 

7.1.3 of this Attachment AE. 

(2) For each Eligible Entity with Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service, the 

Eligible Entity’s Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs for a 

specific source and sink is equal to the Reservation Capacity associated with that 

source and sink.   

(a) An Eligible Entity may nominateselect Firm Point-To-Point Candidate 

ARRsLTCRs, as described in Section 7.2.1 of this Attachment AE, for this 

specific source and sink up to the amount of its available Firm Point-To-

Point Candidate LTCRs such that the total of such selections does not 



 

 

exceed the total Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs available for that 

Eligible EntityARRs subject to the total nomination cap described in 

Section 7.1.3 of this Attachment AE. 

(b) Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs may be nominated by an Eligible 

Entity, as described in Section 7.3.1 of this Attachment AE, for this 

specific source and sink up to the amount of its Firm Point-To-Point 

Candidate ARRs subject to the total nomination cap described in Section 

7.1.3 of this Attachment AE. 

(3) For each Eligible Entity with equivalent Network Integration Transmission 

Service GFA service, the Eligible Entity’s Grandfathered Agreement Network 

Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs and/or ARRs from a specific 

source is equal to the source Reservation Capacity.   

(a) An Eligible Entity may nominateselect Grandfathered Agreement 

Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate ARRsLTCRs, as 

described in Section 7.2.1 of this Attachment AE, from a specific source 

to one or more sinks up to the amount of its available Grandfathered 

Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs 

such that the total of such selections does not exceed the lesser of the sum 

of Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service 

Candidate LTCRs or the limit described under Section 7.3.1(3)(b) for that 

Eligible Entity. ARRs subject to the total nomination cap described in 

Section 7.1.3 of this Attachment AE. 

(b) An Eligible Entity may nominate Grandfathered Agreement Network 

Integration Transmission Service Candidate ARRs, as described in Section 

7.3.1 of this Attachment AE, from a specific source to one or more sinks 

up to the amount of its Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service Candidate ARRs subject to the total nomination cap 

described in Section 7.1.3 of this Attachment AE. 

(4) For each Eligible Entity with equivalent Firm Point-To-Point GFA service, the 

Eligible Entity’s Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate 



 

 

LTCRs and/or ARRs for a specific source and sink is equal to the Reservation 

Capacity associated with that source and sink.   

(a) An Eligible Entity may selectnominate Grandfathered Agreement Firm 

Point-To-Point Candidate ARRsLTCRs, as described in Section 7.2.1 of 

this Attachment AE, for this specific source and sink up to the amount of 

its available Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate 

LTCRs such that the total of such selections does not exceed the total 

Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs 

available for that Eligible EntityARRs subject to the total nomination cap 

described in Section 7.1.3 of this Attachment AE. 

(b) An Eligible Entity may nominate Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-

To-Point Candidate ARRs, as described in Section 7.3.1 of this 

Attachment AE, for this specific source and sink up to the amount of its 

Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs subject 

to the total nomination cap described in Section 7.1.3 of this Attachment 

AE. 



 

 

7.1.3 Auction Revenue Right Nomination Cap 

An Eligible Entity’s ARR Nomination Cap will be as follows: 

(1) For Network Integration Transmission Customers, the Network Integration 

Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap for a particular month or season is 

equal to the lesser of (a) the sum of Network Integration Transmission Service 

Candidate ARRs and Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate 

LTCRs for that particular month or season as calculated in Section 7.1.2 of this 

Attachment AE and any additional Network Integration Transmission Service 

Candidate ARRs for that particular month or season as calculated in Section 

7.5.17.6.1 of this Attachment AE or (b) One hundred and three percent (103%) of 

the average of that customer’s three most recent annual peak Network Loads.  

This value will be adjusted by the Transmission Provider as required to account 

for wholesale load shifts between Transmission Customers.  In addition, 

Candidate LTCRs and awarded LTCRs shall be transferred by the Transmission 

Provider as applicable to account for wholesale load shifts between Transmission 

Customers. 

(2) For Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Customers, the Firm Point-To-Point ARR 

Nomination Cap is equal to the sum of Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs and 

Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs as calculated in Section 7.1.2 of this 

Attachment AE and any additional Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs as 

calculated in Section 7.5.17.6.1 of this Attachment AE. 

(3) For GFA customers taking the equivalent of SPP Network Integration 

Transmission Service, the Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap for that particular month or season is 

equal to the lesser of (a) the sum of Grandfathered Agreement Network 

Integration Transmission Service Candidate ARRs and Grandfathered Agreement 

Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs for that particular 

month or season as calculated in Section 7.1.2 of this Attachment AE and any 

additional Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service 

Candidate ARRs for that particular month or season as calculated in Section 

7.5.17.6.1 of this Attachment AE or (b) One hundred and three percent (103%) of 



 

 

the average of that GFA customer’s three most recent annual peak Network 

Loads. 

(4) For GFA customers taking the equivalent of SPP Firm Point-To-Point, the 

Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point ARR Nomination Cap is equal to 

the sum of Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs and 

Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs as calculated in 

Section 7.1.2 of this Attachment AE and any additional Grandfathered Agreement 

Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs as calculated in Section 7.5.17.6.1 of this 

Attachment AE. 

(5) An Eligible Entity’s ARR Nomination Cap is equal the sum of its Network 

Integration Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap, Firm Point-To-Point 

ARR Nomination Cap, Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap and Grandfathered Agreement Firm 

Point-To-Point ARR Nomination Cap. 

 



 

 

7.2 Annual Long-Term Congestion Right Allocation 

Eligible Entities may select the candidate LTCRs that they wish to receive up to 

their available LTCRs.  The portion of the selected candidate ARRs are awarded to each 

Eligible Entity during the LTCR annual allocation.  Available candidate LTCRs are 

evaluated on an annual basis in a two-step process; (i) candidate LTCRs associated with 

Eligible Entities that are Load Serving Entities  are evaluated in accordance with Section 

7.2.2 and (ii) remaining candidate LTCRs associated with Eligible Entities that are not 

Load Serving Entities are then evaluated in accordance with Section 7.2.3. 

The Transmission Provider shall make available fifty percent (50%) of the 

projected maximum Transmission System capability for the purpose of LTCR allocation 

in the annual LTCR allocation process.  No later than five (5) days prior to the start of the 

annual LTCR allocation process, the Transmission Provider shall post the Transmission 

System network topology, including the corresponding impacts from Parallel Flow, used 

to determine the projected maximum Transmission System capability that will be used in 

the upcoming allocation. 



 

 

7.2.1 LTCR Surrender 

Eligible Entities may surrender previously awarded LTCRs in 0.1 MW 

increments.  Prior to annual LTCR allocation, Eligible Entities shall submit the following 

information: 

(1) Source (valid candidate LTCR source Settlement Location); 

(2) Sink (valid candidate LTCR sink Settlement Location); 

(3) Surrendered LTCR MW (cannot exceed previously awarded LTCR). 



 

 

7.2.2 Available Long-Term Congestion Rights for Load Serving Entities 

A Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed to determine the amount of 

available LTCRs that may be selected and awarded for Eligible Entities that are LSEs.  

The Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed using the most current Network Model 

for the corresponding LTCR allocation period.  For the Simultaneous Feasibility Test, all 

candidate Load Serving Entity LTCRs are modeled as a generation injection at the source 

and a corresponding load withdrawal at the sink. In addition, all previously awarded 

LTCRs, that have not been surrendered, which are associated with Eligible Entities that 

are not LSEs, are modeled as fixed injections and withdrawals.   

If the candidate Load Serving Entity LTCRs are not feasible, the amount of 

candidate LTCRs available for selection and award will be reduced using a weighted 

least squares method.  The weighted least squares method minimizes the sum of the 

squared deviations between the actual LTCR amounts and the candidate LTCR amounts, 

weighted by the reciprocal of the candidate LTCR amounts, which results in a higher 

percentage LTCR reduction for those nominations having the greatest impact on the 

constraints.  LTCR reductions associated with candidates that have an equal impact on 

the constraints are reduced by the same percentage.   

Previously awarded Load Serving Entity LTCRs are guaranteed to be available 

using the iterative methodology described in the Market Protocols; provided that such 

Load Serving Entity LTCRs must meet the criteria as specified in Section 7.1.1 of this 

Attachment AE, or have not been surrendered as described under Section 7.2.1 of this 

Attachment AE.  To the extent that these previously awarded Load Serving Entity LTCRs 

are no longer feasible, the Transmission Provider will make the minimum adjustments 

necessary to the ratings of the applicable transmission facilities in the model in order to 

allow the model to produce a feasible solution. 



 

 

7.2.3 Available Long-Term Congestion Rights for Non-Load Serving Entities 

A Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed to determine the amount of 

available LTCRs that may be selected and awarded for Eligible Entities that are not Load 

Serving Entities.  The Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed using the most current 

Network Model for the corresponding LTCR allocation period.  For the Simultaneous 

Feasibility Test, all candidate non-Load Serving Entity LTCRs are modeled as a 

generation injection at the source and a corresponding load withdrawal at the sink. In 

addition all available LTCRs associated with Eligible Entities that are Load Serving 

Entities as calculated under Section 7.2.2 of this Attachment AE are modeled as fixed 

injections and withdrawals.   

If the candidate non-Load Serving Entity LTCRs are not feasible, the amount of 

candidate LTCRs available for selection and award will be reduced using a weighted 

least squares method.  The weighted least squares method minimizes the sum of the 

squared deviations between the actual LTCR amounts and the candidate LTCR amounts, 

weighted by the reciprocal of the candidate LTCR amounts, which results in a higher 

percentage LTCR reduction for those nominations having the greatest impact on the 

constraints.  LTCR reductions associated with candidates that have an equal impact on 

the constraints are reduced by the same percentage.   

Previously awarded non-Load Serving Entity LTCRs are guaranteed to be 

available using the iterative methodology described in the Market Protocols; provided 

that such non-Load Serving Entity LTCRs must meet the criteria as specified in Section 

7.1.1 of this Attachment AE, or which have not been surrendered as described under 

Section 7.2.1 of this Attachment AE. To the extent that these previously awarded non- 

Load Serving Entity LTCRs are no longer feasible, the Transmission Provider will make 

the minimum adjustments necessary to the ratings of the applicable transmission facilities 

in the model in order to allow the model to produce a feasible solution.  



 

 

7.2.4 LTCR Selection and Awards  

(1) All previously awarded LTCRs are automatically awarded as LTCRs for the 

current allocation year; provided that such LTCRs meet the criteria specified in 

Section 7.1.1 of this Attachment AE; or were not surrendered as described under 

Section 7.2.1 of this Attachment AE.   

(2) Additional LTCRs are selected and awarded in a single-round process.  Eligible 

Entities may select: 

(a) Available LTCRs from its Network Integration Transmission Service 

Candidate LTCRs, less any previously awarded LTCRs plus any 

surrendered LTCRs associated with Network Integration Transmission 

Service Candidate LTCRs; 

(b) Available LTCRs from its Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs, less 

any previously awarded LTCRs plus any surrendered LTCRs associated 

with Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs;  

(c) Available LTCRs from its Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs as described under Section 7.1.2 

of this Attachment AE, less any previously awarded LTCRs plus any 

surrendered LTCRs associated with Grandfathered Agreement Network 

Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs; and/or 

(d) Available LTCRs from its Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point 

Candidate LTCRs as described under Section 7.1.2 of this Attachment AE, 

less any previously awarded LTCRs plus any surrendered LTCRs 

associated with Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate 

LTCRs;  

(3) Eligible Entities shall submit the following information in order to select LTCRs 

that were not previously awarded: 

(a) Source (valid candidate LTCR source Settlement Location); 

(b) Sink (valid candidate LTCR sink Settlement Location); 



 

 

(c) LTCR MW (total LTCR MW selected from a source Settlement Location 

cannot exceed the source candidate available LTCR MW as previously 

determined under Section 7.2.2  or Section 7.2.3 of this Attachment AE  

less previously awarded LTCRs plus surrendered LTCRs); 

(4) All selected LTCRs are automatically awarded, and these awarded LTCRs and 

those awarded as described under (1) above are directly converted to TCRs prior 

to the annual ARR allocation for the current allocation year. 



 

 

7.23 Annual Auction Revenue Right Allocation 

The annual ARR allocation addresses how candidate ARRs verified in the annual 

LTCR/ARR verification may be nominated and awarded.  Eligible Entities may nominate 

the candidate ARRs that they wish to receive up to their ARR nomination caps less any 

LTCRs awarded.  The portion of the nominated candidate ARRs that are simultaneously 

feasible are allocated to each Eligible Entity during the annual allocation.  Candidate 

ARRs are nominated on a monthly and seasonal basis in a three round process. 

The Transmission Provider shall make available one hundred percent (100%) of 

the projected maximum Transmission System capability for the purpose of ARR 

allocation in the annual ARR allocation process.  No later than five (5) days prior to the 

start of the annual ARR allocation process, the Transmission Provider will post the 

Transmission System network topology data for each of the monthly and seasonal On-

Peak and Off-Peak models, including the corresponding Parallel Flow and transmission 

line outage assumptions, used to determine the projected maximum Transmission System 

capability that will be used in the upcoming allocations. 

 



 

 

7.23.1 Auction Revenue Right Nominations 

For each month and season included in the annual ARR allocation period, as 

defined in Table 7-1 in Section 7.3.27.4.2 of this Attachment AE, Eligible Entities may 

nominate candidate ARRs in 0.1 MW increments for specific source to sink pairs that 

total up to their ARR nomination caps as calculated in Section 7.1.3 of this Attachment 

AE less any LTCRs awarded.  Nominations occur separately for On-Peak and Off-Peak 

periods.  Prior to each ARR nomination round, Eligible Entities shall submit the 

following information: 

(1) Source: valid candidate ARR source Settlement Location for rounds 1 and 2, and 

any applicable source Settlement Location for round 3; 

(2) Sink: valid candidate ARR sink Settlement Location for rounds 1 and 2, and any 

applicable sink Settlement Location for round 3;  

(3) Class: On-Peak or Off-Peak; 

(4) Period: specific month or season; and 

(5) Nominated ARR MW:  

(a) In round 1 and round 2, the total candidate ARR MW nominated from a 

source Settlement Location cannot exceed the source candidate ARRs less 

any awarded LTCRs associated with the source. 

(b) In round 3, any source to sink path may be nominated, subject to the 

limitation described in Section 7.2.27.3.2(3) of this Attachment AE. 

 



 

 

 

 

7.23.2 Auction Revenue Right Allocation 

ARRs are allocated in a three round process as follows: 

(1) In round 1, Eligible Entities may nominate: 

(a) ARRs from their Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate 

ARRs that totals no more than fifty percent (50%) of their Network 

Integration Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap less the sum of 

awarded LTCRs from their Network Integration Transmission Service 

Candidate LTCRs; 

(b) ARRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service Candidate ARRs that totals no more than fifty 

percent (50%) of their Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap less the sum of awarded 

LTCRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs; 

(c) ARRs from their Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs that totals no more 

than fifty percent (50%) of their Firm Point-To-Point ARR Nomination 

Cap less the sum of awarded LTCRs from their Firm Point-To-Point 

Candidate LTCRs; and 

(d) ARRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point 

Candidate ARRs that totals no more than fifty percent (50%) of their 

Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point ARR Nomination Cap less 

the sum of awarded LTCRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Firm 

Point-to-Point Candidate LTCRs. 

(2) In round 2, Eligible Entities may nominate: 

(a) ARRs from their Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate 

ARRs that totals no more than one hundred percent (100%) of their 

Network Integration Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap less any 



 

 

nominated Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate ARRs 

awarded in round 1 less the sum of awarded LTCRs from their Network 

Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs; 

(b) ARRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service Candidate ARRs that totals no more than one 

hundred percent (100%) of their Grandfathered Agreement Network 

Integration Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap less any 

nominated Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission 

Service Candidate ARRs awarded in round 1 less the sum of awarded 

LTCRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration 

Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs; 

(c) ARRs from their Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs that totals no more 

than one hundred percent (100%) of their Firm Point-To-Point ARR 

Nomination Cap less any nominated Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs 

awarded in round 1 less the sum of awarded LTCRs from their Firm Point-

To-Point Candidate LTCRs; and 

(d) ARRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point 

Candidate ARRs that totals no more than one hundred percent (100%) of 

their Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point ARR Nomination 

Cap less any nominated Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point 

Candidate ARRs awarded in round 1 less the sum of awarded LTCRs from 

their Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs . 

(3) In round 3, any Eligible Entity may nominate ARRs from any source to sink that 

totals no more than one hundred percent (100%) of its ARR Nomination Cap less 

any nominated candidate ARR amounts awarded in rounds 1 and 2 less the sum of 

all awarded LTCRs.  In this round an Eligible Entity is limited to a maximum 

combined submittal of two-thousand (2,000) ARR nominations for each Asset 

Owner it represents.  Market Participants may not nominate candidate ARRs 

between Settlement Locations that are collocated and electrically equivalent. 

 



 

 

7.23.3 Annual Auction Revenue Right Awards 

A Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed in each round of the ARR allocation 

to determine the amount of nominated ARRs to be awarded.  The Simultaneous 

Feasibility Test is performed using the most current Network Model projectedincluding 

planned transmission outages for the corresponding ARR allocation period.  For the 

Simultaneous Feasibility Test, a nominated candidate ARR is modeled as a generation 

injection at the source and a corresponding load withdrawal at the sink.  All directly 

converted TCRs from awarded LTCRs are modeled as fixed injections and withdrawals.   

If the nominated candidate ARRs are not feasible, the amount of nominated 

candidate ARRs to be awarded will be reduced using a weighted least squares method.  

The weighted least squares method minimizes the sum of the squared deviations between 

the actual ARR amounts and the nominated ARR amounts, weighted by the reciprocal of 

the nominated ARR amounts, which results in a higher percentage ARR reduction for 

those nominations having the greatest impact on the constraints.  ARR reductions 

associated with nominations that have an equal impact on the constraints are reduced by 

the same percentage.    

Every six (6) months for the first two (2) years after implementation of the 

Integrated Marketplace, the Transmission Provider will analyze the net funding of TCRs 

through the Day-Ahead Market.  In the event the cumulative funding is at or below 90% 

or above 100%, the  Transmission Provider may approve an additional adjustment of all 

subsequent monthly auctions and the month of June in the annual auction of the normal 

and emergency ratings of all flowgates and monitored transmission system elements. 

 



 

 

 

 

7.3.4 Annual Transmission Congestion Right AwardsReserved For Future Use 

Simultaneously feasible TCRs are awarded based upon the TCR Bid prices such 

that the total TCR auction value is maximized.  Self-converted TCRs are evaluated 

concurrently with all other submitted TCR Bids and are given the highest priority subject 

to simultaneous feasibility.  In the event there is a tie during the Simultaneous Feasibility 

Test, each competing TCR Bid will be awarded a TCR on a  pro rata share based on the 

individual impact on the constraint.  ACPs are calculated based on the shift factor for a 

specific bus to the Reference Bus with the corresponding Shadow Price for such bus, for 

each Settlement Location using the formula for the MCC as described in Section 8.3.1.2 

of this Attachment AE. 



 

 

7.34 Annual Transmission Congestion Right Auction 

Market Participants may obtain TCRs by purchasing them in the annual TCR 

auction or through conversion of ARRs into TCRs.  The percentages of the Transmission 

System capability made available during the annual TCR auction are listed in Table 7-1 

in Section 7.34.2 of this Attachment AE.  TCRs in the annual auction are auctioned in a 

single round process for all months and seasons.  If there are any changes to the 

transmission system topology or Parallel Flow data after the conclusion of Annual ARR 

Allocation Process, the Transmission Provider will post such changes no later than three 

(3) Business Days prior to the start of the Annual TCR Auction Process. 

 



 

 

7.34.1 Transmission Congestion Right Offer and Bid Submittal 

(1) Market Participants that have satisfied the applicable credit requirements may 

participate in the annual TCR auction. 

(2) Market Participants holding ARRs associated with a specific source and sink may 

elect to self-convert all or a portion of those ARRs into TCRs by specifying the 

self-convert option as part of the TCR Bid submittal. 

(3) For each month and season included in the annual TCR auction, Market 

Participants may submit TCR Bids and/or Offers in 0.1 MW increments, for On-

Peak and Off-Peak periods.  A valid TCR Bid and/or Offer must contain the 

following information: 

(a) Source: any valid Settlement Location; 

(b) Sink: any valid Settlement Location; 

(c) Class: On-Peak or Off-Peak; 

(d) Period: specific month or season; 

(e) Type: Bid, Offer or self-convert; 

(f) TCR MW; and 

(g) TCR Price; 

(i) TCR Bids and Offers cannot exceed $100,000/MW-Month;  

(ii) TCR Bids and Offers cannot be less than negative $100,000/MW-

Month; 

(4) For each TCR round, a Market Participant is limited to a maximum of 2,000 TCR 

Bids and/or Offers for each Asset Owner it represents.  Market Participants may 

not submit offers to buy TCRs between Settlement Locations that are collocated 

and electrically equivalent. 

 



 

 

7.34.2 Annual Transmission Congestion Right Auction 

In the annual TCR auction, TCRs are made available in a single round for each 

month and season as follows: 

(1) For the month of June, one hundred percent (100%) of the Transmission System 

capability is made available, for the July-September period ninety percent (90%) 

is made available, and for the Fall, Winter and Spring seasons sixty percent (60%) 

is made available.  For additional details see Table 7-1; 

(a) Only Eligible Entities holding ARRs may submit a self-convert TCR Bid. 

(b) The self-convert TCR MWs are evaluated simultaneously with TCR Bids 

and Offers and are subject to reductions that may result from the 

Simultaneous Feasibility Test.  

(c) The self-convert TCR Bid or Offer must specify the same source and sink 

as the associated ARR and the TCR MW must be less than or equal to the 

associated ARR MW. 

(d) The self-convert type option will convert ARRs associated with the 

specified source to sink pair into the TCR MW specified subject to 

simultaneous feasibility. 



 

 

Table 7-1: TCR Auction Summary 

 

 

______________________ 

1
 October and November 

2
 December, January, February, March 

3
 April and May 

 

Auction 

Month 

Auction 

Type 
TCR Award Periods TCR 

Produ

cts 

Auctio

n 

Round

s 

Total 

Auctions 

 May         Annual 

(System Capability %) 

Jun 

(100) 

Jul 

(90) 

Aug 

(90) 

Sep 

(90) 

Fall1 

(60)  

Winter2 

(60) 

Spring3 

(60) 
On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

1  

 

14 

  Jun         Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Jul 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

1 2 

 Jul         Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Aug 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

1 2 

 Aug         Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Sep 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

1 2 

 Sep         Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Oct 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

2 4 

 Oct        Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Nov 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

2 4 

 Nov         Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Dec 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

2 4 

 Dec         Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Jan 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

2 4 

 Jan         Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Feb 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

2 4 

 Feb         Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Mar 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

2 4 

 Mar        Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

Apr 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

2 4 

 Apr        Monthly 

(System Capability %) 

May 

(100) 

      On-

Peak/ 

Off-Peak 

2 4 



 

 

 

7.34.3 Annual Transmission Congestion Right Auction Clearing and Simultaneous 

Feasibility 

The auction is performed with an objective of maximizing the total TCR auction 

value while ensuring that the cleared TCRs are also simultaneously feasible.  A 

Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed in each round. 

The Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed using the most up to date 

Network Model projectedincluding planned transmission outages for the corresponding 

ARR allocation period.  For the Simultaneous Feasibility Test,: 

(1) TCR submittals of both the self-convert type and Bid type are modeled as 

a generation injection at the source and a corresponding load withdrawal 

at the sink. 

(2) TCR submittals of the Offer type are modeled as a generation injection at 

the sink and a corresponding load withdrawal at the source; and 

(3) Directly converted TCRs from LTCRs are modeled as fixed injections and 

withdrawals. 

 



 

 

7.34.4 Annual Transmission Congestion Right Awards 

Simultaneously feasible TCRs are awarded based upon the TCR Bid prices such 

that the total TCR auction value is maximized.  Self-converted TCRs are evaluated 

concurrently with all other submitted TCR Bids and are given the highest priority subject 

to simultaneous feasibility.  In the event there is a tie during the Simultaneous Feasibility 

Test, each competing TCR Bid and Offer will be awarded a TCR on a  pro rata share 

based on the individual impact on the constraint.  ACPs are calculated based on the shift 

factor for a specific bus to the Reference Bus with the corresponding Shadow Price for 

such bus, for each Settlement Location using the formula for the MCC as described in 

Section 8.3.1.2 of this Attachment AE. 

 



 

 

7.45 Monthly Transmission Congestion Right Auctions 

Market Participants may obtain TCRs, in addition to those obtained in the annual 

TCR auction, by purchasing TCRs in the monthly TCR auction or through conversion of 

ARRs awarded in the annual and monthly ARR allocations.  Market Participants may 

also offer for sale TCRs awarded in the annual TCR auction.  The TCRs for the months 

of July through September are auctioned in a single round.  The TCRs for the months of 

October through May are auctioned in two rounds.  No later than three (3) days prior to 

the monthly TCR auction, the Transmission Provider will post any changes to the 

Transmission System topology or input data assumptions that occurred after the 

conclusion of the annual ARR allocation. 

 



 

 

7.45.1 Monthly Transmission Congestion Right Offer and Bid Submittal 

(1) Market Participants that have satisfied the applicable credit requirements may 

participate in the monthly TCR auction. 

(2) Market Participants may submit TCR Bids and Offers for On-Peak and Off-Peak 

periods.  The following information is submitted for a TCR Bid or Offer: 

(a) Source: any valid Settlement Location; 

(b) Sink: any valid Settlement Location; 

(c) Class: On-Peak or Off-Peak; 

(d) Type: Bid, Offer or self-convert; 

(e) TCR MW: 0.1 MW increments, may not exceed ARR MW held on path if 

self-convert type selected; and 

(f) TCR Price: 

(i) TCR Bids cannot exceed $100,000/MW-Month; 

(ii) TCR Bids cannot be less than negative $100,000/MW-Month; 

(3) Market Participants may not submit more than a total of 2,000 TCR Bids and 

Offers in each TCR round for each Asset Owner it represents.  Market 

Participants may not submit offers to buy TCRs between Settlement Locations 

that are collocated and electrically equivalent. 

 



 

 

7.45.2 Monthly Transmission Congestion Right Auction 

TCRs are auctioned in a single round for the months of July through September 

and one hundred percent (100%) of the Transmission System capability is made 

available.  Any amounts of ARRs awarded in the monthly ARR allocation plus: the lesser 

of (i) ten percent (10%) of the ARRs obtained in the annual ARR allocation or (ii) the 

difference between the ARRs obtained in the annual ARR allocation and the amount of 

self-converted TCRs awarded in the annual TCR auction may be self-converted during 

this auction and any TCRs obtained in the annual TCR auction may be offered for sale. 

TCRs are auctioned in a two round process for the months of October through 

May.  In the two round process: 

(1) Round 1 - Fifty percent (50%) of the Transmission System capability remaining 

following the annual TCR auction is made available; 

(a) All ARRs awarded in the Monthly ARR Allocation Process may be 

submitted for self-conversion.  

(i) ARRs obtained in the annual allocation may be submitted for self-

conversion subject to the following limitations: Eligible Entities 

may submit the lesser of (i) forty percent (40%) of the ARRs 

obtained in the annual ARR allocation or (ii) the difference 

between the ARRs awarded in the annual ARR allocation and the 

quantity of self-converted TCRs awarded in the annual TCR 

auction.    

(ii) A self-convert TCR Bid must specify the same source and sink as 

the associated ARR and must be less than or equal to the 

associated ARR MW. 

(iii) The self-convert TCR MWs are evaluated simultaneously with 

TCR Bids and Offers and are subject to reductions that may result 

from the Simultaneous Feasibility Test. 

(b) Any TCRs awarded in the annual TCR auction may be offered for sale by 

the TCR holder. 

(d) Any Market Participant may also submit TCR Bids for any source-sink 

pair.   



 

 

 (2) Round 2 - The remaining Transmission System capability is made available; 

(a) An Eligible Entity may submit self-convert TCR Bids in this round that 

are limited to the values calculated under Section 7.67(2)(c) of this 

Attachment AE.  The self-convert TCR MWs are evaluated 

simultaneously with TCR Bids and Offers and are subject to reductions 

that may result from the Simultaneous Feasibility Test. 

(b) Any TCRs awarded in round 1 or the annual TCR auction, including self-

converted TCRs, may be offered for sale by the TCR holder. 

(c) Any Market Participant may also submit TCR Bids for any source-sink 

pair.   

 



 

 

7.45.3 Monthly Transmission Congestion Right Auction Clearing and Simultaneous 

Feasibility 

The auction is performed with an objective of maximizing the total TCR auction 

value while ensuring that the cleared TCRs are also simultaneously feasible.  A 

Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed in each round using the most up to date 

Network Model projected including planned transmission outages for the corresponding 

monthly TCR auction period with all TCRs awarded in the annual TCR auction modeled 

as fixed injections and withdrawals.  To the extent that these fixed injections and 

withdrawals are no longer feasible, the Transmission Provider will make the minimum 

adjustments necessary to the ratings of the applicable transmission facilities in the model 

in order to allow the model to produce a feasible solution prior to the start of the monthly 

TCR auction solely for the purpose of the monthly TCR auction.  The Transmission 

Provider will report to the stakeholders on a quarterly basis regarding the number of 

times that the transmission facility ratings had to be adjusted in the model to ensure 

feasibility. 

For the Simultaneous Feasibility Test, monthly TCR submittals of the self-convert 

type and TCR Bid type are modeled as a generation injection at the source and a 

corresponding load withdrawal at the sink.  A monthly TCR submittal of the Offer type is 

modeled as a generation injection at the sink and a load withdrawal at the source.   

 



 

 

7.45.4 Monthly Transmission Congestion Right Awards 

Simultaneously feasible TCRs are awarded based upon the TCR Bid prices such 

that the total TCR auction value is maximized.  Self-converted TCRs are evaluated 

concurrent with all other submitted TCR Bids and are given the highest priority subject to 

simultaneous feasibility.  ACPs are calculated for each Settlement Location using the 

formula for the MCC as described in Section 8.3.1.2 of this Attachment AE. 

 



 

 

7.56 Monthly Auction Revenue Right Allocation 

Eligible Entities are eligible to nominate candidate ARRs for: (i) any remaining 

candidate ARR capacities from the Annual ARR Allocation Process, (ii) firm 

Transmission Service that has been confirmed following the completion of the most 

recent annual TCR auction and prior to the next annual LTCR/ARR verification, (iii)  

firm Transmission Service confirmed prior to the Annual LTCR/ARR Verification 

Process that includes a partial season, or (iv) Transmission Service for which a redispatch 

obligation has been eliminated.  To the extent that the Eligible Entity’s firm Transmission 

Service term extends beyond the current annual ARR allocation period, such remaining 

service will be included in the next annual LTCR/ARR verification. 

 



 

 

7.56.1 Monthly Auction Revenue Right Transmission Service Verification 

In order to qualify for additional monthly candidate ARRs in a particular month, 

an Eligible Entity’s Transmission Service must span the entire month within the 

applicable year.  The Transmission Provider will verify Eligible Entity existing 

Transmission Service entitlements as follows: 

(1) The Transmission Provider will obtain the source, sink and Reservation Capacity 

information from the Transmission Provider’s OASIS for the applicable month; 

(2) The Transmission Provider will provide this information to each Eligible Entity 

for verification; and 

(3) Eligible Entities will notify the Transmission Provider within six (6) days 

following receipt of this information, identifying and correcting inaccurate data 

on the OASIS.  Otherwise, the Transmission Provider provided data will be 

considered verified and additional monthly candidate ARRs will be assigned as 

described under Section 7.1.2.  

 



 

 

7.56.2 Reserved for Future Use  



 

 

 

7.56.3 MONTHLY AUCTION REVENUE RIGHT NOMINATIONS 

Five (5) days prior to the start of the monthly TCR auction, Eligible Entities may 

nominate in a single round: (i) Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate 

ARRs in 0.1 MW increments along specific source to sink paths that totals no more than 

the difference between (1) their Network Integration Transmission Service ARR 

Nomination Cap and (2) the sum of (a) awarded ARRs associated with Network 

Integration Transmission Service Candidate ARRs and (b) directly converted TCRs from 

awarded LTCRs associated with Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate 

LTCRs awarded in the annual ARR allocation processes; (ii) Firm Point-To-Point 

Candidate ARRs in 0.1 MW increments along specific source to sink paths that totals no 

more than the difference between (1) their Firm Point-To-Point ARR Nomination Cap 

and (2) the sum of (a) awarded ARRs associated with Firm Point-To-Point Candidate 

ARRs and (b) directly converted TCRs from awarded LTCRs associated with Firm Point-

To-Point Candidate LTCRsawarded in the annual ARR allocation processes; (iii) 

Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate ARRs in 

0.1 MW increments along specific source to sink paths that totals no more than the 

difference between (1) their Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission 

Service ARR Nomination Cap and (2) the sum of (a) awarded ARRs associated with 

Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate ARRs 

and (b) directly converted TCRs from awarded LTCRs associated with Grandfathered 

Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate LTCRsawarded in the 

annual ARR allocation processes; and (iv) Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-

Point Candidate ARRs in 0.1 MW increments along specific source to sink paths that 

totals no more than the difference between their (1) Grandfathered Agreement Firm 

Point-To-Point ARR Nomination Cap and (2) the sum of (a) awarded ARRs associated 

with Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs and (b) directly 

converted TCRs from awarded LTCRs associated with Grandfathered Agreement Firm 

Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRsawarded in the annual ARR allocation processes.  

Nominations occur separately for On-Peak and Off-Peak periods.  Eligible Entities 

submit the following information: 



 

 

(1) Source: valid candidate ARR source Settlement Location; 

(2) Sink: valid candidate ARR sink Settlement Location; 

(3) Class: On-Peak or Off-Peak; and 

(4) ARR MW: 

(a)  The total ARR MW nominated from a source Settlement Location 

cannot exceed the source candidate ARRs less previously awarded 

source ARRs. 

 



 

 

7.56.4 Monthly Auction Revenue Rights Awards 

A Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed to determine the amount of 

nominated candidate ARRs to be awarded. For the Simultaneous Feasibility Test a 

nominated candidate ARR is modeled as a generation injection at the source and a 

corresponding load withdrawal at the sink. The Simultaneous Feasibility Test is 

performed using the following assumptions.  

(1) The Transmission System model used in will be the same Network Model to 

be used in the upcoming monthly TCR auction; 

(2) One hundred percent (100%) of the projected maximum Transmission System 

capability, including any completed Network Upgrades, is made available; 

and 

(3) All TCRs previously awarded in the annual TCR auction and all remaining 

ARRs not accounted for in the annual TCR auction (as defined in Section 

7.67 of this Attachment AE) for the applicable month are modeled as fixed 

injections at the specified sources and fixed withdrawals at the specified 

sinks. To the extent that these fixed injections and withdrawals are no 

longer feasible, the Transmission Provider will make the minimum 

adjustments necessary to the ratings of the applicable transmission 

facilities in the model in order to allow the model to produce a feasible 

solution solely for the purpose of assessing ARR feasibility. The 

Transmission Provider will report to the stakeholders on a quarterly basis 

regarding the number of times that the transmission facility ratings had to 

be adjusted in the model to ensure feasibility. 

If the nominated candidate ARRs are not feasible, the amount of nominated 

candidate ARRs to be awarded will be reduced based on their relative impact on the 

constraint to produce a simultaneously feasible result. 



 

 

7.67 Auction Revenue Right Allocation and Transmission Congestion Right Auction 

Settlements 

The charges and payments to ARR and TCR holders will be calculated on a daily 

basis and included on the Settlement Statements consistent with the timing of the Energy 

and Operating Reserve Markets settlement as described in Section 8.7 of this Attachment 

AE.  For the purposes of calculating charges and payments to ARR holders, the following 

amounts of ARR awards will be used: 

(1) ARR Settlement for annual TCR auction: 

(a) For the month of June, one hundred percent (100%) of annual 

ARR award; 

(b) For the months of July through September, the greater of (i) ninety 

(90%) of annual ARR award or (ii) self-convert TCR award; and 

(c) For the Fall, Winter and Spring seasons, the greater of (i) sixty 

(60%) of annual ARR award or (ii) self-convert TCR award. 

(2) ARR Settlement for monthly TCR auction: 

(a) For the months of July through September, ARRs not accounted 

for in ARR Settlement in the annual TCR auction as described in 

(1)(b) above plus all monthly ARR awards; 

(b) For the months of October through May for round 1, the greater of 

(i) fifty (50%) of monthly ARR awards plus: fifty percent (50%) of 

the difference between the annual ARR award and the ARRs 

accounted for in the annual TCR auction as described in (1)(c) 

above or (ii) Self-convert TCR awards; and  

(c) For the months of October through May for round 2, the difference 

between: (i) the sum of annual ARR awards and monthly ARR 

awards and (ii) the sum of ARR MW accounted for in Section 

(1)(c) above and the ARR MW accounted for in Section (2)(b) 

above. 



 

 

7.78 Transmission Congestion Right Secondary Market 

The Transmission Provider will facilitate a secondary market for TCRs.  Both 

purchaser and seller in the secondary market must be a Market Participant.  The 

secondary market is described as follows:  

(1) Bilateral trading of existing TCRs is facilitated through a bulletin board system; 

(2) TCRs may be broken down into increments that are not smaller than 0.1 MW and 

that totals no more than the original TCR; 

(3) TCRs may be traded daily, for On-Peak or Off-Peak periods; 

(4) Trades must be completed no later than two (2) calendar days prior to the 

applicable Operating Day to which the TCR instrument applies. 

(5) The TCR purchaser pays TCR seller directly; 

(6) TCRs may not be reconfigured (path must remain the same); 

(7) The Market Participants must inform the Transmission Provider of any proposed 

transfer and the Transmission Provider must confirm that the credit requirements 

in Attachment X of this Tariff have been met prior to the transfer of ownership of 

a TCR through a bilateral transaction; and 

(8) The Transmission Provider records the transfer of TCR ownership. 



 

 

7.89 Liquidation of Transmission Congestion Rights in the Event of Market Participant 

Default 

In the event the Transmission Provider declares a Market Participant to be in 

default in accordance with Attachment X of this Tariff, the Transmission Provider shall 

initiate the following procedures to close out and liquidate the TCRs of the Market 

Participant as soon as practicable after such default is declared:  

(1) Transmission Provider may close out the defaulting Market Participant’s positions 

as of the date of default, by unilaterally accelerating and terminating all forward 

TCR positions. 

(2) Transmission Provider shall post on its website all salient information relating to a 

closed out portfolio of TCRs. 

(3) In liquidating the defaulting Market Participant’s TCR portfolio, the Transmission 

Provider shall not allow the liquidated TCRs offered for sale to set price.   

(4) Transmission Provider may offer for sale all of the TCR positions within the 

defaulting Market Participant’s TCR portfolio in any or all upcoming regularly 

scheduled TCR auctions.  

(5) Alternatively, the Transmission Provider may conduct one or more specially 

scheduled TCR auctions, in which all of the portfolio of the defaulting Market 

Participant’s TCRs are offered for sale.   

(6) If Transmission Provider elects not to, or is unable to, close out and liquidate a 

TCR position under these procedures, the close out shall be deemed void and the 

defaulting Market Participant shall remain liable for the full final value of its 

default, such full final value being based upon the results of the applicable Day-

Ahead Market settlements. 



 

 

7.910 Initial TCR Markets Schedule  

For the initial period, which will span the period between the start-up date of the 

Marketplace and the start date for the first annual TCR year, Transmission Provider will 

conduct an abbreviated multi-month auction using a process similar to the annual auction.  

The initial production schedule for TCRs shall be as follows and in accordance with the 

timelines specified in the Market Protocols: 

1. Candidate ARR Verification 

2. 3-round ARR Market Participant Nomination and Transmission Provider 

Allocation processes 

3. 1-round TCR Auction for the period prior to the first full year auction 

using 90% of the system capability 

Subsequently, Transmission Provider will conduct monthly auctions of any 

residual amounts available on the system according to the process defined for monthly 

auctions in Sections 7.45 and 7.56 of this Attachment AE. 



 

 

8.7.1 Transmission Congestion Rights Auction Transaction Amount 

A TCR auction daily charge or payment to each Asset Owner is calculated as the 

sum of charges and payments associated with that Asset Owner’s TCRs purchased or 

sold on a particular source to sink path, for each TCR auction period and round in the 

annual and monthly TCR auctions, as follows: 

TCR Auction Daily Amount = 

Sum of [(TCR Auction Quantity) * (Auction Clearing Price at source - Auction Clearing 

Price at sink)] / Number of Days in the Period 

(1) An Asset Owner’s TCR Quantity is the total MWs of TCRs purchased on a 

particular source to sink path in the annual TCR auctions or the net total MWs of 

TCRs purchased or sold on a particular source to sink path in round 1 and round 2 

in the monthly TCR auctions by that Asset Owner. 

(2) Auction Clearing Price at source is the Auction Clearing Price in the applicable 

auction period and round at the source Settlement Location of the TCR Quantity 

source to sink path as calculated as described under Sections 7.34.4 and 7.45.4 of 

this Attachment AE. 

(3) Auction Clearing Price at sink is the Auction Clearing Price in the applicable 

auction period and round at the sink Settlement Location of the TCR Quantity 

source to sink path as calculated as described under Sections 7.34.4 and 7.45.4 of 

this Attachment AE. 

(4) Number of Days in the Period is either number of days in the applicable monthly 

period or number of days in the applicable seasonal period. 

 



 

 

8.7.2 Auction Revenue Rights Funding Amount 

ARRs are valued at the prices from the annual and monthly TCR auctions during 

the lifetime of the instrument.  An ARR auction daily charge or payment to each Asset 

Owner is calculated for each applicable ARR quantity held on a particular source to sink 

path, for each TCR auction period and round in the annual and monthly TCR auctions as 

follows: 

ARR Daily Amount = 

[(ARR Quantity) * (Auction Clearing Price at Sink - Auction Clearing Price at Source)] / 

Number of Days in the Period * (-1) 

(1) An Asset Owner’s ARR Quantity is the total applicable MWs of ARRs on a 

particular source to sink path for the corresponding TCR auction period and round 

where such quantities are described under Section 7.67 of this Attachment AE. 

(2) Auction Clearing Price at Sink is the Auction Clearing Price in the applicable 

auction period and round at the sink Settlement Location of the ARR Quantity 

source to sink path as calculated as described under Sections 7.34.4 and 7.45.4 of 

this Attachment AE. 

(3) Auction Clearing Price at Source is the Auction Clearing Price in the applicable 

auction period and round at the source Settlement Location of the ARR Quantity 

source to sink path as calculated as described under Sections 7.34.4 and 7.45.4 of 

this Attachment AE. 

(4) Number of Days in the Period is either number of days in the applicable monthly 

period or number of days in the applicable seasonal period. 
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